THE PHZEDRUS.

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE.
SOCRATES AND PHIEDRUS.
SCENE.-THE BANKS OF THE ILISSUS.

SOCRATES.

VVHITHER are you going, my dear Phaedrus, and from whence came
you P
Pl-UEDR. From Lyſlas, the ſon of Cephalus, Socrates; but I am going, for
the ſake oſ walking, beyond the walls of the city. For I have been ſitting
with him a long time, indeed from very early in the morning till now. But
being perſuaded by Acumenus', who is your aſſociate as well as mine, to

take ſome exerciſe, I determined upon that of walking. For he ſaid that this
kind of exerciſe was not ſo laborious, and at the ſame time was more health
ſul, than that of the courſe.
i

Soc. He ſpeaks well, my friend, on this ſubject: and ſo Lyſias then, as
it ſeems, was in the city.

PHZEDR. He was.

For he dwells with Epicrates in this houſe of Mory

chus, which is next to that of Olympius.
Soc. But what was his employment there?
with a banquet of orations ?

Or did not Lyſias treat you

PIUEDR. You ſhall heactr, iſ you have but leiſure to walk along with me,
and attend.
' This Acumenus the phyſician is alſo mentioned by Plato in the Protagoras, and by Xenophon
in the. third bOU'ﬂ oſ the Sayiugs and Decds of Socrates.
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Soc. But-what, do you not think that I, according to Pindar, Would con

ſider as a thing ſnpenor to buſineſs, the relation of your converſation with
Lyſias?
PHZEDR. Go on then.
Soc. Begin the relation then.
PHIEDR. And indeed, Socrates, the hearing of this is proper for you '.
For I do not know how it happened ſo, but our diſcourſe was amatory.

For Lyſias, through the perſuaſion of ſome beautiful perſon, though not one
of his lovers, had compoſed an oration on love, and this in a very elegant
manner : in the courſe of which he aſſerts that one who does not love ouoht

to be gratiﬁed rather than a lover.

o

Soc. Generous man! I wiſh he had likewiſe aſſerted that this ſhould be

the caſe with the poor rather than the rich, the old than the young, and ſo in
all the reﬅ, that thus I myſelf, And many more oſ us, might be gratiﬁed ' :

for then his diſcourſe would have been both polite and publicly uſeful.

I am

therefore ſo deſirous 3 of hearing his oration, that if you ſhould even w\alk
as far as to Megara, and, like Herodieus 4, when you had reachcd the walls,
immediately turn back again, 1 ſhould not leave you.

PHBDR. What do you ſay, moﬅ excellent Socrates? Do you think me
ſo much of an idiot as to ſuppoſe myſelf capable of relating, in ſuch a man
ner as it deſerves, a diſcourſe which Lyſias, the moﬅ ſkilful writer of the

preſent age, was a long time in compoſing at his leiſure?

I am certainly

very far from entertaining ſuch a ſuppoﬁtion : though I would rather be able

to do this than be the poſſeſſer of a great quantity of gold.
Soc. O thedrus, if l do not know Phaedrus, l am likewiſe forgetful ofmy

ſelf; but neither of theſe happens to be the caſe.

For I well know that

' Socrates acknowledges that he knew the three following things, viz. the amatory art, as in the

Banquet he ſays concerning Diotima, ** ſhe taught me amatory affairs ;" 'be maitutit art, as in the
Theaetetus he ſays, "' divinity has ordered me to exerciſe obﬅetrication z" and 'be dialectic art, as

in the Cratylus, ** ſorI know nothing, ſays he, except to give and take words."
3 lt is ſcarcely neceſſary to obſerve that Socrates ſays this ironically.
' 3 Socrates deſires to hear, becauſe he vehemently wiſhes, from his amatory diſpoſition, to ener
gize divinely, and to ſave the youth.
* This Herodicus, as we are informed by Hermeas, was a phyſician, who made gymnaﬅic ex
erciſes beybnd the walls, beginning from a certain commenſurate interval at no great diﬅance, as
ſat as to the wall, and turning back again; and doing this often, he performed his exerciſes.
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he has not only heard the diſcourſe of Lyﬁas once', but that he has deſired
him to repeat it often: and that Lyſias willingly complied with his requeﬅ.
But neither was this ſuﬃcient for Phazdrus ; but having at length obtained
the book, he conſidered that which he moﬅly deſired to ſee. And ſitting

down to peruſe it very early in the morning, he continued his employment,
till being ſatigued, he went out for a walk; and, by the dog, as it appears to
me committed it to memory, unleſs perhaps it was too long for this purpoſe.
But he directed his courſe beyond the walls, that he might meditate on this

oration.

Mceting, however, with one who was madly fond of diſcourſe, he

rejoiced on beholding him, becauſe he ſhould have a pa-rtner in his oorybantic
fury; and deſired him to walk on.

But when that lover of diſcourſe re

queﬅed him to repeat the oration, he feigned as if he was unwilling to corn

ply; but though he was unwilling that any one ſhould hear him voluntarily,
he was at length compelled to the relation. I therefore entreat, Phaedrus,

that you will quickly accompliſh all I deſire.
Prmann. Well then, l will endeavour to ſatisfy you in the beﬅ manner l
am able; for I ſee you will not diſmiſs me tillI have exerted my utmoﬅ
abilities to pleaſe you.
'
Soc. You perfectly apprehend the truth reſpecting me.
PHEDR. I will therefore gratify you; but, in reality, Socrates, [have 'not
learned by heart the words of this oration, though I nearly retain the ſenſe

of all the arguments by which he ſhows the diﬀerence between a lover and
one who does not love ; and theſe I will ſummarily relate to you in order,
beginning from the ﬁrﬅ.

Soc. But ſhow me ﬁrﬅ, my friend, what you have got there in your left *

hand'
' Not to hear once, but often, ſays Hermeas, manifeﬅs the unwearied labour of men about
apparent beauty. The hook here ſigniﬁes that ſenſible beauties are images oſ images, as the
letters in it are primarily indicative of the ſoul, but ſecondarily of the reaſons proceeding from the

ſoul.

A dog is dedicated to Hermes, and is the laſt veﬅige oſ the Mercurial ſeries.

As the pre

ſent hypotheſis, therefore, is about the oration of Lyſias, and Hermes is the inſpective guardian

of diſcourſe, Socrates very properly ſwears by the dog. lt may alſo be ſaid that he thus ſwears as
reverencing the extremity of this order, and through it calling the inſpective Hermes himſelf as
a witneſs.
* The left hand here maniſcſls that a rhetoric of this kind is extended to the worſe, or in other

words, the paſſwc part of the ſoul; and that it does not pertain to the pure' power and ſummit
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hand, under your cloak: for l ſuſpect that you have got the oration itſelf.
And if this be the caſe, think thus with yourſelf reſpecting me, that l per
fectly eﬅeem you; but that, when Lyﬁas is preſent, it is by no means my in
tention to liﬅen to you. And therefore ſhow it me.

PHEDR. You ought to deſiﬅ : for you have deﬅroyed thoſe hopes, Socrates,
which I entertained reſpecting you ; the hopes I mean of conteﬅing with you.
But where are you willing we ſhould ſit, while we read?

Soc. Let us, turning hither, direct our ﬅeps towards the river lliſſus: and
afterwards, when you ſhall think proper to reﬅ, w_e will ſit down.

PHEDR. And this will be very ſeaſonable, as it appears, for I am at pre
ſent without ſhoes ' ; but this is always the caſe with you.

It will be eaſy,

therefore, for us to walk by the ſide of the brook, moiﬅening our feet; nor

will it be unpleaſant, eſpecially at this ſeaſon of the year, and this time of

the day.
*
'
Soc. Go on then, and at the ſame time look out for a place where we
may ſit down.
'
PHEDR. Do you ﬂee that moﬅ lofty plane tree?
Soc. Why, what then?
PHEDR. For there, there is a cool ſhade, moderate breezes of wind, and
ſoft graſs, upon which we may either ſit, or, ifyou are ſo diſpoſed, lie down.

Soc. Let us go then.

PHJEDR. But inform me, Socrates, whether this is not the place in which
.Boreas is reported to have raviſhed Orithya from Iliſſus.
of the rational ſoul, viz. to intellect, but rather to the doxaﬅic and phantaﬅic part. But the book
beingconcealed under the garment oſ Phaedrus, ſigniﬁes that ſuch rhetoric is involved in dark
neſs, and is fallen from the light of ſcience: for it is converſant with doxaﬅic and material con

cerns, and with human trifles.
' The being without ſhoes here ſigniﬁes promptitude, the unſupetfluous, and an aptitude to the
anagegic, which indeed were always preſent with Socrates, but with thdrus at that time, be
cauſe he was about to be perfected by Socrates. The ſummer alſo, and mid-day, are adapted to
re-elevation, conſormably to that ſaying of Heraclitus, that the ſoul that has aclry ſplendour is
the wiſeﬅ. The dipping the feet in the brook ſigniﬁes the touching on generation with the lalt
and moﬅ abject powers of the ſoul; for theſe are indicated by the ſect: the rational ſoul at the

ſame time ſupernally contemplating generation. The breezcs of wind alſo maniſeﬅ the providen
tial inſpiration of the Gods: but the ſhade ſigniﬁes an intelligible, unapparent, and elevating power,
remote from that which is ſenſible and which agitates; for this latter is indicated by the light.

Soct
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Soc. It is reported ſo indeed.
PHZEDR. Was it not juﬅ here then? for the brooks hereabonts appear to,
be grateful to the view, pure and tranſparent, and very well adapted to the

ſports oſ virgins.
Soc. It was not, but two or three ſtadia lower down, where we meet'
with the temple of Diana 1, and in that very place there is a certain altar
ſacred to Boreas '.
PHZEDR..
' The Athenians, ſays Hermeas, eﬅabliſhed a temple of Rural Diana, becauſe this Goddeſs is
the inſpective guardian oſ every thing rural, and repreſſes every thing ruﬅic and uncultivated;
But the altars and temples of the Gods, ſignify their allotments; as you may alſo call the altar
and temple of the ſun, and of the ſoul of the ſun, this mundane body, or apparent ſolar orb. So
that in this place the allotments and illuminations of the Gods themſelves in temples will be the
intelligible theory, and which inveſligates univerſal through particulars, and being through that

which appear: toſh/ſx/I.

But the temple of this theory will be intellect.

I A twofold ſolution, ſays Hermeas, may be given of this fable; one from hiﬅory, more

ethical, but the other transferring us to wholes. And the former oſ theſe is as follows: Orithya
was the daughter of Erectheus, and the prieſleſs OF Boreas; for each oſ the winds has a preſiding
deity, which the teleﬅic art, or the art pertaining to ſacred myﬅeries, religiouſly cultivates.

To

this Orilhya then, the God was ſo very propitious, that he ſent the north wind for the ſafety of
the country; and bcſiles this, he is ſaid' to have aﬃlled the Athenians in their naval battles.

Orithya, therefore, becoming cnthuſiaﬅic, being poſſeſſed b'y her proper God Boreas, and no
longer energizing as ntan (for animals ceaſe to energize according to their own idioms when
poſſeſſed by ſuperior cauſes), died under the inſpiring inﬂuence, and thus was ſaid to have been
raviſhed by Boreas. And this is the more ethical explanation oſ the fable.
But the ſecond which transfers the narration to wholes is as follows, and does not entirely ſub

vert the ſormcr: ſor divine fables often employ tranſactions and hiﬅories in ſubſerviency to the
diſcipline of wholes. They ſay then, that Erectheus is the God that rules over the three elements,
air, water, and earth. Sometimes, howm er, he is conſidered as alone the ruler of the_,earth, and
ſometimes as the preſiding deity oſ Attica alone. Of this deity Orithya is the daughter; and ſhe
is the proliſic power oſ the earth, which is, indeed, coeXtended with the word Erectlyeur, as the
nnſolding oſ the name ſigniﬁes : for it is lbepro/jﬂcpawtrqft/Je tartbﬂaurzſhing and reﬅored accord
ing to 'be ſi-aſhnr. But Boreas is the providence of the Gods ſupernally illuminating ſecondary

natures: for they ſignify the providence oſ the Gods in the world by Boreas; becauſe this Divi
nity blows from loſty places. But the anagogic power oſ the Gods is ſigniﬁed by the ſouth wind,
becauſe this wind blows from low to lofty places 5 and beſides this, things ſituated towards the
ſouth are more divine. The providence of the Gods, therefore, cauſes the proliﬁc power of the
earth, or oſ the Attic land, to aſceml, and proceed into the apparent.
Orithya alſo, ſays Hermeas, may be ſaid to be a ſoul * aſpiring after things above, from upon'
at This is according to the pſychical mode of interpreting fablesu See the General Introduction, vol. I, of

this work..
and
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PHZEDR. ldid not perfectly know this.

But tell me, by Jupiter, Socrates,

are you perſuaded that this fabulous narration ' is true?
Soc. If I ſhould not believe in it, as is the caſe with the wiſe, I ſhould

not be abſurd: and afterwards, ſpeaking ſophiﬅically, I ſhould ſay that the
wind Boreas hurlcd from the neighbouring rocks Orithya, ſporting with
Pharmacia; and that ſhe dying in conſequence of this, was ſaid to have been

raviſhed by Borcas, or from the hill of Mars.

There is alſo another report

that ſhe was not raviſhed from this place, but from that.

But for my own

part, Phaedrus, I conſider interpretations of this kind as pleaſant enough, but
at the ſame time, as the province of a man vehemently curious and laborious,
and not entirely happy ; and this for no other reaſon, than becauſe after ſuch
an exPlanation, it is neceſſary for him to correct the ſhape of the Centaurs and
Chimazra. And, beſides this, a crowd of Gorgons and Pegaſuses will pour
upon him for an expoſition of this kind, and of certain other prodigious
and Brw, according to the Attic cuﬅom of adding a letter at the end of a word, which letter i'
here an a. Such a ſoul, therefore, is raviſhed by Boreas ſupemally blowing. But if Orithyz
was hurled from a precipice, this alſo is appropriate: for ſuch a ſoul dies a philoſophic, not
receiving a phyſical death, and abandons aproair'trctc *, at the ſame time that ſhe lives a phyſical
life. And philoſophy, according to Socrates in the Phazdo, is nothing elſe than a meditation of
death. Let then Orithya be the ſoul of Phaedrus, but Boreas Socrates raviſhing and leading it
to a proairttic death.

' According to ſome, Socrates in what he now ſays, does not admit the explanations of fables.

It is evident, however, that he frequently does admit and employ fables. But he now blame'
thoſe explanations which make fables to be nothing more than certain hiﬅories. and unfold them
into material cauſes, alTS) Hid earth, and winds, which do not revert to true beings, nor harmo.
nize with divine concerns.

Hence Soorates now ſays, If unfolding this fable l ſhould recur to

phyſical cauſes, and ſhonld aſſert that the wind Boreas, blowing vehemently, hurled Orithya as

as ſhe was playing from the rock, and thus dying ſhe was ſaid to have been raviſhed by Boreas,_
ſhould I not ſpeak abſurdly? For this explanation which is adopted by the wiﬅ, viz. by thoſe
who are employed in phyſical ſpeculations, is meagre and conjectural; ſince it does not recur to
true beings, but to natures, and winds, and airs, and vorticcs, as he alſo ſays in the Phaedo.

He

rejects, therefore, theſe naturaliſts, and thoſe who thus explain the fable, as falling into the inucﬁ.
nite andinﬁnite, and not recurring to ſoul, intellect, and the Gods.

But when Socrates ſays that

he conſiders ſuch interpretations as the province of a man very curiow and Iabariaw, and not vil/'rely

happy, theſe words indicate the being converſant with things ſenſible and material. And the
Centaurs, Chiinzerus, Gorgons, and Pegaſuses are powers which preſide over a material nature,
and the region about the earth.

But for an account of divine fables, and ſpecimens of the mode

in which they ought to be explained, ſee the Introduction to the ſecond book of the Republic.
it That is a life pertaining to her own will z for the ſoul in this caſe gives herſelf up to the will of divinity.

natures,
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All which, if any one,

not believing in their literal meaning, ſhould draw to a probable ſenſe,

employing for this purpoſe a certain ruﬅic wiſdom, he will ﬅand in need
of moﬅ abundant leiſure. With reſpcctto myſelf indeed, I have not ]ejſm-e

for ſuch an undertaking; and this becauſe I am not yet able, according
to the Delphic precept, to know ' myſelf. But it appears to me to be
ridiculous, while Iam yet ignorant of this, to ſpeculate things foreign from
the knowledge of myſelf. Hence, bidding farewell to theſe, and being
perſuaded in the opinion which I have juﬅ now mentioned reſpecting them,
I do not contemplate theſe, but myſelf, conſidering whether l am nota
wild beaﬅ ', poſſeſſing more folds than Typhon, and far more raging and
ﬁerce; or whether l am a more mild and ſimple animal, naturally par
ticipating of a certain divine and modeﬅ condition. But are we not, my

friend, in the midſt of our diſcourſe arrived at our deﬅined ſeat? and is
not yonder the oak to which you was to lead us?
PHIEDR. That indeed is it.

Soc. By Juno 3, a beautiful retreat. For the plane-tree very widely ſpreads
its ſhady branches, and is remarkably tall; and the height and opacity
of
' If any man ever knew himſelf, this was certainly the caſe with Socrates. In what he now
ſays, therefore, his meaning may be, either that he does not yet know himſelf as pure ſoul itſelf,
but that as being in body he knows himſelf; or that he does not yet know himſelf, as he is
known by divinity.

3 For it is evident that he who knows himſelf knows all things: for, in conſequence of the
ſoul being wapyoppov a-yamz an omniform image, he beholds all things in himſelf. By Typhon
here we muﬅ underﬅand that power which preſides over the confuſed and diſordered in the uni
verſe, or in other words the laﬅ proceſſion of things. The term mangﬁld, therefore, in this place
muﬅ not be applied to the God Typhon, but to that over which he preſidea, as being in its own
nature moved in a confuſed, diſordered, and manifold manner. For it is uſual with fables to
refer the properties of the objects of providential care to the providing powers themſelves.
a Socrates mentions Juno, ſays Hermeas, as generating and adorning the beauty of the mun
dane fabrication; and hence ſhe is ſaid to have received the Ceﬅus from Venus. Employing,
therefore, true praiſe, he firﬅ celebrates the place from the three elements air, water, and'earth a
and afterwards he ttiply divides the vegetable productiops of the earth into ﬁrſt, middle, and laﬅ.
For this is evident from what he ſays of the plan-ſe tree, the willow, and the graſs.
He
ſhows, too, that all the ſenſes were delighted except the taﬅe. But Achclous is the deity who

preſidcs over the much-honoured power of water: for, by this mighty river, the God who is the
_

inſpective
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of the willow, are perfectly beautiful, being now in the vigour of its vege
tation, and, on this account, ﬁlling all the place with the moﬅ agreeable

odour.

Add too, that a moﬅ pleaſant fountain of extreme cool water ﬂows

under the plane-tree, as may be inferred from its eﬀect on our feet, and

which appears to be ſacred to certain nymphs, and to Achelous, from the
'virgins and ﬅatues with which it is adorned.

Then again, if you are ſo

diſpoſed, take notice how lovely and very agreeable the air of the place is,

and what'a ſummer-like and ſonorous ſinging reſounds from the choir of
graſshoppers. But the moﬅ elegant proſpect ofall is that of the graſs, which
in a manner ſo extremely beautiful, naturally adapts itſelf to receive on the
gradual ﬅeep the reclining head. So that, my dear Phardrus, you have led
me hither as a gueﬅ in the moﬅ excellent manner.
PHEDR. But you, O wonderful man, appear to act moﬅ abſurdly; for
by your diſcourſe one might judge you to be ſome ﬅranger and not a native
of the place. And, indeed, one might conclude that you had never paſſed
beyond the bounds of the city, nor ever deſerted its walls.
Soc. Pardon me, moﬅ excellent Phaedrus, for l am a lover oflearning:
and, hence I conſider that ﬁelds ' and trees are not willing to teach me any
thing; but that this can be eﬀected by men reſiding in the city. You indeed
appear to me to have diſcovered an enchantment capable of cauſing my
departure from hence. For as they lead famiſhed animals whither they
pleaſe, by extending to them leaves or certain fruits; ſo you, by extending

to me the diſcourſes contained in books, may lead me about through all
Attica, and indeed wherever you pleaſe. But now, for the preſent, ſince
we
inſpective guardian of potable water is manifeﬅcd. Nymphs are goddeſſes who preſide over
regencrarion, and are miniſh-an: to Bacchus the oﬀspring of Scmcle. Hence they dwell near
water, that is, they aſcend into generation. But this Bacchus ſupplies the rcgenerntion of the
whole ſenſible world.
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' This maniſells, as it is beautifully obſerved by Hermeas, that Socrates always adhered to his
proper principles and cauſes, and his own intelligible and proper divinities. For the true country
ofſouls is the intelligible world. His diſcipline, therefore, was not derived from things ſenſible

and reſrſting, but from rational and intellectual ſouls, and from intellect itſelf. ſ The country
indeedis
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we are arrived hither, I for my part am diſpoſed to lie down; but do you,
aſſuming whatever poſition you think moﬅ Convenient, begin to read.
PHJEDR. Hcar then.-u You are well acquainted with the ﬅate of my
aﬀairs, and you have heard, I think, that it is moﬅ conducive to my advan

tage for them to ſubſiﬅ in this manner. But it appears to me that I am not
unworthy to be deprived of what I wiſh to obtain, becauſe I am not one oſ
your lovers: for lovers, when their deſires ceaſe, repent themſelves oſ the
bent-ſits which they have beﬅowed ; but there is no time in which it is pro
per for thoſe void of love to repent their beneficence; ſince they do not
conſult from neceſſity, but voluntarily, and in the beﬅ manner about their

own aﬀairs, and do good as far as their circumﬅances will admit. Beſides,
lovers ſometimes reﬂect how negligently they have attended, through love, to
their own concerns, what beneﬁts they have beﬅowed, to their own loſs, and
what labours they have undergone ; and therefore think they have conferred
favours worthy the objects of their love. But thoſe void oſ love, neither
blame themſelves for neglecting their aﬀairs, nor complain of paﬅ labours,
or diſagreement with their familiars, as produced by ſome beloved object.

So that ſuch mighty evils being removed, nothing elſe remains for them
than to perform with willingneſs and alacrity whatever they think will bev
acceptable to the objects oſ their beneﬁcent exertions. Beſides, ifit is ſaid that
lovers make much of the party beloved, becauſe they love in the moﬅ emi
nent degree, and are always prepared, both in words and actions, to comply
with the deſires of their beloved, though they ſhould oﬀend others by ſo

doing; it is eaſy to know that this is not the truth, becauſe lovers far more
eﬅeem the poﬅcrior than the prior objects of their love; and iſ the more re
indced ſo ſat pleaſant only to an intellectual man, as it is favourable to ſolitude, and this becauſe
ſnlitude is favourable to contemplation z but to be delighted with trees, and meadows, and ﬅreams,
merely ſor their own ſakes, is the' province of ſuch as are capable of no other energies than thoſe
of ſenſe and imagination. Socrates, in following Phaedrus, likewiſe manifeﬅs his providential
energy ab0ut youth, and his wiſh to ſave them. But his hearing in a reclined poſition, ſigniﬁes

his energizing about things of a more abject nature, ſuch as were the opinions of Lyſias about
beauty. For it is neceſſary, as Hermcas well obſerves, to accommodate the ﬁgures alſo to the
hypotheſcs. Hence, in his recantation, Socrates very properly uncovcrs his head, becauſe he
there diſcourſes on divine love. As, therefore, now intending to energize about more abject

beauty, he hears reclining; aﬃniilating the apparent ﬁgure to the diſcourſe. Thus alſo in the
thcilo, he ſat in an upright paﬅure on the bed when he was about to ſpeak concerning the phi
loſopher.

von. In.
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cently beloved party thinks ﬁt, they are even willing to treat injuriouſly the

former ſubjects of their regard. But to what elſe is it proper to aſcribe ſuch
a conduct, except that calamity, love; a conduct which he who had never
experienced this paﬃon would never ſuppoſe poſſible to exiﬅ. And beſides
this, lovers themſelves confeſs that they are rather diſeaſed than prudent,
and that they know their ill condition with reſpect to prudence, but are un
able to ſubdue it. But how can ſuch as are properly prudent approve the
deſires of ſuch as are thus diſeaſed? Beſides, if you ſhould wiſh to chooſe

among lovers the-beﬅ aſſoeiate, your choice muﬅ be conﬁned to a few ; but
if you deſire to ﬁnd among others one moﬅ accommodatcd to yourſelf, you
may chooſe out of many, And there are much more hopes ofſiuding one
worthy of your friendſhip among a many ctthan a few. If, therefore, you re
verence the eﬅabliſhed law, and are afraid leﬅ the infamy ofoﬀenders ſhould

be your portion, it is proper to*remember that lovers, who conſider them
ſelves as loved with a mutual regard, are aceuﬅomed to boaﬅ that they
have not beﬅowed their labour in vain; but that ſuch as are not infected
with love, being better than theſe, content themſelves with enjoyiug that

which is beﬅ rather than the opinion of men.

But ﬅill further, when the

multitude perceive lovers following the objects of their aﬀection, and beﬅow
ing all poſſible aﬃduity in this employment, they are neceſſarily perſuaded
that when they perceive them diſcourſing with each other, the deſire of

coition has either then taken place, or is about to do ſo: but they do not
attempt to reproach the familiarity of ſuch as are without love, as they know
it is neceſſary that they muﬅ either diſcourſe through friendſhip, or ſome
other pleaſure unconnected with coition. And, indeed, if in conſequence of
this doctrine you are afraid that it will be diﬃcult for friendſhip to remain,
and that diſagreements, by ſome means or other ariſmg, will become a com

mon deﬅruction to both; at the ſame time premiſiug that you ſhall thus

ſuﬀera great injury in moﬅ of your tranſactions; if this is the caſe, you
ought with much greater reaſon to be afraid of lovers. For there are many
things aﬃictive to theſe, and they conſider every thing as happening to their

diſadvantage.

Hence, they prohibit the objects of their regard from aſſoci

ating with other lovers, dreading leﬅ the wealthy ſhould ſurpnſs them in
wealth, and the learned in knowledge; and, as far as they are able, prcſcrvo

them from the company of thoſe who poſſeſs any thing good.

And thus, by
pertuading
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perſuading them to abﬅain from ſuch as theſe, they cauſe them to abandon

their friends. lf, therefore, you conſider your own advantage, you will be
wiſer than theſe, and will entirely difagree with them in opinion. But ſuch
as are not your lovers, but who act in a becoming manner through virtue,
will not envy your aſſociation with others, but will rather hate thoſe who
are unwilling to be your familiars; thinking that you are deſpiſed by ſuch
as theſe, but that you are beneﬁted by your aſſociates. So that there is much
more reaſon to hope that friendſhip will be produced by this means, than that

enmity will ariſe from ſuch a connection.

Add to this, that the moﬅ part

of lovers deſire the poſſeﬃon of the body before they know the manners, or

have made trial of any thing elſe belonging to the beloved object: ſo that it
is uncertain whether they will ﬅill wiſh to be friends to them, when the
deſire produced by love is no more. But it is probable that ſuch as are with
out love, ſince from the commencement of their friendſhip they acted with
out rcgarding venereal delight,--it is probable that they will act with leſs

ardour, but that they will leave their actions as monuments of their conduct
in futurity. Beſides, it will be more advantageous to you to be perſuaded
by me than by a lover. For lovers will praiſe both your ſayings and actions
beyond all meaſure; ſome through fear, leﬅ they ſhould oﬀend you; but
others, in conſequence of being depraved in their judgment, through deſire.
For love will point you out to be ſuch. It likewiſe compels the unfortunate
to conſider as calamitous things which cauſe no moleﬅation to others, and
obliges the fortunate to celebrate as pleaſant, things which are not deſerving
of delight: ſo that it is much more proper to commiſerate than emulate
lovers. But if you will be perſuaded by me, in the ſirﬅ place I will aſſociate
with you, without caring for preſent pleaſure, but for the ſake of future ad
vantage; not vanquiſhed by love, but ſubduing myſelf; nor for mere triﬂes
exciting ſevere enmity, but indulging a very little anger, and this but ſlowly

even for great oﬀences: pardoning, indeed, involuntary faults, and endea
vouring to turn you from the commiﬃon of ſuch as are voluntary. For theſe
are the marks ofa friendſhip likely to endure for a very extended period of
time. Ilowevcr, if it ſhould appear to you that friendſhip cannot he ﬁrm
unleſs it is united with the lover, you ſhould conſider that, according to this,
we ought not to be very fond of our children or parents, nor reckon thoſe

friends faithful, who became ſuch, not from deſire, but from ﬅudies of a
2 Q 2
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But further ﬅill, ifit is requiſite to gratify in the moſt emi

nent degree thoſe who are in want, it is proper to beneﬁt, not the beﬅ of
men, but the moﬅ needy : for, being liberated from the greateﬅ evils, they
will render them the moﬅ abundant thanks.

And beſides this, in the excr

tions of your own private benevolence, it is not proper to call your friends, but
mendicants and thoſe who ﬅand in need of alimentary ſupplie'. For theſe

will delight in you, and follow you; will ﬅand before your doors, and teﬅify
the moﬅ abundant ſatisfaction ; render you the greateﬅ thanks, and pray for
your proſperity. But, perhaps, it is proper not to be pleaſed with thoſe who

are vehemently needy, but rather with thoſe who are able to repay you with
thanks, nor with lovers only but with thoſe deſerving your attention.

Nor

again, with thoſe who enjoy the beauty of your youth, but with ſuch as may
participate your kindneſs when you are old. Nor with thoſe who, when
their deſire is accompliſhed, are ambitious of obtaining others, but with
thoſe who through modeﬅy are ſilent towards all men. Nor with thoſe who
oﬃciouſly attend upon you for a ſhort time, but with thoſe who are ﬁmilarly
your friends through the whole of life. Nor, laﬅly, with thoſe who, when
deſire is extinguiſhed, ſeek after occaſions of enmity; but with thoſe who,
when the ﬂower of your beauty is decayed, will then exhibit their virtue and
regard. Do you, therefore, remember what] have ſaid, and conſider that

friends admoniſh lovers, that they are engaged in a baſe purſuit; but that
thoſe void of love are never blamed by any of their familiars, as improperly

conſulting about themſelves, through a privation of love. Perhaps you will
aſk me whether] perſuade you to gratify all who are not lovers. But I
think that even a lover would not exhort you to be equally aﬀected towards

all your lovers: for neither would this deſerve equal thanks from the re
ceiver; nor would you, who are deſirous to conceal yourſelf from others, be

able to accompliſh this \-. ith equal facility towards all.

It is, however, ne

ceſſary that you ſhould receive no injury from your lover; but that ſome

advantage ſhould accrue to both.

To me it appears, therefore, that 1 have

ſaid ſuﬃcient; but if you think any thing ſhould be added, inform me what
it is."
How does this diſcourſe appear to you, Socrates? Is not the oration com
poſed in a tranſcendent manner, both as to the ſentiments and the ﬅructure
of the words?

p Soc.
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Soc. Divinely indeed, my friend, ſo as that lam aﬅoniſhed. And in the
ſame tranſcendent manner am I aﬀected towards you, Phaedrus, while I
behold you, becauſe you appeared to me in the courſe of reading the oration
to be tranſported with delight. As I conſidered, therefore, that you was
more ſkilful in ſuch aﬀairs than myſelf, l followed you ; and, in following,
was agitated together with you, O divine head ! with bacchic fury.
PHJEDR. Are you diſpoſed to jeſt in this manner?

Soc. Do l appear then to you to jeﬅ, and not to ſpeak ſeriouſly i
PHEDR. You by no means appear to be ſerious, Socrates. But, by JUO
piter, who preﬁdes over friendſhip, tell me whether you think that any one
of the Greeks could ſay any thing greater and more copiouſly on this,
ſubject ?
Soc. But what, do you think that a diſcourſe ought to be praiſed by you
and me, becauſe its compoſer has ſaid what is ſuﬃcient? and not for this
alone, that he has artiﬁcially faſhioned every word clear, and round, and
accurate? For, if it is neceſſary, this muﬅ be granted for your ſake :- for it
is concealed from me, through my nothingneſs.

Hence, I only attended to

the eloquence of the compoſer; for, as to the other particular, I do not
believe that even Lyſias will think himſelf ſuﬃcient. And indeed to me,
Phaedrus, it appears (unleſs you ſay otherwiſe) that he has twice and thrice
repeated the ſame things, as if he did not poſſeſs a great copiouſneſs of diſ
courſe upon the ſame ſubject : or, perhaps, he took no great care about a thing
of this kind. And beſides this, he ſeems to me to act in a juvenile manner, by

ſhowing that he can expreſs the ſame thing in diﬀerent ways, and yet at the
ſame time, according to each mode, in the beﬅ manner poſſible.

PHIEDR. You ſpeak nothing to the purpoſe, Socrates : for this oration
poſſeſſes a copiouſiieſs of ſentiment in the moﬅ eminent degree.

For he has

omitted nothing belonging to his ſubject, which he could with propriety in
troduce: ſo that, beſides what has been ſaid by him, no one could ever be
able to diſcourſe, either more abundantly or more to the purpoſe, on the
ſame ſubject, than he has done.

SOC. I cannot grant you this: for the wiſe of old, both men and women,
who have diſcourſed and written on this ſubject, would confute me, if I ſhould
admit this for the ſake of gratitying you.
6
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PHEDR. Who are thoſe antients? and where have you heard better things
than theſe?
_
Soc. I do not ſuﬃciently remember at preſent; but it is manifeﬅ that I
have ſomewhere heard of ſome of theſe, ſuch as the beautiful Sappho, or

the wiſe Anacreon, or certain other writers.

But from whence do l derive

this conjecture? Becauſe, O divine man! ﬁnding my breaﬅ full of con
ceptions, I perceive that I have ſomething to ſay in addition to what has
been already delivered, and this not of an inferior nature. Iwell know,

indeed, that I underﬅand nothing about ſuch things from myſelf, as I am
conſcious of my own ignorance. It remains therefore, I think, that I myſelf,
like a veſſel, ſhould be ﬁlled with knowledge, through hearing, from the
fountains of others; but that, through my dulnefs of apprehcnſiou, l ſhould
again forget how, and from whom, I received the information.
PHJEDR. You ſpeak, moﬅ generous man, in the moﬅ excellent manner.

For you cannot inform me, though I ſhould command you to do ſo, how,
and from whom, you derived your knowledge; but this which you ſpeak of

you are able to accompliſh, ſince you poſſeſs more abundant and more ex
cellent conceptions than thoſe contained in the oration of Lyſias.

And if

you are but able to accompliſh this, I promiſe you, after the manner of the
nine Archons, to place a golden ﬅatue of an equal meaſure at Delphi, not

of myſelf only, but likewiſe of you.
Soc. You are of a moﬅ friendly diſpoſition, Phaedrus, and truly golden,

if you ſuppoſe me to have aſſerted that Lyſias was perfectly faulty, and that
ſomething better might have been ſaid than the whole of this: for I do not

think that this can ever happen, even to the worﬅ of writers.

But to the

point in hand, about this oration: Do you think that any one who aſſerts

that it is more proper to gratify one who does not love than a lover can
have any thing to ſay beſides his aſſertion, if he omits to prove that he who
is void of love is prudent, but the lover is not ſo; and praiſes the one, but
blames the other? But I think that omiſſions of this kind are to be ſuﬀered,
and even pardoned, in a writer; and that it is not the invention of theſe diſ

courſes, but the elegance of the compoſition, which ought to be praiſed. But
in things which are notheceſſary, and which are diﬀicult to diſcover, I think

that not only the compoſition, but likewiſe the invention, ſhould be praiſed.
Pumnx.
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PHEDR. I aſſent to what you fay : for you appear to me to ſpeak modeﬅly.

I will therefore allow you to ſuppoſe that a lover is more diſeaſed than one
who is void of love; but, if in what remains you ſpeak more copiouſly and

moreito the purpoſe than Lyſias, you ſhall ﬅand in Olympia, artiﬁcially
fabricated, near the Cypſelidae '.
Soc. You are ſerious, Phaedrus, becauſe I have found fault with a man
who is exceedingly beloved by you; and you think that I have in reality

attempted to ſpeak ſomething more copious than what his wiſdom has pro
duced.
PHEDR. In this aﬀair, my friend, you have aﬀorded me a ſimilar handle
to that which I ſome time ſince aﬀorded you, and it is neceſſary for you to

ſpeak upon this ſubject in the beﬅ manner you are able.

And that we may

not be compelled to adopt that troublefome method of comedians, by anſwer
ing one another, take care of yourſelf; and do not oblige me to retort upon

you " If I, O Socrates! am ignorant of Socrates, I am alſo forgetful of
myſelf." And, " that he deſires to ſpeak, indeed, but ſeigns to be unwil

ling." ln ſhort, aſſure yourſelf that we ſhall not depart from hence before
you have diſcloſed to me that which you keep concealed in your breaſt. For
there is none but us two; we are in a ſolitary place; and I am both

ﬅronger and younger than you. From all this, then, underﬅand what I ſay;
and by no means diſpoſe yourſelf to be forced to ſpeak, rather than to diſ
courſe of your own accord.
Soc. But, O bleſſed 'Phaedrusl it would certainly be ridiculous in me,
who am but an idiot, to contend with that excellent writer, and this too

extemporary.
PHEDR. Do you know how the caſe ﬅands?

Ceaſe your boaﬅing before

me : for I have nearly got a ſecret in my poſſeﬃon, which, when told, will
force you to ſpeak.
Soc. Do not tell it, therefore, I beſeech you.

Pimzna. Not tell it?

But indeed I ſhall.

For my ſecret is an oath.

And therefore l ſwear to you, by ſome one of the Gods, or, if you will, be
' The Cypſelida: were three princes who deſcended from Cypſelus, a king of Corinth.

This

Cypſelus reigned 73 years, and was ſucceeded by his ſon Periander, who left his kingdom, after

a reign of 40 years, to Cypſclus lI.
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this plane-tree, that unleſs you deliver to me a diſcourſe the very contrary
to that of Lyſias, I will never at any time either ſhow or read to you another

oration.
Soc. O you wicked man! how well have you found out a method of com
pelling a lover of literature to act as you pleaſe l
PHZEDR. Why then, ſince it is ſo, do you heſitate about complying?
Soc. Iſhall not indeed any longer, ſince you have ſworn in this manner.

For how is it poſſible for any one to abﬅain from ſuch feaﬅs as you are ca
pable of ſupplying ?
PHEDR. Begin then.
Soc. Do you know what I mean to do?
PHEDR. About what?

Soc. Why, I mean to ſpeak covered with my garment ', that] may ra
pidly run through my diſcourſe, 'and that, by not looking at you, I may not
be hindered through ſhame.

-

PHEDR, Do but ſpeak; and as to the reﬅ, you may act as you pleaſe.

Soc. lnſpire me then, O ye Muſes * P whether you are ſo called from the
melody of ſinging, or from the muſical tribe of ſhrill ſounds; and ſo aﬃﬅ
me in the diſcourſe which this beﬅ of men compels me to deliver, that his

aſſociate, who formerly appeared to him to be wiſe, may now appear to
him to be ﬅill more ſo.
There was a certain youth, or rather a delicate young man, extremely
beautiful, and who poſſeſſed a multitude of lovers. Among theſe there
was one of a fraudulent diſpoſition; who, though he did not love leſs than
the reﬅ, yet perſuaded the youth that he was not one of his lovers. And
aſking him on a certain time to ſatisfy his deſire, he endeavoured to convince

him that one who was not a lover ought to be gratiﬁed before one who
was. But he ſpoke to this eﬀect: In every thing, young man, one prin
' The modeſty of Socrates in this place muﬅ ſuﬃciently convince the moﬅ careleſs reader of

Plato, that this divine philoſopher was very far from being a friend to that unnatural connection
of the male ſpecies, which is ſo frequently alluded to in this dialogue, and which was ſo common
among the Greeks.

He indeed who has in the leaﬅ experienced that extreme purity of ſentiment

and conduct which is produced bya cultivation of the Platonic philoſophy, will require no further
convit'tion of the chaﬅity of Socratic love; but as this can never be the caſe with the vulgar,

they can alone be convinced by external and popular proofs.
3 For an account of the Muſes, ſee the notes on the Cratylus.
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ciple, to thoſe who are about to conſult in a becoming manner, is, to know

that about which they conſult, or elſe it is neceſſary that they ſhould per
fectly wander from the truth. But the multitude are ignorant that they do
not know the eſſence of every particular.

Hence in the beginning of their

diſquiﬁtions, they do not trouble themſelves to declare what the eſſence of
a thing is, as if they were very knowing in matters of this kind; but in
the courſe of their inquiry they exhibit nothing more than probable reaſons 1
and thus they are neither conſiﬅent with themſelves, nor with others.

With reſpect to you and me, therefore, leﬅ we ſhould ſuﬀer that which we
condemn in others, in out inquiry, whether the engagement of friendſhip

ought to be entered upon with one who does not love, rather than
with one who does, we ought to know what love is, and what power it
poſſeſſes, mutually agreeing in our deſinition reſpecting it; and looking
towards, and referring our diſcourſe to this, we ſhould conſider whether

it is the cauſe of advantage or detriment. That love, therefore, is a
certain deſire, is manifeﬅ to every one; and we are not ignorant that thoſe
who are void of love, are deſirous of beautiful things. That we may be able,

therefore, to diﬅinguiſh a lover from one who is not ſo, it is requiſite to
know that there are two certain ideas in each of us, endued with a ruling

and leading power, and which we follow wherever they conduct us. One
of theſe is the innate deſire of pleaſures; but the other an acquired opinion,
deſirous of that which is beſt. But theſe ſometimes ſubſiﬅ in us in a ﬅate
of amity, and ſometimes in a ﬅate of oppoſition and diſcord. And ſome
times the one conquers, and ſometimes the other. When opinion, there

fore, is led by reaſon to that which is beﬅ, and vanquiſhcs, it is denomi
nated, from its vanquiſhing, temperance.

But when deſire irrationally

allures to pleaſure, and rules within us, it is called from its dominion, injury.

But injury poſſeſſes a multitude of appellations: for it is multiſorm, and
conſiﬅs of many ſpecies.

And of theſe ideas that which ſubſiﬅs in the moﬅ

remarkable degree, cauſes that in which it reſides to receive its appellation,
and does not ſuﬀer it to be denominated any thing graceful or worthy.

For when, with reſpect to food, deſire of eating vanquiſhes the reaſon of
that which is beﬅ, and rules over the other deſires, then this deſire is called

gluttony; which likewiſe ſubjects its poſſeſſor to the ſame appellation.
But that which tyrannizcs about intoxication, and which through this leads
VOL. 111.
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its po'ſſeſſor wherever it pleaſes, evidently confers on him its own appella
tion.

And it is ſuﬃciently manifeﬅ how the ſiﬅers of theſe, and the names

of the ſiﬅer-deſires when they rule with abſolute ſway, ought to be called.
But that for the ſake of which all this has been ſaid is now nearly evident:
though it will certainly be in every reſpect more clear if enunciated, than

if not. For the deſire which without reaſon rules over opinion tending tov
that which is right, which draws it down towards the pleaſure of beauty,
and being vehemently invigorated by its kindred deſires about the beauty of

body, leads and ſubdues it: this deſire, receiving an appellation from its
ﬅrength, is called love. But, my dear Phaedrus, do I appear to you, as I
do to myſelf, to ſuﬀer a certain divine paſſion ?
,
PHIEDR. Indeed, Socrates, you poſſeſs a certain ﬂuency of expreſſion,
beyond what is uſual to you.
Soc. Hear me then in ſilence. For in reality the place appears to be

divine. If, therefore, during my diſcourſe, I ſhould be often hurried away
by the inſpiring inﬂuence of the Nymphs, you muﬅ n0t*be ſurpriſed. For
the words which burﬅ from me at preſent are not very remote from dithyſik
rambic verſe.

PHJEſiDR. You ſpeak moﬅ truly.
Soc. But of this you are the cauſe.

Howewr, hear the reﬅ; for per

haps that which now poſſeſſes me may depart.
of by divinity.

But this will be taken care

Let us, therefore, again direct our diſcourſe to the young

man. What that is then, which was the object of conſultation, has been
declared and deﬁned. But looking towards this, let us conſider with reſpect

to what remains, what aﬃſtance or detriment will very properly happen to

him who is gratiﬁed by a lover, and to him who is gratiﬁed by one who is
not ſo.
It is neceſſary then that a man who is enſlaved by deſire, or who is in

ſubjection to pleaſure, ſhould render the object of his love as agreeable to
himſelf as poſſible. But to one diſeaſed every thing is pleaſant which does
not oppoſe his diſeaſe; but that which is better and equal is troubleſome.
Hence the lover is never willing that the object of his love ſhould poſſeſs
any thing more excellent than himſelf, or any thing approaching to an

equality with himſelf; but that, as much as POﬃble, he ſhould be inferior
to, and more indigent than himſelf.

6

Thus, he is deſirous that through
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ignorance he may become inferior to the wiſe, through timidity inferior to the
bold, through inability to ſpeak, to rhetoricians, and through dullneſs, to the

acute, And when theſe, and far more numerous ills than theſe, according to
the conceptions of the lover, are naturally inherent, or are produced in the

beloved object, the lover rejoices, and even endeavours to introduce others,
that he may not be deprived of his deſired pleaſure. Hence it is neceſſary
that the lover ſhould be envious of his beloved, and ſhould endeavour by

all poſſible means to exclude him from an aſſociation with others, through

whom he may become a moﬅ excellent man; and thus in reality he is the
cauſe ofa mighty injury to his beloved. But the greateﬅ injury, which he
is the cauſe of, is that of depriving his beloved of the means of becoming
eminently prudent. But he becomes moﬅ prudent through divine philo

ſophy, from which the lover is neceſſarily compelled to withdraw his be
loved, through the fear of being deſpiſed.

And beſides this, he is obliged

to a variety of other artiﬁces, that his beloved, by becoming ignorant of
every thing, may place all his admiration upon him; and may thus become
moﬅ acceptable to his lover, but moﬅ pernicious to himſelf.

And thus

with reſpect to things relating to the rational part, an aſſociation with a

lover is by no means advantageous, but prejudicial to the party beloved.
But after this it is neceſſary to conſider how he, who is compelled to

prefer the pleaſant to the good, would take care of the body of his beloved,
iſ it was Committed to his charge. Indeed he would endeavour that it
ſhould not become ﬁrm and vigorous, but eﬀeminate and ſoft; and that it

ſhould not be nouriſhed in the pure light of the ſun, but under the mingled

ſhade; and that he ſhould be educated without having any experience of
manly labours and dry ſwears; but on the contrary ſhould be continually
accuﬅomed to a delicate and eﬀeminate mode of living, and be adorned

with foreign colours and ornaments, through the want of his own proper
decorations: and that he ſhould be ﬅudious of every thing elſe', which is

conſequent to cares of this kind.

All which, as they are unworthy of a

longer narration, having ſummarily deﬁned, we ſhall proceed to what
remains of our diſcourſe. Enemies, therefore, in battle, and other mighty
neceſſities, will conﬁdently aſſault ſuch a body, but friends and lovers will

be in fear for its ſafety. But this, as ſuﬃciently evident, we ſhall diſmiſs.
Let us then, * in the next place, declare what advantage or detriment, with
2. 11 2
reſpect
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reſpect to poſſeﬃons, ariſes to us from the familiarity and guardianſhip of a
lover. But this indeed is manifeﬅ to every one, but eſpecially to a lover,
that he deſires above all things that his beloved may be deprived of the
moﬅ friendly, moﬅ dear, and divine poſſeſſions: for he wiſhes to receive

him deﬅitute of parents, kindred and friends, thinking that theſe will im
pede and reprehcnd his moﬅ pleaſant aſſociation with his beloved. Beſides,
he conſiders that the object of his love, if rich in gold, or any other poſſeﬃori,

cannot be eaſily taken, and, if taken, will not be tractable to his deſires.

From all which it is neceſſary that a lover ſhould envy his beloved the
poſſeſſion of abundance, and ſhould rejoice in his adverſity. Further yet, he
will wiſh the youth to live for a long time without a wife, without chil
dren, and without a proper home, deſiring for a very extended period to enjoy
thoſe pleaſures which he is capable of aﬀording. There are, indeed, other

evilsheﬁdes theſe, but a certain dazmon * immediately mingles pleaſure with
' We have already in the notes on the ﬁrﬅ Alcibiades, given an ample account oſ daemons from.
Proclus. I ſhall, therefore, only obſerve at preſent, that, according to the Platonic theology,
there are three ſpecies of dazmons -, the ﬁrﬅ of which is rational only, and the laﬅ irratiomzl
only; but the middle ſpecies is partly rational and partly irratio/ml. And again, of theſe the

ﬁrﬅ is perfectly beneﬁcent, but many among the other two ſpecies are malevolent and noxious
to mankind; not indeed eſſentially malevolent (for there is nothing in the univerſe, the ample

abode of all-bountiful Jove, eſſentially evil), but only ſo from the oﬃce which they are deﬅined
to perform: for nothing which operates naturally, operates as to itſelf evilly. liut the Platonic
Hermeas, in his MS. Commentary on this dialogue, admirably obſerves on this paſſage as follows:

" The diﬅribution of good and evil originates from the deemoniacal genus: ſor every genus,
tranſcending that of daemoniz, unifotmly poſſeſſes good. There are, therefore, certain genera of
dszns, ſome of which adorn and adminiﬅer certain parrs oſ the world; but others certain ſpecies
of animals. The daemon, therefore, who is the inſpective guardian of liſe, huﬅens ſouls into
that condition, which he himſelf is allotted; as for inﬅance, into injuﬅice or intemperance, and
continually mingles pleaſure in them as a ſnare. But there are other dremons tranſcending theſe,

- who are the puniſhers of ſouls, converting them to a more perfect and elevated liſe. And the
ﬁrﬅ oſ theſe it is neceſſary to avoid; but the ſecond ſort we ſhould render propitious. Put there
are other dzmons more excellent than theſe, who diﬅribute good, in an uniform manner."-A1ro
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moﬅ of them: as in that dreadful beaﬅ, and mighty detriment, a ﬂatterer,
nature at the ſame time mingles a pleaſure by no means inelegant and rude.
And, indeed, ſome one may revile a harlot, and other cattle, and ﬅudies of

Fhiſſs kind, which we are daily accuﬅomed to delight in, as noxious ; but he
who is a lover of young men, beſides his being detrimental, is in his' familiar
converſe the moﬅ unpleaſant of all men. For equal, according to the pro
verb, rejoices in equal.

For, as it appears to me, ſince equality of time

leads to equal pleaſures, it produces alſo friendſhip, through ſimilitude.

But at the ſame time, the aſſociation of theſe is connected with ſatiety;
and neceſſity is ſaid to be grievous to every one in every concern.

But

this is moﬅ eminently the caſe in the diﬃmilitude of a lover towards his
beloved. For an old man adhering to a young one, does not willingly leave
him, either by night or by day, but is agitated by neceſſity and fury, which

always aﬀording him pleaſure, lead him about, through ſeeing, hearing,
touching, and in any manner apprehending his beloved; ſo that he aﬂidu

ouſly follows him with unceaſing delight.

But what ſolace or pleaſures can

he aﬀord his beloved, ſo as to prevent him, during the period of mutual con
verſe, ſrom ſuﬀering the moﬅ extreme moleﬅation? And this when he
;beholds his countenance aged and deformed, together with other particulars
iconſequent to this, which are not only unpleaſant to be engaged with, but
even to hear; neceſſity always propoſing to him ſuch a ſurvey. For in
order to oblige him to this, he is always watched by ſuſpicious guards in all
his actions; and is under a neceſſity ofhearing the uuſeaſonable and immo
derate praiſcs and reproaches of his lover; which when he is ſober, are in

deed intolerable, but when he is intoxicated, are not only intolerable, but baſe,
'through his employing conﬁdence, ſatiety, and repetition in his diſcourſe.
Beſides, while he loves, he is pernicious and importunate. But when he
ceaſes to love, he is afterwards unſaithful to the former object of'his love,

whom he had perſuaded to comply with his requeﬅ, by employing many
oaths, prayers, and promiſes; and whom, after all, he had ſcarcely been able
to induce, by the hope of advantage, to bear with his troubleſome familiarity.
And, laﬅly, when he ought to rcpay him for his kindneſs, then receiving
another ruler and patron in himſelf, viz. intellect and temperance, inﬅead
of love and fury, and thus becoming entirely changed, he deceives his once

beloved object.

And then the beloved calling to mind the former actions
3
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and diſcourſes of his lover, deſires to be thanked for his kindneſs, as if he
was diſcourſing with the ſame perſon as before. But the other, throuoh

ſhame, dares not ſay that he is changed, nor does he know how to free hirii
ſelf from the oaths and promiſes which his former ﬅupid dominion over him
produced, now he has acquired the poſſeﬂion of intellect and temperance;
fearing leﬅ, if he ſhould act as formerly, he ſhould again become ſuch as hev

was before.

Hence it neceſſarily comes to paſs that he ﬂies from the

former object of his love, the ſhell being turned; but the other is compelled

to purſue him, grievouſly enduring his change, and loading him with impre
cations, as being ignorant from the beginning that a lover, and one who is
neceſſarily inſane, ought not to be gratiﬁed, but much rather one who does
notlove, and who is endued with intellect. For otherwiſe it would be ne

ceſſary that he ſhould give himſelf up to a man unfaithful, moroſc, envious,
' and unpleaſant; detrimental with reſpect to the poſſeſiion of things, and the
habit 'of the body, but much more pernicious with reſpect to the diſcipline
of the ſoul, than which nothing really is, or ever will be more venerable,
both among Gods and men. It is neceſſary, therefore, my young friend, to
conſider all this, and to know that the friendſhip of a lover does not ſubſiﬅ
with benevolence, but, like one who is hungry, is exerted only for the ſake
of being full. For,
_ The eager lover to the boy aſpires,
Juﬅ as the wolf the tender lamb deſires.

This is that _which Ipredicted to you, O Phaedrus, nor will you hear. me

ſpeak any further; for my diſcourſe to you has now arrived at its con
cluſion.

PHIEDR. But to me it appears that you have accompliſhed no more than
the half, and that you ſhould ſpeak equally as much concerning one who is
not a lover; that he of the two ought rather to be gratiﬁed; and that, for

this purpoſe, the advantages which he poſſeſſes ſhould be enumerated. Why,
therefore, Socrates, do you now deſiﬅ from ſpeaking?
Soc. Have you not taken notice, bleſſed man, that I now ſpeak in verſe,

but that it is no longer dithyrambic; and that I have done this, though my
diſcourſe has been full of reproach? But what do you think I ſhould be able
to accompliſh, if I ſhould begin to praiſe the other? Do you not perceive
that,
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that, being then urged by you, and aſſiﬅed by Providence, I ſhould be moﬅ:
evidently agitated by the fury-of the Nymphs? I ſay then, in one word,
that as many goods are inherent in the one as we have numbered evils in.
the other. But what occaſion is there of a long diſcourſe ? for enough has

been ſaid concerning both.
introduced.

And every thing proper to the oration has been

I will, therefore, croſs over the river and depart, before I am

compelled by you to accompliſh ſomething greater than this.
PHIEDR. Not yet, Socrates, till the heat is over. Do you not ſee that
mid-day, as it is called, ﬅably remains almoﬅ, even now?

Let us, there.

fore, ﬅay here, and diſcourſe together about what has been ſaid, and imme.
diately as it begins to grow cool, we will depart.
Soc. You are divine, thcdrus, with reſpect to diſcourſe, and ſincerely
admirable. For l think that no one has been the occaſion of more of the

orations which exiﬅ at preſent, than yourſelf; whether by ſpeaking of 'your
own accord, or in ſome way or other by compelling others. l except only
Simmias the Theban. For you far ſurpaſs all the reﬅ. And now you ap

pear to be the cauſe of my commencing another diſcourſe, though you did
not announce war, as the conſequence of my refuſal.
PHEDR. But how have I been the cauſe? and what new diſcourſe is this?
Soc. When I was about to paſs over the river, excellent man, a dazrno
niacal 1 and uſual ſignal was given me; and whenever this takes place, it
always prohibits me from accompliſhing what I was about to do. And in
the preſent inﬅance I ſeemed to hear a certain voice, which would not ſuﬀer

me to depart till I had made an expiation, as if I had oﬀended in ſome par
ticular a divine nature.

I am therefore a prophet, indeed, but not ſuch a one

as is perfectly worthy; but juﬅ as thoſe who know their letters in a very
indiﬀerent manner, alone ſuﬃcient for what concerns myſelf. I clearly,
therefore, now underﬅand my oﬀence: for even yet, my friend, there is

ſomething prophetic in my ſoul, which diﬅurbed me during my former diſ
courſe. And this cauſed me to fear leﬅ, perhaps, according to Ibycus, I
ſhould oﬀend the Gods, but acquire glory among men. But now I perceive
in what l have oﬀended.

PHZEDR. XVill you not inform me what it is?
' For a full and every way ſatisfactory account of the dzemon of Socrates, ſee the note at the
beginning of the Firﬅ Alcibiades on darmons, from Proclus,
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vSoc; You, O Phaedrus,have repeated a. dire, dire diſcourſe, and have

compelled me to utter the ſame.
Pruenn. But how?
Soc. The diſcourſe has been feoliſh, and in a certain reſpect impious.
Andcan any thing be more dire ' than this?
PHJEDR. Nothing, iſ you ſpeak the truth.
Soc. What then? Do you not think that Love ' is the ſon of*Venus
and a certain God i
PHIBDR. So it is ﬁnd.
_ Soc. Yet this was neither acknowledged by Lyſias, nor in your diſcourſe,
which was deduced by you, as by a certain charm, through my mouth. But
Love, as is really the caſe, is a God, or a certain ſomething divine, he
cannptþe in any reſpect evil: and yet in our diſcourſe about him he has
been ſpoken of as evil. In this, therefore, we have oﬀended againﬅ Love.
But, beſides this, our diſputations, though polite, appear to have been very

fooliſh: for though they aſſerted nothing ſound or true, yet they boaﬅed as
if they did, and as if they ſhould accompliſh ſomething conſiderable, by gain

ing
approbation
of ſome
triſling
deluded
is neceſſary,
therefore,
my the
friend,
lthat I ſhould
purify
myſelf.
. Butmen.
there It
is an
antient puriﬁcation
for thoſe who oﬀend in matters reſpecting mythology, which Homer did not
perceive, but which was known to Steſichorus. For, being deprived of his
eyes through his accuſation of Helen, he was not like Homer, ignorant of

the cauſe of his blindneſs, but knew it, as being a muſician. So that he im
mediately compoſed the following lines:
Falſe was my tale; thou ne'er acroſs the main

In beauteous ſhips didﬅ ﬂy, Troy's lofty tow'rs to gain.

:And thus having compoſed a poem' directly contrary to what he had before
publiſhed, and which is' called a recantatiqn, he immediately recovered his
loﬅ ſight 3. I am, therefore, in the preſent inﬅance wiſer than both theſe:
for
1 This is the language oſ true philoſophy and tra: religion, that nothing can be more dire than
impiety.
>
* For an account oſ Love conſidered as a Deity, ſee the notes on The Banquet.

' I From hence it is evident that the narration of the rape of Helen, and of the Trojan war, is
entirely
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for before I ſuﬀer any damage through my accuſation of love, I will endea
vour to preſent him with my recantation, and this with my head uncovered,
and not as before veilcd through ſhame.
'

PI-UEDR. You cannot, Socrates, ſay any thing which will be more plea
ſing to me than this.

'

Soc. For, my good friend, you muﬅ be ſenſible how imprudent the ora
tion was which you repeated, and how ſhamefully I myſelf alſo ſpoke con
cerning a lover. For, if any one ofa generous diſpoſition and elegant man
ners, who either loves, or had formerly loved, ſuch a one as himſelf, had
heard us, when we ſaid that lovers often excited the greateﬅ enmities for
the moﬅ triﬁing occaſions, and that they were envious of, and injurious to,
their beloved, would he not have thought that he was hearing men educated
in ſhips, and who were perfectly unacquainted with liberal love? or do you
think that he would by any means have aſſented to our accuſation of love?
PMEDR. By Jupiter, Socrates, perhaps he would not.
Soc. Reverencing, therefore, ſuch a man as this, and fearing Love him
ſelf, l deſire, as it were with a potable oration, to waſh away that ſalt and
"entirely mythological, concealing certain divine truths under the ſymbols of fable. But as this ac
count oſ Steſichorus, and the fable of the Iliad, is beautifully explained'by Proclus on Plato's

Republic, p. 393, I ſhall preſent the reader with the following epitomized tranſlation of his com
ment. U Steſichorus, who conſidered the whole fable of Helen as a true narration, who approved
the conſequent tranſactions, and eſtabliſhed his poetry accordingly, with great propriety ſuﬀered
the puniſhment of his folly, that is, ignorance: but at length, through the uſſtﬅancevof muſic, he

is ſaid to have acknowledgedhis error; and thus, through underﬅanding the myﬅeries concerning
Helen and the Trojan war, to have reCovered his ſight. i But Homer is ſaid to have been blind,
not on account of his ignorance of theſe myﬅeries, as Steſichorus, but through a more perfect
habit of the ſoul, i. e. by ſepzn'ating himſelf from fenſible beauty, eﬅabliſhing his intelligence

above all apparent harmony, and extending the intellect of his ſoul to unapparent and true har
mony.

Hence, he is ſaid to have been blind, becauſe divine beauty cannot be uſurped by corpo

real eyes. * on this account, fables bordering upon tragedy repreſent Homer as deprived of ſight, '

on account of his accuſation of Helen.

But fables, in my opinion, intend to ſignify by Helen 'all

the beauty ſubﬁſling about generation, for which there is a perpetual battle of ſouls, till the more

intellcctual having vanquiſhed the more irrational forms of life, return to that place from which
they originally came. But, according to ſome, the period of their circulation about ſenſible fox-n'is
conſiﬅs of ten thouſand years, ſince a thouſand years produce one ambit as of one year. For nine

years therefore, i. e. for nine thouſand years, ſouls revolve about generation; but in the tenth
having vanquiſhed all the barbaric tumult, they are ſaid to return to their patcrnal habi..
tations."
,
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bitter diſcourſe which We have lately heard. And I would adviſe Lyſias
himſelf, for ſimilar reaſons, to write as ſoon as poﬃble that a lover ought.

rather to be gratiﬁed than one who is without love.
PHEDR. You may be well aſſured that he will do ſo; for, after you have
ſpoken in praiſe oſ a lover, it will be neceſſary that Lyſias ſhould be com

pelled

me to do the ſame.

Soc. This indeed I believe, while you remain aﬀected as you are at
preſent.

PHEDR. Speak then conﬁdently.
Soc. But will you not permit me to ſuppoſe that the ſame young man is
preſent, to whom l addreſſed my former diſcourſe, leﬅ, in conſequence of

not hearing my recantation, he ſhould raſhl'y gratify one who is not a lover?
PHLDR. He will always be very nearly preſent with you, when you are
willing he ſhould be ſo.
*
Soc. In this manner then, O beautiful young man, underﬅand that the

former diſcourſe was that of Phaedrus the Myrrhinuſian, the oﬀspring oſ Py
thocles; but that this which l am- now about to deliver is the diſcourſe of

Steſichorus the lmerazan, and the ſon of Euphemus. But he began his
oration as follows:
U The diſcourſe is not true which aſſerts that, though a lover ſhould be
preſent, one who is not a lover ought to be gratiﬁed before him, becauſe the
one is agitated with fury, but the other is prudent in his conduct. For iſ it
was ſimply true that mania is evil, this would be beautifully aſſerted. But

now the greateﬅ goods * are produced for us through mauia, and are aﬃgned
to
' This is a moﬅ weighty teﬅimony indeed in ſavour of the antient oracles, and prediction in
general. I ſhall therefore obſerve, in anſwer to the followers of Van Dale, Fontenelle, and others
who have endeavoured to prove that the oracles of the antient' were nothing more than the tricks

of ſraudulent prieﬅs, that to ſuppoſe mankind ſhould have been the dupes of ſuch impoſitions for
the ſpace of three thouſand years, would exceed the moﬅ extravagant ﬁction in romance.

For

how is it poſſible, even iſ theſe prieﬅs had been a thouſand times more cunning and deceitful than

they are ſuppoſed to have been, that they could have kept ſuch a ſecret ſo impenetrable in every

eiey and province where there were any oracles, as never to have given themſelves the lie in any
particular? h it poſſible that there ſhould ne'er have been one man among them of ſo much
worth as to abhor ſuch impoﬅures? that there ſhould never have been any ſo inconſiderate as
unluckily to diſcover all the myﬅery for want of ſome precautions? that no man ſhould ever
4

.*
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'to tis-by a divine gift.

hiſ'

For the prediﬂing propheteſs at Diilphi, and clap
prieﬅeſſes

have explored the ſanctuaries, ſubterraneous paſſages, and cover-us, where it is pretended they
kept their machines? that they ſhould :nevor have had occaſion for workmen to repair them?
that only they ſhould have had the ſecret of compoſing drugs proper to create extraordinary
dreams ? and, laﬅly, that they ſhould have perpetually ſucceeded one another, and conveyed
their machines and their juggling tricks to all thoſe that were to follow them in the ſame employ

ments from age to age, and from generation to generation, and yet no man have been ever able
to detect the impoſrtion 9
Beſides; who were theſe prieﬅs, that, as it is pretended, were monﬅers of cruelty, fraud, and
malice?

They were the moﬅ honourable men among the heathens ', and ſuch as were moﬅ

eﬅeemed for their piety and probity. They were ſometimes magiﬅrates and philoſophers. Thus
Plutarchf informs us in one of his treatiſes, that he was himſelf, to a very old age, the prieﬅ of
Apollo of Delphi, and that he preſided in this character over the oracle, the ſacriﬁces, and all the
other ceremonies of this deity for many years. Depraved as the age is, will any one be hardy
enough to aſſert that a man oſ ſuch probity, of ſuch gravity of manners, of ſo much penetration,
learning, and judgment as Plutarch, was a cheat and an impoﬅor by profeſſion? That he was
capable of ſpeaking through a hollow image to counterfeit the voice of Apollo P Or of ſuborning
a female to act the part oſ one poſſeſſed, when ſhe \v"-; ſeated on the Tripos ? There is not ſurely
any one ſo loﬅ to ſhame, ſo devoid of common ſenſv as to make ſuch an aſſertion.

Again, how could thoſe clear and preciſe orac! have been produced by fraud, in which what
was done in one place was foretold in another, as in that famous oracle which was delivered to
the ambaſſadors of Croeſus. This moﬅ ﬅupitl of kings, and moﬅ unfortunate of cooks, as he is

juﬅly called by Maximus Tyrius, in order to try the veracity of the oracles, had determined, it
ſeems, in a ſecret part of his palace to do ſomething to Which no one ſhould be privy but him
ſelf, and ſent to the oracle of Apollo to tell him what he was doing. His meſſengers returned
with the following anſwer:
Or'Fa 3' i'Yb) Pompey 'r' aptﬂpov tal ur'rpa Sawen,
Kau moot' 'Wilt/U, 'an or' Humme; more.

* The pontiﬀs and other prieﬅs among the Greeks, as well an among the Romans, held the ﬁrﬅ rank of
horrour. They were uſually taken from noble or patrician families. Plutarch aſſerts that in ſome part'of
Greece their dignity wan equal to that of kings. ln the ﬁrﬅ agcs, indeed, kings themſelves were often prieﬅ',
diviners, and augurs. This we may learn from Ariﬅotle in the third book oſ his Politics, e. to; from Cicero,

de Divin. lib.i. and de lng. a. where he ſpral of Romulus and Numa; from Homer, Iliad vi. l. 76. and
rVirgil, lEn. l. 3. when they ſpeak of Helenus, nd from the letter alſo when he ſpeaks of king Aniu',
No. iii. l. 80.
ch Aniuo, rex idx t hominum, Phcebique ſaccrdor.

'Who can believe that kings, princes, and perſons of the ﬁrﬅ quality were capable of carrying on the trode of
j glcrs, and amuſmg the people by deluﬁons and tricks oſ legerdemain?
1- Plutaroh. 'Man biwndaﬂtﬂcspublica.

*

as a

-
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prieﬅeſſes in Dodona ', have, when inſane procured many advantages, bothſi
privately
Ody." d't; optm; 'Ne aparaipwato xtwm
Ed-opmc sv xamtrp an' apvtmm xpnnw
'H xaMo; in' &mea-Form', xma' 3'ſſ'tſſal

t. e. The ſand's amount, the meaſures of the ſea,
Tho' vaﬅ the number, are well known to _me :
I know the thoughts vtithin the dumb concealed;
And words 1 hear by language untevealed.
Even now, the odours to my ſenſe that riſe
A tortoiſe boiling, with a lamb, ſupplies,
}
Where braſs below, and braſs above it lies.

Croeſus it ſeems was, at the very time when this oracle was delivered, boiling a lamb and tor
toiſe together in a brazen veſſel.

This ﬅory is ﬁrﬅ related by Herodotus, Hiﬅ. lib- i. c. 8. and

after him by various other writers,both heathen and Chriﬅian, and among the reﬅ by Baſil, who,
with the reﬅ o'ſ the ſathrrs, ſays that the devil was the author oſ it. Now the ſact is as certain as
any in antiquity. Beſides, it is not the only one of this nature: Cicero, Valerius Maximus,
Dionyſius Halicarnaſſeus, Strabo, Florus, &e. relate ſeveral inﬅances oſ predictions having been
veriﬁed in one place of what was doing in another. Plutarch, in the liſe oſ Paulus 1Emilius,
and in that oſ Sylla, adds others alſo; but one eſpecially that happened in the reign of Domitian,

and oſ the truth oſ which he ſays no man doubted in his time. The circumﬅance, as related alſo
by Auguﬅine, lib. ii. de Civit. Dei, cap. 24. was, that a ſervant of one Lucius Pontius prophe
tically exclaimed, I come a meſſenger from Bellona, the victory Sylla is thine. He afterwards
added, that the capitol would be in ﬂames. Having ſaid this, he immediately leſt the camp, and
the next day returned more rapidly, and cxclairned that the capitol had been burnt. And the capitol
it ſeems had in reality been on ﬁre. Auguﬅine adds that it was eaſy ſor the devil to ſoreſce this,
and moﬅ rapidly to tell it. Indeed, ſuch predictions muﬅ have been the eﬀect of inſpiration,
either from divinity, or from ſome of the genera between divinity and man; and hence Auguﬅine,
very conſiﬅently with his religion, aſcribed them to an evil dtnmon. The Platonic reader, how
ever, will eaſily account for moﬅ oſ them more rationally, as heﬁitnlﬃmlly knows that divination
.has du'ty ſor its origin; and that, when the perſons inſpired are worthy characters, and the pre
dictions beneſicial, ſuch inſpiration cannot be the oﬀspring oſ fraudulent ſpirits.

It is very juﬅly indeed obſerved by Plutarch, in his treatiſe concerning the Pythian oraclcs, that
with reſpect to curſory predictions, ſome one might foretel that a certain perſon ſhould be victo
rious in battle, and he accordingly conquered; that ſuch a city ſhould be ſubvcrted, and it was
accordingly deﬅroyed; but, ſays he, 'wlmz not only (be even' irﬂrrtold, l-u! bow, and when, after
what, and by whom, it ﬂat-[1 In eﬀcted, tbir ir no conjecture ry' thing: 'which may Ptrbapſ tale place, but
a prtmanrﬅﬅz/tian (ſ thingr 'wbic'b will all/Gluttly bappm.

Tatawu 'too Bonﬂou &tway-to; &Xspamwtz

dram (two 're Alba/m Wept 'row oure/5 Arm Broth; BOFIUTM; xzt avwoOE-ra'; Asyopzwr il man CTFGTU'IQ rpo
. , pleat, moon-tw- u none; empt-m, amAuNr. Omu Et on them 'wem 'to 'lima'almwz MM m' THE, 'tal

won)
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privately and publicly, to the Greeks ; but when they have been in a pru
dent ﬅate, they have been the cauſe of very triﬂing beneﬁts, or indeed of
none
were, na: puta ri, 'tal lum mog, aim 'an maw/40; 'mv dez 'let-wonnen', cava my drama; way-Even'
Wpadnzwaig.

Should it be aſked why ſuch inſpiration, if it once exiﬅed, no longer exiﬅs at preſent, I reply
by repeating what I have ſaid in my Notes on Pauſanias (V0]. 3. p. 25'), that when thoſe circu
lations take place, mentioned in a note on the eighth book of the Republic, during which the
parts of the earth ſubſiﬅ according to nature, and this is accompanied with a concurrence of
proper i'ſſrmncntr, timu, and plurn, then divine illumination is abundantly and properly received.
But when parts oſ the earth ſubſiſt contrary to nature as at preſent, and which has been the caſe
ever ſince the oracles ceaſed, then as there is no longer an aptitude of Plateſ, ſ'ﬅrl'mt'lh, and timn,
divine inﬂuence can no longer be received, though the illuminations oſ divine natures continue
immuh'Hy the ſame; juﬅ, ſays Proclus, as if a face ﬅanding in the ſame poſition, a mirror ſhould
at one time receive a clear image of it, and at another, one obſcure and debile, or indeed, no
image at all. For, as the fame incompurable man further obſerves, it is no more proper to refer
the detect of divine inſpiration to the Gods, than to accuſe the ſun as the cauſe of the moon
being eclipſed, inﬅead of the conical ſhadow of the earth into which the moon falls. The
reader will ſind in the above-mentioned place, the theory of oracles fcientiſically unfolded.
' Hermcas the philoſopher, in his MS. Scholia on this dialogue, gives us the following very

ſatisfactory infornmtion reſpecting the oracle in Jodona: ſlept 3: rau Audmaiou pay-may diapapa e'en
'ra ſUTOFOUH-Eva' ran ye' Tap 'manam-'avow 7va Ever/tum nay-return Arvai/n Te it im- a'n dpug m' extiii pav
Teuoua'zz. or de an thirripz' 'ſo de winde; on vaunte; n'ot' ispsiat tctzt erzuouam, &Ft/i 'ry away' JTEPONFVBI,
[it THE; Examen-'To WEAE'JFES- um; 'w ame Tou Ol-O/J-GTO; Tns; thv'ﬄfﬁ'fg, Dſſoſſrtuouvav rit/at wepwnpa; Ta;

nav'rwowzg' nrzﬄn 3: 'at 'rm' ntPan BFui'xatra'rprpoi/To, um; did 'rot/To Sign-cart 'cat 'rnv Fpt/v MVTiUE'V. ten
dt Aio; 'to laymen' To iſ: ev Among, AWOMmog. mea-m; ai/v WapsMCoz is; any-yern 'm MVTEla' 'eat 'yap 5
Airovwv imoupyo; Asystau rn; 'ran Am; &moon/ing, 'tal 'row-wem, it daisy aunt; nto-am; ma' 5 'run Andro
mmu xpwnu, a7r_n.-catv Et; 'rov tv Ampoig, xpnſſomvox 1" Bowe-ran 5 Tav Aio; Xpna'il-Js' 'cal WLAMN swan'
'En'yno'xro TOAM'M; ii AvroMov. nOourmwt urv oW 'wet ;mv'revoptemi do i' puta, non-a runne-raw Tow; aﬄptt
'rang 'rFoM'yDUWZl ta New-ov'r: nati wpoJiDFDuz/ptvai' a'wtppovoi/o'l de &Fata- mrav ran; away; J/UVNIEW-

i. e_

" Diﬀerent accounts are given of the Dodoneean oracle: for it is the moﬅ antient of the Grecian
oracles. According to ſome an oak propheſied in Dodona; but according to others, doves.
The truth link-ever is, that piieﬂeſſes whoſe heads were crowned with oak propheﬁed; and theſe
women were called by ſome peſtiadn, or doves. Perhaps, therefore, certain perſons heiiig deceived
by the name, ſuſpectrd that doves prophcſied in Dodona ; and as the heads of theſe women were
crowned with oalt, perhaps from this circumﬅance they ſaid that an oak propheſied. But this
oracle belonge to Jupiter, and that at llclphi, to- Apollo. Very properly, therefore, are theſe
orucles conſidered as allied to each other. For Apollo is ſaid to be miniﬅrant to Jupiter in the
adminiﬂration of things : and often when the Dodonman oracle appeared to be obſcure, the oracle
at Delphi has been conſultccl, in order to know the meaning of that of Jupiter. Oſten too,
Apollo has interprctcd many of the Dodontean oracles. Theſe prieﬅeſſes, therefore, when in an
euthuſiaﬅic

'ers

'rare runnen-s.

'none at all. And if' we ſhe-did ſpeak of the Siby'l ', and other's who htwe
employed deiſrc prophecy, rightly predicting'many things to many reſpect
ing futurity, we ſhould be too prolix, and at the ſame time only ſpeak oſ that

which is maniſeﬅ to every one. This indeed is worthy oſ being teﬅiﬁed,
'that ſuch oſ the antients as gave names to things, did not conſider mania as
either baſe or diſgraceſul.

For they did not connect the appellation of

'mania with that moﬅ beautiful art,

which we are enabled to judge of

the future, as if it was ſomething noxious; but they gave it a name of this
kind, as ſomething beneﬁcial, when it ſubﬁﬅsthrougha divine allotment.

But man of the preſent day, being ignorant of what is becoming, by the
"inſertion of the letter r, call it [my-may, or the art of divining. Indeed the
inveﬅigations oſ futurity, by prudent men, which take place through birds,

and a variety of other tokens, as proceeding from the dianoe'tic part through
human intelligence, they denominated intellect and intellecti-ve opinion;
which the moderns, through a reverence of the w, denominate augurial, or
pertaining to augury. By how much more perfect and honourable, there

fore, prophecy is than augury, and the name and operation of the one than
the name and operation oſ the other, by ſo much did the antients teﬅiſy
enthuſiaﬅic and prophctic condition, have greatly beneﬁted mankind by predicting and previouſly
-correcting future events; but, when in a prudent ſlate, they were ſimilar to other women."
' Hermeas, in his MS. Commentary on this dialogue, has the following remarkable paſſage on

the Sibyl here mentioned: Urpu Be rn; Itſ-own, auro; err- Sawun-ra ra hew/ma, der-r: Boﬂa' man;
mour wem [arm XiCuAMi-'ys-y'mw', 'meal 'ran-re' Manna' But" mwai my Bid 'ma um; Aoymnv ama'
meum ZlCr/AM vrpoa'avyopwwda" Lamp 33) 5 prpwyw-raſ 'Epmr Mrs-ran mMam; twin/ma; 'ry Aw'm-rp,

immuampvwﬂm, 'at 'ry-'rov 'zxzwſhu 'Eft-m' nal 'rpm ds Opqmg wapa Opafi vil-wan" man; ouv xa' air-ran
man 'ma 'cat-nual', lax avail-'man quv-ro 'mia-m; 'me Wpoahoplag' um aunt 7: ii Zﬂuua 'i Epuﬁpata my: v'y;
any-arm Eprpuam maw-re si aquae' untie-13: any may; arporaeouyav movemen- rE aware: rxaaray, m;

'Mr-m 'Medea 'car it; ﬂye-xw my" 'num tideſ: avﬂpmmu MCm.

i. e. aThe particulars which

are reported about this Sibyl, are ſo wonderful, that they have the appearance oſ fables. But,
indeed, there were many Sibyls, all of whom adopted the ſame liſc, and all of them, perhaps
through acertain rational cauſe, were called Sibyls: juﬅ as Hermes Triſmegiﬅus, who often

reſided in Egypt, is ſaid to have made mention oſ himſelf, and to have called himſelf the third
Hermes.

Three Orpheuſes alſo are ſaid to have exiﬅed among the Thracians.

Perhaps,

ahereſore, theſe Sibyls choſe theſe appellations from a certain communication and recollcction;
'ſince this very Etyrhrzan Sibyl, of whom Plato now ſpeaks, was from the ﬁrſt called Erophile.
But they report that ſhe called every one by his proper name, as ſoon as ſhe was born, that ſhe
likewiſe ſpoke in verſe, and that in a ſhort time ſhe arrived at the perfectiouof the human
'
ﬂ
ſpecies.

that
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any

that mania proceeding from divinity is more beautiful than prudence which
proceeds from men. But indeed, in the greateﬅ diſeaﬁes and labours to
which certain perſons are ſometimes ſubject through the indiguation of the
Gods in conſequence of guilt, mania when it takes place, predicting what
they ﬅand in need of, diſcovers a liberation from ſuch evils, by ﬂying to
prayer and the worſhip of the Gods. Hence, obtaining
this means puri

ﬁcations and the advantages of initiation, it renders him who poﬀeſſes it
free from diſaﬅers, both for the preſent and futurev time, by diſcovering to
him who is properly inſane and poſſeſſed by divinity a ſolution of his preſent
evils. But the third ſpecies is a. poſſeſſlon and mania deſcending from the
Muſes, which receiving a ſoul tender and ſolitary, rouſes and agitates it.
with Bacchic fury, according to Odes and other ſpecies of poetry; in con.

ſequence of which, by adorniug the inﬁnite actions ofantiquity, it becomn
the means of inﬅructing poﬅerity. But he who approaches- to the poetic
gates without the mania of the Muſes *, perſuading himſelf that he can.
become a poet, in a manner perfectly ſuﬃcient from art alone, will, both as
to himſelf and his poetry, be imperfect; ſinCe the poetry which is produced
by prudence vaniſhes before that which is the progeny of mania. So many
then are the beautiful works ariſing from divine mania, and ﬅill more than

theſe, which, if it was requiﬁte, I ſhould relate. So that we ought not to. be
afraid of mania; nor ſhould any reaſon diﬅurb us, which endeavours to

evince that we ought to prefer a prudent friend to one who is divinely
agitated: for he who aſſerts this, ought likewiſe to ſhow, in order to gain

'he victory, that love was not ſent from the Gods for the utility of the lover
and his beloved.

But, on the contrary, it muﬅ now be ſhown by us that a

mania of this kind was ſent by the Gods, for the purpoſe of producing the
greateﬅ felicity. The demonﬅration, indeed, will be to the unworthy
incredible, but to the wiſe, an object of belief. lt is neceſſary, therefore,

in the ﬁrﬅ place, that, beholding the puﬃons and operations of the divine
and human ſoul, we ſhould underﬅand the truth concerning the nature of

each. Let this then be the beginning of the demonſtration :
Every ſoul is immortal ' *. for that which is perpetually moved is eternal;
- But
' See the Note on the tenth book of the Republic, concerning the diﬀerent kinds of poetry.
I The diſcourſe of Plato here, is as it were, analytical.

Thus, for inﬅance, the end of man

is
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But that which moves another and is moved by another, when it has al
ceſſation of motion, has alſo a ceſſation of life.

Hence that alone which

moves itſelf, becauſe it does not deſert itſelf, never ceaſes to be moved;

but this alſo is the fountain and principle of motion to other things which
are moved.

But a principle is unbegotten: for every thing which is gene

rated, is neceſſarily generated from a principle, while the principle itſelfis

incapable of being generated. For neither could it any longer be a prin
ciple, ifit was generated from an external cauſe. Since then it is tinbegotten,
it is alſo neceſſary that it ſhould be incorruptible; for, ſhould the principle
become extinct, it could neither renew its being from another, nor generate:
another from itſelf, ſince it is neceſſary that all things ſhould be generated
from that which is the principle. And thus the beginning of motion is
derived from that which moves itſelf: and this can neither be deﬅroyed nor
generated. For, if this were admitted, all heaven and earth falling together
muﬅ ﬅ0p; nor could any force be found, whence being moved, they would
be again generated. Since then it appears that a ſelf-motive nature is
immortal, he who aſſerts that this is the very eſſence and deſinition of ſoul,
will have no occaſion to bluſh. For every body to which motion externally
accedes, is in'animate. But that to which motion is-inherent from itſelf,
is animated; as if this was the very nature of ſoul.

And if there is nothing

elſe which moves itſelf except ſoul, ſoul is neceſſarily without generation, and
immortal. And thus much may ſuﬃce, concerning the immoitality of the
ſoul '.
But
is nothing elſe than felicity, and this is a union with the Gods; for Plato does not place felicity
in externa'ls. .But the ſoul is conjoined with the Gods even in the preſent life, when, ſurveying
the whole of ſenſible and celeﬅial beauty, ſhe acquires a reminiſcence of intelligible beauty. But
her reminiſcence muﬅ be oſ that which ſhe once beheld: for reminiſcence is of things which
ſome one has either heard of or ſeen. But the ſoul formerly beheld this beauty, when ſhe
revolved in conjunction with her proper God. She muﬅ, therefore, be immortal: for iſ not,
ſhe would neither have revolved nor have recovered her memory. Hence he ﬁrﬅ ſpeaks con

' cerning the immortality oſ the ſoul, her idea, and what follows; and afterwards he diſcourſes
concerning that to which Love conducts us, viz. an intelligible cſſence, and divine beauty, ſimple,
and unmovcd.
'
1 This part contains one of the ﬅrongeﬅ demonﬅrations poſſible of the immortality oſ the ſoul,
as will be evident to every one whoſe intellectual eye is not blinded by modern purſuits. But

when Plato ſays every ſoul, the reader muﬅ not ſuppoſe that the ſouls oſ brutcs are meant to be
included)
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But reſpecting its idea 1 we muﬅ ſpeak after the following manner: To
give a perfect deſcription of its nature, would indeed be the employment oſ
included, for theſe, as is evident from the Timxus, are mortal; but every rational ſoul, as well
human as divine. But this reaſoning conſiﬅs of two ſyllogiſms, the parts of which Socrates, as
being agitated with divine fury, does not altogether diſpoſe into order; and theſe are as follows 2
Soul is ſelf-motive. That which is ſelf-motive is always moved, becauſe it never forſakes itſelf,
nor is ever deſerted by motive power. But if it is always moved with an inward motion, it alway'
lives. Soul, therefore, is immortal. This is the ﬁrﬅ ſyllogiſm. But the ſecond: foul is ſelf

motive, and is therefore the principle of motion.

But the principle of motion is unbegotten.

That which is unbegotten is immortal. Soul therefore is immortal.
1 By the idea of the ſoul we are not to underﬅand its ſupernal exemplar, but its intimate
form, and the diſpoſition, and as it were ﬁgure of its power. But by the chariots of the Gods,
that is, of the mundane Gods and beneﬁcent dwmons, are to be underﬅood all the inward diſcuſ
ſive powers of their ſonls, which purſue the intelligence of all things, and which can at the ſame
time equally contemplate and provide for inferior concerns. And the horſes ſignify the eﬃcacy

and motive vigour of theſe powers. But the horſes and chariots of partial foul--, ſuch as ours
when ſeparated from the body, are mixed from good and evil. Ourp'incipolpa't is intellect.
The better horſe is anger, and the worſe deſire. The wings are anagogic or reductory powers,
and particularly belong to the charioteer or intellect.

An immortal animal is compoſed from

ſoul and a celeﬅial body; but a mortal animal from ſoul and an elementary body.

For partial

fouls, ſuch as ours, have three vehicles; one ethereal, derived from the heavens; the ſecond
ae'rial; and the third this groſs terreﬅrial body Jupiter here ſigniﬁes the head of that order of
Gods which ſubſiſls immediately above the mundane Gods, and is called arrowrag, liberated : for

the term mighty, as is well obſerved by Proclus, is a ſymbol of exempt ſupremacy. The twelve
Gods, therefore, which are divided into four triads, are Jupiter, Neptune, Vulcan, Veﬅa, Mi
nerva, Mars, Ceres, Juno, Diana, Mercury, Venus, Apollo. The ﬁrﬅ triad of theſe isſubn'ca

tive; the ſecond dfſzllſi'Z/L'; the third vivﬃc; and the fourth raluctary. And the chariots of theſe
Gods are ſupermundane ſouls, in which they are proximately carried. By t/ae lzeawm, to the
eontcmplation of which the liberated and mundane Cods proceed, cannot be meant the ſenſible

heavens: for what bleſſed ſpectacles do theſe contain, or how can Gods be converted to thing;
poſterior to themſelves? lt is evidently, therefore, the lmrwn which Plato in the Crarylus deﬁnes
to be mix-5 se; 'ſo avw, or lglvt directed to t/mt qulu'rb ir above; and forms that order of Gods which
is called by the Chaldman oracles yon-rot 'tal vospog, intelligible and illſI/[t*('7ltal. There is a remakzblc
error here in the Greek text, for inﬅead of oupavta N'ÞLJG, relzﬅial and, it ſhould be read &ﬂovpavta
axþ13a,ſz<lnzlc_'/Iialarcb, as is evident from Proclus in Plat. Theol. p. 2'7, who lays a particular
ﬅreſs upon the word bmupavta, as a reading univerſally ackn0wlcdgetl. Our courſe is ſaid to be
diﬃcult and hard, becauſe the motion of the better horſe verges to intelligibles, but of the worſe
to ſenſibles and generation; and becauſe our ſoul is unable in the preſent life equally to contem
plate, and providentially energize. By ambroſin is ſigniﬁed that power which renders the Gods
ſeparate from generation; but by ncctar the immutable nature of their providential energies,

which extend even to the laﬅ of things.
v0L. m.
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a narration every way prolix and divine; but to deſcribe a certain ſimilitudc
ofthis idea is the buſineſs ofa human and ſhorter diſcourſe. Let it then be
ſimilar to the kindred power of a winged chariot and eharioteer. All the

horſes and chariots of the Gods are indeed good, and compoſed from things
good; but thoſe of other natures are mixed.

And, in the firﬅ place, our

principal part governs the reins of its two-yoke'd car. In the next place, one
of the horſes is good and beautiful, and is compoſed from things of this kind;
but the other is of a contrary nature, and is compoſed of contrary qualities:
and on this account our courſe is neceſſarily diﬃcult and hard. But we
muﬅ endeavour to explain why it is called. in a certain reſpect a mortal and
immortal animal. Every ſoul takes eare of eVery thing which is inanimate,
and revolves about the whole of heaven, becoming ſituated at diﬀerent timcs
in diﬀerent 'forms.

NVhile it 'is perfect, indeed, and winged, its courſe is

ſnblime, and it governs the univerſe.

But the ſoul whoſe wings ſuﬀer a

deﬂuxion verges downward, till ſomething ſolid terminates its deſcent;

whence it receives a terrene body, as its deﬅined receptacle, which appears
to move itſelf through the power Of the ſoul: and the whole is called an
animal compoſed from ſoul and body, and is (in-named a mortal animal.
But that which is immortal is perceived by no rational deduction, except
that which is hypothetical and feigned : ſince we neither ſee, nor ſuﬃciently
underﬅand, that a God is a certain immortal animal endued with a ſoul, and
poſſeſſing a body naturally conjoined with ſoul, through the whole of time.

Theſe things however are aſſerted, and may exiﬅ, as it pleaſes divinity. But
let us now declare the cauſe through which the wings were caﬅ aſide, and
fell from the ſoul. And this is of the following kind: There is a natural
power in the wings of the ſoul, to raiſe that which is Weighty on high, where

the genus of the Gods reſidcs.

But ofevery thing ſubſiﬅing about body, the

ſoul moﬅ participates of that which is divine.

But that which is divine is

beautiful, wiſe, and good, and whatever can be aſſerted of a ſimilar kind.

And with theſe indeed the winged nature of the ſoul is eſpecially nouriſhed
and increaſed: but it departs from its integrity, and periſhes, through that

which is evil and baſe, and from c'ontraries of a ſimilar kind.

Likewiſe

Jupiter, the mighty leader in the heavens, driving his winged chariot, begins
the divine proceſſion, adorning and dilþoling all things with providential
care. The army of Gods and daemons, diﬅributed into eleven parts, follows
his
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his courſe: but Veſia alone remains in the habitation of the Gods. But
each of the other Gods belonging to the twelve, preſides over the oﬃce com_
mitted to his charge.

There are many, therefore, and bleſſed ſpectacles

and proceﬃons within the heavens, to which the genus of the bleſſed Gods
is converted as each accompliſhes the proper employment of his nature.
But will and ſlOWL'r arc the perpetual attendants of their proceﬃons: for
envy is far diﬅant from the divine choir of Gods. But when they proceed
to the hanquct, and the enjoyment of delicious food, they ſublimely aſcend

in their progrctiion to the ſub-celeﬅial arch. And, indeed, the vehicles of
the Gods being properly adapted to the guiding reins, and equally balanced,
proceed with an eaſy motibn : b'nt the vehicles of other natures are attended
in their progreſſions with diﬃculty and labour. For the horſe, participating
of depravity, becomes heavy; and when he has not been properly diſciplined
by the charioteers, verges and gravitates to the earth. And in this caſe
labour, and an extreme conteﬅ, are propoſed to the ſoul. But thoſe who
are denominated immortals, when they arrive at the ſummit, proceeding
beyond the extremity of heaven, ſtand on its back: and while they are eﬅa
bliſhed in this eminence, the Circumference carries them round, and they

behold what the region beyond the heavens contains. But the ſuperceleﬅial
place has not yet been celebrated by any of our poets, nor will it ever be
praiſed according to its dignity and worth. lt ſubſiﬅs, however, in the fol
lowing manner; for we ſhould dare to aﬃrm the truth, eſpecially when

ſpeaking concerning the truth: without colour, without ﬁgure, and without
coutact, ſubſiﬅing as true eſſence, it alone uſes contemplative ' intellect,
the governor of the ſoul; about which eſſence, the genus of true ſcience,

reſides. As the diano'e'tic power, therefore, of divinity revolves with intel
lect and immaculate ſcience, ſo likewiſe the dianoe'tic power of every ſoul,
when it receives a condition accommodated to its nature, perceiving being'
through time, it becomes enamoured with it, and contemplating truth, is

nouriſhed and ﬁlled with joy, till the Circumference by a circular revolutionſi

brings it back again to its priﬅine ſituation. But in this circuit it beholds'
juﬅice herſelf, it beholds temperance, and ſcience herſelf: not that with
which generation is preſent, nor in which one thing has a particular local
reſidence in another, and to which we give the appellation of beings; but
' See the Additional Notes to the Timxus.
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that which is ſcience in true being.

And, beſides this, contemplating and

banqueting on other true beings in the ſame manner, again entering within

the heavens, it returns to its proper home.

But, when it returns, the cha

rioteer, ﬅopping his horſes at the manger, preſents them with ambroſia, and
together with it, nectar for drink.

And this is the life of the Gods.

But, with reſpect to other ſouls, ſuch as follow divinity in the beﬅ man
ner, and become ſimilar to its nature, raiſe the head of the charioteer ' into
the ſuperceleﬅial place ; where he is borne along with the Circumference;

but is diﬅurbed by the courſe of the horſes, and ſcarcely obtains the vition
of perfect realities. But other ſouls at one time raiſe, and at another time
depreſs, the head of the charioteer : and, through the violence of the horſes,
they. partly ſee indeed, and are partly deﬅitute of viſion. And again, other ſouls

follow, all of them aﬀecting the viſion of this ſuperior place: but from being
unable to accompliſh this deſign; they are carried round in a merged condi
tion, ſpurning againﬅ and ruſhing on each other, through a contention of
precedency in their courſe. Hence the tumult, conteﬅ, and perſpiration,
are extreme. And here, indeed, many become lame through the fault of
the charioteers, many break many of their wings, and all of them, involved
in mighty labour, depart deﬅitute of the perception oſ reality; but after
their departure they uſe an aliment compoſed from ajzinion; through which

there is a great endeavour to behold where the jn'ain qftrut/i is ſituated. For,
from a meadow of this kind, that which is beﬅ in the ſoul receives conve
nient nutriment; and from this the nature of the wing is nouriſhed, by
which the ſoul is enabled to aſcend. And this is the law of Adraﬅia, that
whatever ſoul attending on dixinity has beheld any thing of reality ſhall be

ſree from damage, till another period takes place: and that if the is always
able to accompliſh this, ſhe ſhall be perpetually free from the incurſions of
evil.

But if, through an impotency of accompliſhing this end, ſhe has not

perceived reality, and from ſome misfortune, and being ﬁlled with ohlivion
and depravity, ſhe becomes heavy and dnowſy, breaks he" wings, and falls
again on the earth *, then this law prevents her in her ﬁrﬅ generation from
' The head of the charioteer is that unity of the ſoul, wliich ſhe participates from a divine
unity, and which' is, as it were, the very ſummit and flower of her eſſence.
* The general cauſe of the ſoul's deſcent, is her neglecting, as it were, the univerſal form of

the world, diligently contemplating a certain portion of it only, and ardently deſiring a partial
mode of ſubſiﬅence; imagination and her vegetable power ﬅrongly alluring her to ſuch a con
dition of being.

being
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being implanted in ſome brutal nature, but commands the ſoul which has
ſeen the moﬅ, to inform the body ofa philoſopher, or of one deſirous of
beauty; of a muſician, or of one devoted to love 1. But it orders the ſoul,

whoſe perceptions rank in the ſecond claſs, to deſcend into a legitimate king,
or a man ﬅudious of empire and war. But it diﬅributes a ſoul oſ the third
order into the governor ofa republic, or the ruler oſ a family, or the maﬅer
of a trade. And again, it diﬅributes a ſoul oſ the ſourth rank into one eu
gaged in gymnaﬅic exerciſe, or in procuring remedies, and taking care of

the body: but ſouls of the ſiſth order it diﬅtibutes into prophets and myﬅics.
In the ſixth, it makes a diﬅribution into a poetic life. In the ſeventh, into
a geometrician or artiﬁcer. In the eighth, into a ſophiﬅ or popular chav

racter.

And in the ninth, into a tyrant.

But in all theſe, he who paſſes

his liſc juﬅly will afterwards obtain a better condition of being: but he who
acts unjuﬅly will paſs into a worſe ﬅate of exiﬅence. For no ſoul will re
turn to its priﬅine condition till the expiration oſ ten thouſand years ' : ſince
it will not recover the uſe oſ its wings before this period; except it is the
ſoul oſ one who has philoſophized ſincerely, or together with philoſophy has
' As there are principally nine celeﬅial ſouls, viz. the ſoul oſ the world, and the ſouls of the
eight celellial ſpheres, to which our ſouls are at diﬀerent times accommodated; hence, ſouls in'
their deſcent receive nine diſſerences of character. But the philoſophie genius has the ſirﬅ rank;

becauſe it is naturally adapted to the inveﬅigation oſ every thing human and divine. And as ſuch
a genius is ﬅudi-.us oſ wiſdom and truth, and the ſirﬅ beauty ſuhſiﬅs in theſe; hence, with great
propriety, it brings with it the purſuit of beauty. But we receive the image of beauty through the

ſight and hearing; and hence Plato connects with this character a muſician and a lover: the
former on account of audible, and the latter of viſible beauty.

But the next character is that ofa

king, who indeed extends a univerſal providence towards mankind, but whoſe contemplations are
not ſo ample as thoſe of thc philoſopher. The providential energies of thoſe which follow, are
ﬅill more contracted. But when he diﬅrihntes prophets and myﬅics into the ſiſth order, we
muﬅ not ſuppoſe that he means ſuch as are divine, but merccnary and vulgar prophets, who do

not operate from ſcience and art, but from cuﬅom and chance.
'L 'l'he numbers three and ten are called perfect ; beeſ-uſe the ſ'orm'er is the ﬁrﬅ complctetenum
ber, and the latter in a certain reſpect the whole of number; the conſequent ſeries of numbers
being only a rcpctition oſ the numbers which this contains.

Hence, as to multiplied into itſelf

produces 100. aplnin number, and this again multiplied by to produces tooo, a ſolid number;
and as lOOO multiplied by 3 ſorms 3000, and toco by lo, Ic,030; on this account Plato em
ploys theſe numbers as ſymbols oſ the purgatiou of the ſoul, and her reﬅitution to her proper
perſection and felicity. I ſay, as ſymbolsz for we muﬅ not ſuppoſe that this is accompliſhed in

juﬅ ſo many years, but that the ſoul's rcﬅitution takes place in a perfect manner.
loved
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loved beautiful forms. Theſic, indeed, in the third period ofa thouſand years,
if they have thrice choſen this mode of life in ſucceſſion, and have thus re
ﬅored their wings to their natural vigour, ſhall in the three thouſandth year,
ﬂy away to their priﬅine abode.

But other ſouls, having arrived at the end

Of their ſirﬅ life, ſhall be judged. And of thoſe who are judged, ſome pro
ceeding to a ſubterranean place of judgment, ſhall there ſuﬅain the puniſh
ments they have deſerved. But others, in conſequence of a favourable
judgment, being elevated into a certain celeﬅial place, ſhall paſs their time
in a manner becoming the life they have lived in a human ſhape. And in
the thouſandth year, both the kinds of thoſe who have been judged, return
ing to the lot and election ofa ſecond life, ſhall each of them receive a lit'e
agreeable to his deſire. Here alſo the human ſoul ſhall paſs into the life of
a beaﬅ ', and from that ofa beaﬅ again into a man, if it has ſirﬅ been the
ſoul of a man. For the ſoul which has never perceived the truth, cannot
paſs into the human form. Indeed it is neceſſary to underﬅand man, deno
minated according to ſpecies, as a being proceeding from the information

of many ſenſes to a perception contracted into one by the reaſoning power.
But this is a recollection of what our ſoul formerly ſaw with divinity, when

in a perfect condition of being; and when ſhe deſpiſed what we now conſider
as realities, and was ſupernally elevated to the contemplation of that which
is true. On this account, the dianoEtic power alone of the philoſopher is
juﬅly winged. For the philoſoſiphic memory perpetually adheres as much
as poﬃble to thoſe concerns, by an application to which even a God be
comes divine. But he who properly uſes meditations of this kind, being
always initiated in perfect myﬅeries, alone acquires true perfection. And
ſuch a one being ſeparated from human ﬅudies and purſuits, and adhering to
that which is divine, is accuſed by the multitude as inſane, while in the
mean time, from being ﬁlled with divine enthuſiaſm, he is concealed from

the multitude.

This whole diſcourſe, therefore, which reſpects the fourth

kind of fury ', tends to the means by which any one, on perceiving a portion
' We not muﬅ underﬅand by this, that the ſoul ofa man becomes the ſoul of a brutc 3 but that
by way of puniſhment it is bound to the ſoul of a brute, or carried in it, juﬅ as dzeznons reſide in

our ſouls.

Hence all the energics of the rational ſoul are perfectly impetled, and its intellectual

eye beholds nothing but the dark and tumultuous phantaſms of a brutal lifc.

3 The four kinds of fury are the prophetic, myﬅic, poetic, and amatory.
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ofterrene beauty, from a reminiſccnce of that which is true, may recover
his wings, and, when he has recovered them, may ﬅruggle to ﬂy away.
But ſince he cannot accompliſh this according to his wiſh, like a bird looking

on high and deſpiſing inferior concerns, he is accuſed as 'one inſanely aﬀected.
This enthuſiaſm ', therefore, is oſ all enthuſiaſms the beﬅ, and is compoſed

from the beﬅ, both to the poſſcſſor and the participantz and he who is under
the inﬂuence of this mania when hc loves beautiful objects, is denominated
a lowr. For, as we have before obſerved, the ſoul of every man has from
its nature perceived rcalities, 01' it could not have entered into the human

form. But to rccollcct ſuperior natures from objects of ſenſe, is not eaſy to
all men; neither to thoſe who then were engaged but a ſhort time in the
contemplation of thoſe divine objects; nor to thoſe who deſceuding hither
have been unfortunate; nor to ſuch as, turning to injuﬅice from certain
aſſociations, have become oblivious of the ſaCred myſteries which they once

beheld. And hence but a few remain whoſe memory is ſuﬃcient for this
exalted purpoſe. But theſe, when they behold any ﬁmilitude of ſupernal
forms, they are aﬅoniſhed, and as it were rapt abOVe themſelves: and at
the ſame time they are ignorant what this paſſion may be, becauſe they are
not endued with a ſuﬃcient perception. Indeed, we behold no ſpleudour
in ſimilitudcs which are here, of juﬅice, temperance, and whatever elſe is

precious in the ſoul; but very few are able, and even to theſe it is diﬃcult,
through certain dark inﬅruments, to perceive from theſe images the genus

of that which is repreſented. But we then ſaw ſplendid * beauty, when
we obtained together with that happy choir, this bleſſed viſion and contem.
plation.

And we indeed beheld it together with Jupiter 3, but others in
conjunction

' He who is agitated with this enthuſiaſm poſſeſſes that puriſication which is called by the
Platonic philoſophers [cle/lic, becauſe it is obtained by the exerciſe oſ myﬅic rites, and gives per
fection to the ſoul.

I Plato every when: ſpeaks of the ſun as analogous to the higheﬅ God. For as hete the ſun
is the lord of the whole fenliblc world, ſo the firﬅ cauſe of the intelligible world. And as light is
deduced from the lord the ſun, which conjoins, connects, and unites that which is viſivc with

that which is viſible, after the ſame manner the light proceeding from the higheﬅ God, which
light is truth, conjoins intellect with the intelligible. We may ſee, therefore, that beauty imi.
(ates this light: for it is as it were a light emitted from the fountain of intelligibles, to this
world, which it calls upwards to itſelf, and becomes the ſource of union to lovers and the beloved.
7 Plato, in the Timzeus, ſays that the demiurgus, when he made the world, diſſeminated ſouls
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conjunction with ſome other God; at the ſame time being initiatcd ' in
thoſe myﬅeries which it is lawful to call the moﬅ bleſſed of all myﬅeries '.
And
equal in number to the ﬅars, viz. as we have obſerved in the introduction to that dialogue, equal
according to analogy, and not as monadically conſidered. Now, therefore, in conformity to what

is there aſſerted, he ſays, "we together with jupiter," as knowing his proper God. For this
is the felicity of the human ſoul, to revolve in conjunction with its proper deities; ſince it is not
poſſible to paſs beyond the Gods.
r
' The word 'rtM-'n or ini/intion, ſays Hermeas, was ſo denominated from rendm'r/g 'be ſhul per
fect, rape: 'ſo 'num dam' arra-rzkeiv.

The ſoul, therefore, was once perfect.

But here it is

divided, and is not able to energize wholly by itſelf. But it is neceſſary to know, ſays llcrmeas,
that itſelf, 'nag/is, and epopm'n, rue-ny, When; and mon-ma diﬀer from each other. T'ltlt', therefore,
is analogous to that which is preparntory to purilications. But 'nag/7.', which is ſo called from
cloſing the eyes, is more divine. For to cloſe the eyes in initintian is un longer to receive by ſenſe
thoſe divine myﬅeries, but with the pure foul itſelf. And rpoptein is to be eﬅabliſhed in, and
become a ſpectator of the myﬅeries. See more on this intereﬅing ſubject in my Diſſertation on
the Eleuſinian and Bacchic Myﬅcries.
3 There is nothing belonging to antiquity more celebrated than the myﬅeries, and eſpecially

the Eleuſinian, though the leading particulars of this auguﬅ inﬅitution are perfectly unknown
to the moderns, as I have ſhown in my Diſſcrtation on the Eleuſinian and Bacchic myﬅeries.

One circumﬅance in particular of the laﬅ importance, has been grofsly mifreprefented by that
moﬅ conſummate ſophiﬅ Dr. Warbuiton, in his Divine Legation of Moſes. The circum
ﬅance I allude to belonge to that part of the myﬅeries which is called error-reine, or iryþrﬄ'on.

For here the Gods themſelves became actually apparent in ſplendid images to the eyes of the
epopt'z, or initiated inſpectx rs. And this, in the ſirﬅ place, is evident from the following paſſage
of Proclus, in MS. Comment. on the ſirﬅ Alcibiades: Ev ran; &warm-ral; 'my Ten-raw, 7rpo rn; Stov
'impending Tumor-m- xacvwv 'may enCoMt Upoparycwa', 'cat auro 'rew amor-ran' aye-Om- si; 'rm' i/Mv Wpaxamu

neral. i. e. " In the moﬅ holy of the myﬅeries, before the God appears, the impulſions of certain
terreﬅrial dtcmons become viſible, alluring (the initiated: from undeliled goods to matter." And

that by the moﬅ holy of niyﬅuries he means the l*ſſleufmian, is evident from his ſixth book de Plat.
Theol. p. 371. where he expreſsly ca'ls them by this name. And ﬅill more expreſsly in his
Commentary on Plato's Republic, p. 320.

Ev curator ral; 'reAs-rat; nati ful; [.l-UUTHFlOK, 51 Sea' man;

[ny Zauwv WFOT'WOUW import; 'lioMa 3: axryuara LZaMa-rrovrt; Paivowm' um 're-r' my arvarm-rav aim-w
vrpoCtCLnTr-"L Ten, 'to'ri 35 il; av9p'm7rsiav Happml to'xnpa-na'ptvov, 'rate ds it; aMolov 'ſi/To' wpotMAuGr-ig. i. e.

ſi"ln all initiations and my ﬅciics, the Gods exhibit many forms oſ themſelves, and appear in a

variety of ſhapes. And ſometimes indeed an unſiguredlight of themſelves is held ſurth to the
view; ſometimes this light is ﬁgured according to a human form, and ſometimes it proceed'

into a diﬀerent ſhape."

And we are informed by Pſcllus in a MS. on Daemons that this

evocation of divine natures formed one part of the ſacerdotal oﬃce; though, ſays he, thoſe who
now preſide over the myﬅeries, are ignorant of the incantation neceſſary to cvocanon.

'w f'; T'AE'H'; mace-fame', 'nw 'm 'his xMcw; own warn' man.

AAA' 5'1'

This doctrine, too, of divine

appearances in the myﬅeries is clearly confirmed by lllotinus, ennead. 1. lib. o. p. 5 5. and ennead.
4
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And theſe divine orgies were celebrated by us while we were perfect, and
free from thoſe evils which awaited us in a ſucceeding period of time. We
likewiſe were initiated in, and became ſpectators of, entire 1, ſimple, quietly
ﬅable ', and bleſſed viſions, reſideut in a pure 3 light; being ourſelves pure,

and liberated from' this ſurrounding Veﬅment, which we denominate body,
and to which we are now bound, like an oyﬅer to its ſhell.

With theſe ſpeculations, therefore, we ſhould gratify our memory; for
the ſitke of which, and through a deſire oſ thoſe realities which we once be-.
held, I have given ſuch an extent to my diſcourſe. But beauty, as we have
ſaid, ſhone upon us during our progreſſions with the Gods; but on our

arrival hither we poſſeſſed the power of perceiving it, ſhining moﬅ perſpi-.
cuouſiy, through the cleareﬂ: of our ſenſes. For ﬁght 4 is the moﬅ acute of
all our corporeal ſenſes; though even through this wiſdom cannot be per
ceived. lſ indeed it could, what vehement love would it excite, by pre

ſenting to the eye ſome perſpicuous image of itſelf!

And the ſame may be

lib. 9. p. 770. From all this we may collect how egrcgiouſly Dr. Warburton was miﬅaken when,
in page 23' oſ his Divine chatiOn, he aſſerts that the light beheld in the myﬅeries was nothing
more than an illuminated image which the prieﬅ had puriﬁed. N This," ſays he, " which was

all over illuminated, and which the prieﬅ had thoroughly puriﬁed, was a-yamz, an image." But.
indeed, his whole account of this divine inﬅitution is abſurd, falſe, and ridiculous in the extreme.

I only add, that the preceding obſervations plainly ſhow to what Plato alludes in this part of the
dialogue, by hisſimþle and b/(ſſd viſion: rﬃdmt in a pure light, and thaLwe can no longer wonder'
why thc initiated are reported to have been called happy.

' Viz. perfect.
3 By this Plato indicates the ſirm and permanent nature of intelligibles.

3 He ſays this becauſe the light here is not pure, being mingled with the air.
4 Plato now wiſhes to ſpeak concerning the amatory character, and to ſhow how it is led back

from ſenﬁble to intelligible beauty. What he ſays, therefore, is this,-that intelligible beauty ſhines
forth in an intelligible cſſence, together with the ſpectacles which are there, and that from this

beauty, ſcnſible beauty is unfolded into light.

For, as the light proceeding from the ſun illumi

nates the whole ſenﬁble world, ſo beauty, originating from intelligibles, pervades through the

regions of ſenſe. 'But he calls the ſight the cleareﬅ of all the*ſenſes, becauſe it is more acute
than the reﬅ. Hence, it is conſidered as analogous to ſtre by thoſe who compare the ſenſes to
the elements. But its ſuperior acuteneſs is evident from this, that when ſound, and that which
is viſible, are produced together, as in the inﬅance of thunder and lightning. we ﬁrﬅ ſee the light.
ning, and ſome time after the ſound reaches our hearing. The reaſon of this is evident: for
ﬁght ſees without time, or in an inﬅant; but the other ſenſes require time. Sight alſo is analo.

gous to intellect: for as intellect ſees all things indiviſibly, ſo likewiſe ſight. For it directly ſees
the interval which reaches from hence as far as to the heavens.

VOL. 111.
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ſaid of every thing elſe which is the object oflove.

But now beauty alone

is allotted the privilege of being the moﬅ apparent and lovely of all things.
He, therefore, who has not recently deſcended hither, or whoſe manners are

depraved, will not very ſwiftly be excitcd from hence thither to a ſurvey of
the beautiful itſelf, by beholding that among ſenſible objects which receiVes
the ſame appellation. Hence, he will not reverence it while he beholds it;
but, giving himſelf up to pleaſure, he will endeavour to walk about and ge
nerate after the manner of a quadruped: and, injurioufly converſing with
others, he will neither be afraid nor aſhamed of purſuing pleaſure contrary
to nature. But he who has been recently initiated, and who formerly was

a ſpectator of many bleſſed viſions, when he beholds ſome deiform counte
nance, elegantly imitative of beauty, or ſome incorporeal idea, at firﬅ in
deed he is ﬅruck with horror 1, and feels ſomething of that terrot' which for
merly invaded him ; but, from an after ſurvey, he venerates it as a God : and

if it was not for the dread of being thought vehemently inſane, he would.
ſacriﬁce to his beloved ', as to a ﬅatue and a God. But, in conſequence of
ſurveying this beautiful object, he experiences a mutation in his feelings, a

perſpiration and unaccuﬅomed heat 3, ſuch as horror produces. For, receiv
ing the inﬂux of beauty through his eyes, he becomes hot, and this irrigates
the nature of his wings ; but when heated, whatever belongs to the germi

nating of his pinions liqueﬁes, and which formerly being compreſſed through
hardneſs reﬅrained the vigour of their ſhoots.

But an inﬂux of nutriment

' lt is well obſerved by Hermeas, that it is neceſſary to canſider what is here ſaid vitally and
intellectually. For, as we are ſeiZed with aﬅoniſhment on beholding certain ſenſible particulars,
ſo likewiſe in the viſion of the Gods; not that it is ſuch a terror as that which ariſes from the view

of enemies approaching, but a terror better than a fear ofthis ltind, through the tranſccndent ful
neſs oſ the Gods. It is neceſſary, therefore, that the human ſoul ſhould ſubmit itſelf to thc Gods,
and to incorporeal forms which ſurpaſs our power, and ſhould be ſeized with a terror better than
human fear at the view of them, not as if they were dire, and dreadful, and reſiﬅing; for theſe
are the indications of matter and earth-born natures. Plato, therefore, ſigniﬁes by horror, an ex
citation from ſenſibles to intelligibles.
I That is, he would ſacriﬁce to intelligible beauty, of which ſcrlible beauty is the repreſenta
tion, ſimilitude and image. For here, ſays Hermeas, thoſe who ſacriﬁce to ﬅatues do not ſacri
ﬁce (O the matter itſelf, and the images, but to the Gods.

Kat way EV'ſﬂt/Oa in rot; avakyao'tr Scar-re:

oure awry by' Suotm 'at 'rang n'am', and rot; Hung.

3 Heat here ſigniﬁes the anagogic power of the foul, or that power which elevates ltcr to in
telligibles.
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taking place, the quill of th'e wing ſwells, and endeavours to burﬅ forth,
through the whole form Of the ſoul: for the whole was formerly winged.
The whole, therefore, in this caſe, becomes fervid, and leaps upward.
And as infants, during the growth of their teeth, are tormented with the
friction and pain of their gums, in the ſame manner is the ſoul aﬀected

with reſpect to the ſhooting forth of its wings: for it becomes ſubject to an
immoderate heat, titillation, and torment. When, therefore, it beholds
the beauty of ſome human form, then imbibing the parts which ﬂow from

thence, and which is on this account called deſire, it becomes irrigated and
heated, ceaſes to be in pain, and rejoices. But when it is ſeparated from this
viſion of beauty, and becomes dry through heat, then the oriſices of the
paſſages through which the feathers endeavoured to ſhoot forth, being cloſed,

impede the oﬀspring of the wind. But theſe being ſhut in together with
deſire, and leaping about like things ſubject to palpitation, ﬅrike againﬅ the
avenues of their progreſſion. Hence, the whole ſoul, becoming pierced on
all ſides in a circle, is agitated with fury, and tormented; but, through the

memory ofthe beautiful, again exults with delight. But, from the mixture

of both theſe, it is grievouſly tormented, through the novelty of the paﬃon,
and becomes dubious and raging; and, while it is thus furious, can neither

ſleep by night, nor abide any where by day; but runs about agitated by de.
ſire, wherever there is any probability of obtaining the viſion of beauty._But
beholding the beloved beautiful object, and deducing deſire, as through a

Channel, it now ſrees from conﬁncment what was before ineloſed; and, by
this means enjoying the beneﬁt of reſpiration, is liberated from its incite
ments and parturitions. For the preſent, therefore, it reaps the advantage
of this moﬅ delicious pleaſure; by which it is ſo charmed, that it would

never voluntarily depart from its allurcments, nor does it eﬅeem any thing ſo
much as this beloved beauty, but delivers over to'oblivion its ſiparents, brethren,
and friends ; and, beſides this, conſiders the diſiipation of its poſſeﬃons through

negligence as a thing of no conſequence, and perfectly deſpiſes thoſe legal

inﬅitutions and dcccneics in which it formerly gloried ; and is always prepared
for every kind of ſervitude and ſubjection, ſo that it may be near to the ob
ject of its deſire. For, beſides reverencing that which poſſeſſes beauty, it
ﬁnds that this alone is the ph)liciun of its greateﬅ diſeaſes.

_

This paſſion thercfm'c, Obeautiful youth, which is the ſubject of my
2 u 2
preſent
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preſent-diſcourſe, is called by men Love 1 : but if you ſhould hear how it is
denominatied by the Gods, you would probably lahgh, on account of your

youth.

But I think that certain Homerics aſſert, from ſome recondite

verſes, that there are two poems upon Love, one of which calls him per
fectly injurious, and not very elegant ; but they celebrate him as follows:
By men Love 'sﬅying called; but, forced to ﬂy,
He 's namcd 'be quzctﬁgrd, by the powers on high.

In theſe it is partly lawful to believe, and partly not. This however is the
cauſe, and the paſſion of lovers. When any one, therefore, of the atten
dants upon Jupiter I is taken captive, ſuch a one is able to bear with greater
firmneſs the burthen of this winged God: but ſuch as are ſubſervient to
Mar's 3, and revolve in conjunction with that deity, when they are enſnared
by love, and think that they are in any reſpect treated unjuﬅly by their be
loved, they are eaſily incited to ſlaughter," and are ready to deﬅroy both
themſelves and the objects oſ their regard. And thus every one honours the
God, round whom he harmoniouſly revolves, and imitates his life as much
- ' Plato, ſays Hermeas, wiſhes to etymologize the name of Love, viz. the paſſion which i< in
generated in us from the beautiful. This paſſion is called by men Love, ſromﬅo-wing imvartſ, but
by the Gods winged, from its giving wings to the ſoul. But Plato, ſays Hermeas, calls Homerics

thoſe that ſing the verſes oſ Homer. He alſo denominates the above verſes rerum/ire, wiſhing to
indicate the concealed, divine, and arcane nature of the aſſertion.

'

i For all the gifts of Jupiter, ſays Hermeas, are ﬁrm, ﬅable, and always ſubſiﬅ after the ſame
manner.
_
3 For Mars is the ſource of diviſion and motion. But it is neceſſary to know this univerſally,
ſays Hermeas, that whatever-is imparted by any divinity is received according to the peculiar
aptitude of the recipient. Thus, for inſtance, ſays he, Venus beﬅows friendſhip and union ; but
Gnce the illumination imparted by the Goddeſs is mingled with matter, the recipient often per
verts her gift, and friendſhip becomes adultery, from being viciouſly received. For things are
imparted in one way by the Cods, and are received in another by their participants. Thus alſo,
when diﬀerent ſubﬅances become the recipients'of the ſolar heat, one of thcſc is liqueſied as wax,
and another is hardened as clay : for each receives what is given according to its proper eſſence,

though the folar light has a uniform ſubſiﬅence.
Hermeas adds, it may alſo be ſaid, ſpeaking more theorcticnlly, that theſlimglater which is here
aſcribed to Mars, ſigniﬁes a divulſion from matter, through rapidly turning from it, and no lon

ger energizing phyſically, but intellectually. For ſlaughter, when applied to the Gods, may be
ſaid to be an apoﬂacy from ſecondary natures, juﬅ as ſlaughter here ſigniﬁes a privation of the

preſent life.

r
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as poſſible, and as long as he remains free from corruption: and after this
manner he lives here his ﬁrﬅ generation, ſſand aſſociates with, and conducts
himſelf towards, his beloved and others. Every one, therefore, chooſes
the love of beauty after his own faſhion, and, as if he conſidered it with re

ſpect to himſelfa God, he fabricates and adorns it like a ﬅatue, and a's'that
which is the object of his adoration and ſacriﬁce. Such, therefore, as are'
the follOWCrs of Jupiter ſeek after a ſoul belonging to this God for the ob
ject of their aﬀection.

Hence, they conﬁder whether he is naturally philon

ſophic, and adapted to command; and when they ﬁnd their beloved wi'thT
ſuch diſpoſitions, they endeavour by all poſſible means to render him Com
plctely ſuch. lf, therefore, they have not already endeavoured to obtain:
what they deſire, then, through the incitements of love, they anxiouſly ﬅrive
for its poſſeſſion ; learning by what means it may be acquired ; and inveﬅi

gating by themſelves how to diſcover the nature of their proper deity, they

at length ﬁnd lit, through being conoelled to look With vehemence towards
their preſiding God. But when th:v x become connected w-ith him through

memory, and are agitated by a diviv .; inﬂuence, they receive' from him man.
ners and purſuits, as far it is poﬃqu for man to participate of divinity. þ And
as they conſider the object of t'mir love as the cauſe of all this, their love

becomes ﬅill more vehement. if, too, they draw their aﬃatus from Jupiter,

then, like the female prieﬅeſies of Bacchus, they pour their enthuſiaſminto
the ſoul of their beloved, and by this means become as much as poﬃble

moﬅ ſimilar to their ruling Godſi But ſuch as follow Juno 1 ſeek after a
royal ſoul; which when they have diſcovered, they act in every reſpect to
wards it in a manner ſimilar to the attendant on Jupiter. But the followers
of Apollo, and of each of the other Gods, imitating their ſeveral deities,
ſeek after a beloved object who is naturally aﬀected like themſelves. This

when they have obtained, both by imitation, perſuaſion, and elegant man,
ners, they endeavour by all means to lead their beloved to the purſuits and
idea of their peculiar God; not, indeed, by employing envy and illiberal
malevolence towards the objects of their aﬀection, but by endeavouring to
conduct them to a perfect ſimilitude to the God whom they particularly adore.
1 Of the two divinities, Juno and Apollo, that are here mentioned, ſays Hermens, the former

converts all things through empire, and the latter leads all things to ſymphony and union.
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The willing deſire, therefore, and end of true lovers, if they obtain the ob
ject of their purſuit, is ſuch as I have deſcribed; and thus they become

illuﬅrious and bleſſed, through the fury of love towards the beloved, when
the beloved object is once obtained.
But every one who is allured is captivated in the following manner. In
the beginning of this fable I, we aſſigned a triple diviſion to every ſoul; and

we eﬅabliſhed two certain ſpecies as belonging to the form of the horſes,
and conſidered the chariotecr a; the third ſpecies.

Let this diviſion, there

fore, remain the ſame for us at preſent. But one of the horſes, \'\*e ſaid,
was good, and the other not. But we have not yet declared what the virtue
is of the good horſe, or the vice of the bad one; it is therefore proper that
we ſhould now declare it. The good horſe ', therefore, ſubſiﬅs in a more
beautiful
' Socrates having ſpoken concerning that love which fubſiﬅs according to rectitudc, and alſo
concerning that which ſnhſiſls according to a deviation from rectitude, and having, therefore,
diſcuſſed the extremes, he now wiſhes to ſpeak about the medio, viz. temperate and intemperate

love. As, therefore, he ſpeaks of the ſoul conſidered as aſſociating with the body, he very properly'
gives to it other horſes: for, in proportion as the ſoul deſſſccnds into generation, and approaehes
to theſe tempeﬅuous realms, ſhe ſeecives a greater number oſ veﬅmentsc Hence, he diſcourſes
c011£erititig other horſes, viz. ſuch as poſſeſs a habitudc to this body, and participate of its vital
paſlions. For the ſoul while ſhe lives in the intelligiblc world has other horſes, which are

characterized by ſſlillt'll'ﬅ and r/ſſ'tt'nrt'.

This indeed is evident, for antient theology gives

horſes even to the Gods themſelves. Now, thercſorc, he conſiders other horſes, viz. anger and
deſire, and calls his diſcourſe concerning them anſi/t', which he did not before, when ſpeaking
of the horſes of divine natures, and oſ the human foul herſelf when liberated from this terrene

body. The reaſon of this, as llcrrneas beautifully obſerves, is, becauſe the ſoul is in this body
as in a 'Sir/1.

For the whole apparent body with which we are ſurroundcd, and all the viſible

order oſ things, is ſimilar to alerlz.

Very properly, therefore, does Socrates, wiſhing to ſpeak

conecrring the habitude, proximity, or alliance of the ſoul to this body, call his diſcourſe a fable.
But he did not call what he ſaid prior to this a fable, becauſe the ſoul while living on high with the
Gods had other horſes. He alſo here calls the rational ſoul nnoxmg, of ſlu- 'mum- qſ/l rit-nium',
and not nvmxog, a r/mrialeer, as in what he ſaid prior to this; ſignifying that the rational ſoul in
the preſent body only imitates a ehariotcer. In ſpeaking of the horſes, too, he uſes the word
inwapappm, or [arm/It; tl-.-*ſorm
[wſ-r, and not Imro', lwrﬅr, as heſore. For the energics oſ the

ſoul in conjunction with body are not ſuch as when ſhe is united with intciligihlcs.
2 The divine Plato, ſays Ilermms, diſliibntes the parts of the ſoul into (ſitſ-rent parts of thc
body.

Hence, conſidering intellect and the reaſoning power as analogous to the ruler of a city,

he tſtabliſhcs them in the brain : for the brain is ſpherical, and man is a microcofm. He makes
the brain, therefore, analogous to the heavens. In the next place, ſince ans-ar is naturally more
noble
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beautiful condition, is erect, well-:n'ticulatcd, has its neck lofty, its noſe
lonicvvhut anluilim, its Colour white, and its eyes black, It is jikcwjſe a
lover of honour *, together with temperance and modeﬅy; is the companion
of true opinion, is not whipped, and is only to be governed by exhortation
and reaſon.

But the bad one is crooked *, various, raſh in its motions, ﬅiﬀ
and

noble than tſrſire, and is annhgous to thoſe in a city that ſight ſm- its defence, and rcprcſs what
ever is diſorderly and tumultuous in it, and whom he calls asxiliar/u -, ſince a! 'cr alſo reproves

and oppoſes deſirc,-hence he ﬁxes it in the heart, that it may be in the veſlibules of reaſon, being
only ſeparated from the brain by that interval the neck. But the dcſidcrntivc part, us being irra
tionnl and ſimilar to the mel'rr'mry tribe and the multitude in a city, he places in the liver, as an
aſs at a mangcr. Anger, therefore, is more noble than du'ire, as being ncurcr to reaſon, and
hence it has a better ﬅation, for it is arrangcd in a better region.

He ſays, therefore, in the firﬅ

place concerning anger, that it is more beautiful, and is imprcſſcd with forms, at one time from
the body, and at another from the manners and the ſoul. He calls ilﬅl'nigﬂf, becauſe it receives
the meaſures oſ reaſon; 'rurll-articulated, i. c. of a diﬅinct, and not oſ a mixed nature', and hav
ing its mid: lofty, i. e. always extending itſelf, and deſpiſing things of a worſe condition.

He

alſo ſays that it has an uquilim- 'la/I', indicating by this it< royal nature: ſc-r the hookcd or aqui
line, ſays l-lcrmcas, is always given by l'lato [0 that which is royal and noble; and the aquiline
is of a more elegant form than the flat noſe. He adds, that it is 'while- to the view ; indlcsting
that it is moſt ſplendid and ſhining with beauty; alſo, that its tye: ari- ſ'lz/rl', viz. invcſlignting
things proſound, and wiſhing to ſurvey unnpparent and intelligible natures: for he calls the un
apparcnt black.
' Plato having related the prerogatives which the better Of the two horſes poſſeſſcs from the
body, now enumerates thoſe which it poſſcſſcs from the ſoul. Honour, then, is the greateſt of
goods, as he ſays in the Laws; but nothing cvil is honourable. On which account alſo we ho
nour l)ivinity.

The good horſe, therefore, is a lover of honour', that is, it afpires after form

and the good. But it alſo loves honour in conjunction with temperance, i. e. it poſſeſſes theſe
prerogativcs of the ſoul, perſorms things pertaining to itſelf, and is not willing to be filled with
the contrary. It is likewiſe only to be governed by reaſon and cxhortution, as being near to rea
ſon, and directing by its meaſures nll the meaſures oſ its own life.
3 Plato here ſpeaks concerning the worſt: of the two horſes, and imitatcs its mingled nature.

For he no longer ſpeaks firﬅ concerning the prerogativa's of the body, and afterwards concerning
thoſe of the ſoul, but he confuſcs the order. In oppoſition, therefore, to what he had aſſerted
of the more noble horſe. he ſays of this, that it is crooked, as being characteriﬅic of deſire; for
deſire is ſimilar to a wild beaﬅ: 1'a'imr, for this cpilhct alſo is :icconnnod.ite<l to deſire, which is

multiform, and the friend of multi'ude; and ro/IJ in it: 'na/Jaw, as being hurried along by caſual
impulſe. lle alſo adds, that it is
indicating by this its wiſh/1; nature: that it isſhsrl
nerre-il', as being :ibjcct, living according l> deſire, and not aſpiring after lionourrﬂlt-noſnl, as
being \ilc, grorelling, and not royal: aſ a black ro/our, :is being dark, and not clear and ſhining

like the other: l'l:1*ſ'fg£lſ ryrr gray, as being only ſuperſicially ſplendid, and poſſeſſing illtCHLctlUIIS
only
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and ſhort-necked, ﬂat-noſed, of a black colour, having its eyes gray, and
being full of blood ; is the companion of injury and arrogance, has its ears

hairy and deaf, and is ſcarcely obedient to the whip and the ſpur.

When,

therefore, the charioteer beholds the amatory eye inflaming all the ſoul,
through ſenſible perception, and ﬁlling it with the incentives of titillation and

deſire, then, as always, the horſe which is obedient to the charioteer, vio
lently checking its motions, through ſhame reﬅrains itſelf from leaping on

the beloved object. But the other cannot beheld back, either by the ſpur
or whip of the charioteer; but hurries along violently, leaping and exult
ing, and, fully employing the charioteer and its uſſociate, compels both of
them to ruſh along with it to venereal delight. Both theſe, however, reſiﬅ
its violence from the beginning, and indignantly vendure to be thus com
pelled to ſuch dire and lawleſs conduct. But at length, when there is no
end of the malady, in conſequence of being borne along by compulſion, they
now give way, conſent to do what theyv are ordered, and deliver themſelves

up to the ſurvey of the ſplendid aſpect of the beloved. But the chariotccr, '
ſromſſa viſion oſ this kind, recovers the memory of the nature oſ beauty,
and again perceives it ﬁrmly eﬅabliſhed, together with temperance, in a pure
and holy 1 ſeat. In conſequence, however, of ſuch a perception he is ter
riﬁed, and through reverence falls ſupine, and at the ſame time is compelled
to draw back the rcins with ſuch vehemence, that both the horſes full upon
theirhips; the one indeed willingly, through his not making any reſiﬅance ;

but the other with arrogant oppoſition, through his extreme unwillingncſs
to comply. But when they have departed to a greater diﬅance in their
courſe, the one, through ſhame and aﬅoniſhment, moiﬅens all the ſoul with
ſweat; but the other, being liberated from the pain which he had ſuﬀered
through the bridle and the fall, is ſcarcely able to breathe, and, full of anger,

revilesthe' charioteer and his partner in the courſe, as deſerting order and
only as far as to the phantaſy: befngﬂdl g/'b/aoa', i. e. being moﬅ allied to generation: t/ie cam
panion qfinjury and ur'rcgamt, as poſieﬃng properties directly contrary to the other horſe; for that

was the aſſociaie oſ temperance and modeﬅy: ba: it: Mr: hairy and Jewſ, as being unobcdient, and
offen hearing a thing without attending to it: and, laſlly, itſmrttly obedient to 'be w/nþ and tive
ſpilt, as not capable of being beneſited by exhortation.

i

' i. c. In the intelligible, for ſuchis the intelligible region, ſince the beautics which arc here

are not 'genuine-ly beautiful.
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the compact through eﬀeminacy and fear; and again compelling them to
proceed, though perfectly unwilling, he ſcarcely complies with them, re

queſling ſome delay. But when the appointed time for which the delay
was granted arrives, and which they feign themſelves to have forgotten, then
the vicious horſe, violently urging, neighing, and hurrying them away, com

pels them to addreſs the-beloved again in the ſame language as before.
\thn, therefore, they approach near, then bending and extending his tail,
and champing the bridle, he draws them along with importunate impu

dence.

But the charioteer, being ﬅill more aﬀected in this manner, and

falling down as it were from the goal, pulls back the reins with ﬅill greater
violence from the teeth of the injurious horſe, repreſſes his reviling tongue
and bloody jaws, fixes his legs and hips on the ground, and thus torments
him for his behaviour. But when the vicious horſe has often endured a
puniſhment of this kind, he is at length rendered humble and ſubmiſſive,

and follows the providential directions of the charioteer; ſo that he is loﬅ
as it were on (being a beautiful object.

Hence it ſometimes happens, that the

ſoul of a lover ſ. 'llows its beloved with reverence and fear, and that the lover
pays it every kii, l of obſervance and attention as if it was equal to a God ;

and this not witl- any diﬃmulation, but in conſequence of being really thus
aﬀected: ſo that, when the beloved happens to be naturally a friend, then

his friendſhip rn'nſpires into one with that of his obſequious lover.
If, therefore, in ſome former period of time, he has been deceived by his

aſſociates, or by ſome other perſons, aſſerting that it was baſe to be familiar'
with a lover, and has on this account rejected his lover; yet advancing age,
and the wants of nature, lead him to the converſe of love. For it was
never decreed'by ſate, either that the cvil ſhould be a friend to the evil,

or that the good ſhould not be a friend to the good.

When, therefore, the

youth admits his lover to an intimate familiarity with him, then the bene

volence ofthe lover aﬅoniſhcs the beloved, in conſequence of perceiving

that all other friends and aſſociates exhibit no portion of friendſhip which
can be compared with that of a friend divinely inſpired.

But when the

lover continues to act in this manner for a long ſpace of time, living with

his beloved in high familiarity, frequently touching him in gymnaﬅics and
other aſſociations, then the fountain of that eﬄuxion which Jupiter, when

enaniourcd with Ganymedes, denominated (ſe/ire, ſtreaming abundantly
VOL. lII.
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towards the lover, is partly infuſed into him, and partly through its exuberance
ﬂows forth externally.

And as air, or a certain echo, when received by

ſmooth and ſolid bodies, is 'again impelled to the place from whence it pro

ceeded; ſo this eﬄuxion of beauty, ﬂowing back again to the beautiful
through the eyes, as it is naturally adapted to penetrate into the ſoul, and
ﬅimulate the avennes of the wings, now irrigates, and excites them to
ſhoot forth their feathers, and ﬁlls the ſoul of the beloved with love. Hence
he loves, but is doubtful concerning what he loves; and neither knows what

he ſuﬀers, nor is able to relate it: but juﬅ like an eye infected with the
viſion of another eye which is diſeaſed, he is unable to aſſign the cauſe of

his malady, and is ignorant that he beholds himſelf in his lover, as in a
mirror. Hence, when his lover is preſent, he, like him, ceaſes to be in pain ;
but, when he is abſent, he deſires in the ſame manner as he is deſired, poſ
ſeﬃng, inﬅead of love, nothing inore than an image of love ; and he deno

minates it, and thinks that it is not love, but friendſhip. He deſires, there
fore, in a manner ſimilar to his lover, though more feebly, to ſee, to touch,

to love, to ſit together; and, as it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe, he performs all
this afterwards with the greateﬅ celerity. Hence, in their moﬅ intimate
aſſociations, the intemperate horſe of the lover calls on the charioteer, and
tells him that he ought to be gratiﬁed with a ſmall degree of pleaſure, as

the reward of ſuch mighty labours: but the ſame horſe of the beloved has,
indeed, nothing to ſay; but, diﬅended and dubious, it embraces the lover,
full of vehement benevolence towards him, and is prepared to comply in
every reſpect with the deſires of the beloved. But the conjoined horſe,
together with the charioteer, reſiﬅs this familiarity through reaſon and
ſhame. If, therefore, the better parts of the dianoe'tic power obtaining the

victory lead the lovers to an orderly and philoſophic mode of conduct, then
they paſs through the preſent life with felicity and concord, ſubduing
themſelves, and adorned with modeﬅ manners; the vicious part of the ſoul

being in ſubjection, and the virtuous, free.

But, arriving at the end of the

preſent life, they become winged and light, in conſequence of being Victors

in one of the truly Olympic conteﬅs ' ; a greater good than which, neither
human
' Theſe conteﬅs are denominated Olympic, not from the mountain Olympus, but from Olym
pus, heaven. But he who philoſophizes truly becomes the victor in three conteﬅs. In the firﬅ
place,
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But if they lead

a more arrogant and unphiloſophic life, but at the ſinne time united with
ambition, their intcmpcrate horſe will perhaps lead their unguarded fouls
into intoxication, or ſome other indolent habits; cauſe them to embrace

thoſe delights which the multitude Conſider as the moﬅ bleſſed of all plea.
ſures; and will ſix them in continual endeavours to gain the object of their

deſire.

They will, therefore, exerciſe themſelves in theſe delights, but this,

however, rarely; becauſe the whole of the dianoEtic nature does not con
ſent to ſuch enjoyments. Theſe too will live in friendſhip with each other,
as well as the former, through the external eﬄuxion of love, but in a leſs
fervent degree; thinking that they ought both to give and receive from
each other the greateﬅ conﬁdence, which it is unlawful to diſſolve, and by
this means become enemies inﬅead of friends. But, in their exit from the
preſent body, they will not be winged indeed, but will be excited to emit

their pinions; ſo that they will carry with them no ſmall reward of ama

tory fury.

For the law forbids thoſe who are now beginning the celeﬅial

progreſſion, to enter into darkneſs, and the ſubterranean journey; but orders

them, in conſequence of leading a ſplendid life, to be happy with each other
during their progreſſions; and that, when they are ſimilarly winged, this
(hall take place for the ſake of love.

Such then, O young man, ſo numev

rous, and ſo divine are the bencﬁts which the friendſhip of a lover will
confer on you.

But the familiarity of one who is void of love, being mingled

with mortal temperance, and diſpenﬁng mortal and niggardly concerns, will
generate in the ſoul of its friendly aſſociate that illiberality which is eon
ſidercd as virtue by the vulgar, and will cauſe it to wander for nine thou
ſand years with a rolling motion upon and under the earth.
place, he ſubjects all the inferior powers of his ſoul to intellect; in the ſecond place, he obtains
wiſdom, in conjunction with divine fury ; and, in the third place, recovering his wings, he ﬂies
away to his kindred ﬅar. _ But iſ any one, through the generoſity of his nature, happens to be

more propen'ſe to love, and yet has not been from the beginning philoſophically and morally
educated, and hcncc, after he has been enſnared by love, gives way perhaps to venereal delights',
ſucha one, in conſequence of a lapſc of this kind, cannot recover his wings entire, yet, on
account of the wonderful anagogic power oſ love, he will be prepared for their recovery. Hence,
when in a courſe oſ time he has ampumtcd his luﬅ, and, retaining the ſublimity of love,has formed

a virtuons friendſhip, hc will not after the preſent life be precipitated into the loweﬅ region of
puniſhment, but will be purilied in the air, till he has philoſophized in the higheﬅ degree;

ax 2
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And thus, O beloved Love, through the impulſe of Phaedrus, we have ren
dered and extended to thee a recantation, clothed in poetic ﬁgures and expreſ

ſions, in the moﬅ beautiful and beﬅ manner we are able to aceompliſh.
Wherefore, pardoning what we before aſſertcd, and gratefully ' receiving our

preſent diſcourſe, continue benignantly and propitiouﬂy the amatory art I
which you have conferred on me, neither taking away nor diminiſhing its poſ
ſeſſion through avenging anger.

But grant, that among ſuch as are beauti

ful I may yet be more honoured than at preſent. And if Phaedrus and I
have formerly ſaid any thing ſevere againﬅ thy divinity, grant that, accuﬁng
Lyſias as the author of ſuch a diſcourſe, we may deſlﬅ from all ſuch aſſertions
in future ; and beſides this, graciouſly convert him to the ﬅudy of philoſophy,
like his brother Polemarchus, ſo that this lover of his may no longer tend

hither and thither, without any ﬅability, as is the caſe at preſent, but may
ingenuouﬂy paſs his life in future, in conjunction with love and philoſophic
diſcourſes.
PHJEDR. Iunite with you in prayer, Socrates, if it is better that all this
ſhould happen to us. But I have ſome time ſince wondered at your diſ
courſe; as it ſo far ſin-paſſes that which was formerly delivered, thatlam
afraid, leﬅ Lyſias himſelf ſhould appear but mean, if he is deſirous to enter
the liﬅs againﬅ another.

And, indeed, but lately a very principal perſon

in the commonwealth branded him with this very epithet; calling him,
through the whole of his accuſation, nothing more than a compoſer of
orations.

Perhaps, therefore, he will deſiﬅ through ambition from writing

any more.
Soc. You aſſert, O young man, a ridiculous opinion; and you very much

wander from the intention ofyour aſſociate, if you think him lb extremely
timid 2 but perhaps you think that his reviler has ſpoken the truth in what
he has ſaid againﬅ him.
' It is well obſerved here by llermcas, that Socrates uſes the word gratrſizlly, not as iſ the
Gods received any fit-vour from us, but becauſe we gratify ourſelves through worſhipping the
divinities, in conſequence of becoming allied to and familiar with them.

3 Should it be aſked why Socrates now calls that an art which he had before denominated
ent/nzſixﬄir, we reply with Hermeas, that he ſays this becauſe it is neceſſary to ciceite the artiﬁcial

theorems which we poſſeſs, and thus afterwards receive the illuminations from the Gods.
PHIEDR.
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PHIEDR. To me it appears ſo indeed, Socrates: and you yourſelf know,
that the moﬅ powerful and venerable in a city are aſhamed to compoſe
orations, and to leave their writings behind them, dreading the opinion of

poﬅerity, leﬅ they ſhould be called ibphiſts.
Soc. You are ignorant, thdrus, that the proverb, Acoucll i: þ/mſa'zt,

is derived from that long curvature which is about the Nile ' : and,
beſides this, you are ignorant that the moﬅ prudent of politicians particu
larly love to compoſe orations, and to leave their writings behind them;
and are ſo fond of thoſe who extol their works, as to give the ﬁrﬅ place in,

their writings to ſuch as celebrate their productions every where.
Pl-UEDR. How do you mean? For I do not underﬅand you.
Soc. What, do not you know that, in the beginning of a politician's book,
the very ﬁrﬅ thing that makes its appearance is the perſon by whom the
book is praiſed?

PHIEDR. How?
Soc. \V'ny, it ſays, that it is approved by the council, or the people, or by

both.

And he who ſays this, ſays it, at the ſame time extremely reve

rencing and celebrating himſelf as the author. But after this he ſpeaks in
ſuch a manner as to ſhow his wiſdom to his admirers, and ſometimes
accompliſhes this in a very long diſcourſe. Does this, therefore, appear to
you to be any thing elſe than a written oration?
PIUEDR. It does not.
Soc. If, therefore, this happens to be approved, he departs rejoicing from
the theatre, like a. poet. But if it ſhould be rejected, and he ſhould be

excluded from compoſing orations, and ſhould be conﬁdered as unworthy to
be an author, both he and his friends are aﬄicted on the account.
PHJEDR. And, indeed, very much ſo.
Soc. ln this, therefore, it is ſuﬃciently evident, that they do not deſpiſe
a ﬅudy of this kind, but hold it in the higheﬅ eﬅimatiou.
PHIEDR. Entirely ſo.
Soc. But what, when a rhetorician, or a king, acquires an ability like
1 This is ſaid according to that ﬁgure in Rhetoric which is called anPpamg, or oppﬃ/ian .- for
this long curvature about the Nile, according to Hermeas, was a place where there was much

moleﬅation.

"
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that of Lycurgus, or Solon, or Darius, ſo as to be reckoned an immortal
writer by the city, will he not think himſelf equal to a God, while he is yet

alive? and will not poﬁerity entertain the ſame opinion reſpccting him,
upon ſurveying his writings P

PHEDR. Very much ſo.
Soc. Do you think then that any ſuch perſon, however malevolent he
may be, would revile Lyſias, merely becauſe he is a writer?
Pl-UEDR. lt does not ſeem probable from what you have ſaid: for he
would revile, as it appears, his own purſuit.

Soc. From hence, therefore, it muﬅ be evident to every one, that no
one is ſcandalous merely from Compoſing orations.
PHEDR. For how ſhould he?
Soc. But this I think is in reality ſhameful, not to write and ſpeak in a
becoming manner, but ſhamefully and viciouﬂy.

PHIEDR. Evidently ſo.

What then is the mode of writing well and ill P

Soc. Have we not occaſion, thkdrus, to inquire this of Lyſias or of ſome
other, who has either at any time written any thing, or is about to write;
whether his compoſition is political, or on private ſubjects; whether it is in
meaſure like the works ofa poet, or without meaſure like thoſe ofa private

perſon P

PHA-ZDR. Do you aſk, if we have not occaſion? For what purpoſe, as I
may ſay, is our very life, but for the ſake of pleaſures of this kind P For,
certainly, it is not for the ſake of thoſe pleaſures which pain muſt

neceſſarily antecede, or elſe no pleaſure would ſubſiﬅ; which is nearly the
caſe with all pleaſures reſpecting the body. And, on this account, they are
very juﬅly denominated ſervile.
Soc. But we have leiſure, as it appears: and the graſhoppers ſeem to me
ſinging over our heads, as in the heat, and, diſcourling with one another, to
look alſo upon us.

If, therefore, they ſhould behold us, like the multitude,

not diſcourſing in mid-day, but ſleeping and allured by their ſinging, through
the indolence ofourdianoe'tic power, they might veryjuſily deride us; think
ing that certain ſlaves had taken up their abode with them, in order to ſleep
like cattle by the ſide of the fountain during the fervour of the meridian
ſun. But if they perceive us engaged in diſcourſe, and not captivated by

9
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their allurements as if they were SyrenS, but ſailing by them to our deﬅined
port, perhaps they will rejoice to beﬅow upon us that gift which, by the
conſent of the Gods, they are able to deliver to men.
PHAEDR- But what gift is this which they poſſeſs? For I do not recollect
that I ever heard what it is '.

Soc. And yet it is not proper that a man ﬅudious of the Muſes ſhould be
ignorant of things of this kind.

But it is ſaid that theſe infects were for

merly men ', before the Muſes had a being; that when the Muſes made their
appearance, and had given birth to the ſong, ſome oftheſe were ſo enſnared
by the pleaſure which it produced, that through ſinging they neglected the

proper ſuﬅenance of the body, and, thus waﬅing away, at length periſhed:
but that from theſe the race of graſhoppers was produced, who received this
' According to Jamblichus and llermeas, daemons are ſigniﬁed by the graſhoppers in this fable;
and this is by no means wonderful, ſince in the preceding part of this dialogue, which is full of
allegory, ſomething more divine than daemons is implied by the horſes ofthe Gods. Beſides, the
oﬃce which is lierc aſſigned to graſhoppch perfectly correſponds with the employment which
Plato in the Banquet attributcs to benevolent daemons: for they ﬅand as it were over our heads,
diſcourſe with each other, and in the mean time ſpeculate our aﬀairs, diſapprove our evil deeds,
and commend ſuch as are good', all which is likewiſe conﬁrmed by Heſiod in his Works and Days,
Beſides, they receive divine gifts, and deliver them to us, approach to the Muſes, and relate our
actions to the Gods. In conſequence of this correſpondence, Jamblichus and Hermeas conclude

with great probability that aZrial daemons are ſigniﬁed in this place by graſhoppers.

For, as theſe

animals live perpetually ſinging, and imbibe the air through a ſound of this kind 3 ſo beneﬁcent
acrial dazmons live in the air, through perpetually celebrating divine natures.
3 Aceording to Hermcas, the interpretation of this place by the divine Jamblichus is as follows:
Socrates calls men ſouls dwelling in the intelligible world: for ſouls before they live a mortal liſe
abide on high in the intelligible, contemplating forms themſelves together with the ſupermundane
Cods. Thus then men were before the Muſes had a being, that is, before the ſpheres and the ſenſi
hle world ; not that the term Inſarr, ſigniﬁes here temporal precedency, but a ſubſiﬅence ' prior to

this apparent progreſſion of the ſpheres. For this is the generation of the Muſes, an apparent ſub
ſiﬅence, proceeding from the dcmiurgus into the ſenſible world. The Muſes, therefore, and the
ſpheres, the ſenſible world, and the whole ſoul ofthe univerſe, and the partial ſouls of men, had a
conſubſiſient prrvgrcﬃon. Theſe ſouls, too,as being recently born, and remembering what they had
ſeen in the intelligible region, were averſe to generation, and were unwilling to eat and drink,
i. e. were not willing to partake of ſenſible opinion; for they poſſeſſed intelligible nuttiment.
Hence, wailing away, they at length periſhed, i. e. they reaſeended to the intelligible.
4' Viz. an 'mapparmt ſubſiﬅence: for 'his is prior to an apparent ſubſiﬅence; in the ſame way as every
cauſe, ſo far as it is a cauſe, is prior to it' eﬀect, though it may be temporally conſubſiſient with it.
crif'r
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gift ' from the Muſes, that they 'ſhould never want nutriment, but ſhould

continue ſinging without meat or drink till they died; and that after death
they ſhould depart to the Muſes, and inform them what Muſe was honoured
by ſome. particular perſon among us. Hence that, by acquainting Terpſi
chore With thoſe who reverence her in the dance ', they render her pro
pitious to ſuch.

By informing Erato of her votaries, they render her

favourable in amatory concerns; and the reﬅ in a ſimilar manner, accord
ing to the ſpecies of veneration belonging to each. But that they announce
to the moﬅ antient Calliope, and after her to Urania, thoſe who have lived

in the exerciſe of philoſophy, 'and have cultivated the muſic over which they
preſide; theſe Muſes more than all the reﬅ being converſant with the
heavens, and with both divine and human diſcourſe; and ſending forth the
1 He who lives according to intellect, ſays Hermeas, who is a lover of the Muſes, and a phi
loſopher, in conſequence of wiſhing to reaſcend to the Gods, does not require the care of the
body and of a corporeal life; but conſiders theſe as nothing, being deſirous to be ſeparated from
them. For he meditates death, i. e. a departure from the preſent life, as he knows that the body
moleﬅs and impedes the energies of intellect. But the gſſ which is here mentioned ſigniﬁes the
ſoul becoming the attendant of its proper God. Hermeas adds: It is however neceſſary to know
that a divine nature is preſent to all things without a medium, but that we are incapable of being

conjoincd with divinity, without the medium of a dacmoniacal nature; juﬅ as we behold the light

of the ſun through the miniﬂrant intervention oſ the air.
3 Dancing here muſt not be underﬅood literally, as iſ Terpſichore was propitious to thoſe who
engage in that kind oſ dancing which is the object of ſenſe; for this would be ridiculous. We
muﬅ ſay, therefore, as Hermeas beautifully obſerves, that there are divine dances: in the firﬅ
place, that of the Gods; in the ſecond place, that of divine ſouls: in the third place, the revo
lution of the celeﬅial divinities, viz. of the ſeven planets, and the inerratic ſphere, is Called a
dance : in the fourth place, thoſe who are initiatcd in the myﬅeries"F perform a certain dance:
and, in the laﬅ place, the whole life of a philoſopher is a dance.
inſpective guardian of all dancing.

Terpſichore, therefore, is the

Who then are thoſe that honour the goddeſs in the dance?

Not thoſe who dance well, but thoſe who live well through the whole of the preſent cxillence,
elegantly arranging their liſe, and dancing in ſymphony with the-univerſe.

Erato, ſays Hermeas,

is denominated from Love, and from making the works of Love, lovely: for ſhe cooperates with
Love. Calliope is denominated from the eye (wapa 'rnv ma), and Urania preſides over aﬅronomy.

Through theſe two goddeſſes we preſerve our rational part from being in ſubjection to the irra
tional nature. For, through ſight ſurveying the order oſ the celeﬅial Gods, we properly arrange our

irrational part. And further ﬅill, through rhythms, philoſophy, and hearing, we elegantly diſ
poſc that which we contain of the diſorderly and void of rhythm.
* Errnra nal 'iron/On 81 Triton/tenor ral; But; xopstav 'ma awrorthouatv tv 'me warnſ-1015.
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On many accounts, therefore, it is neceſſary to ſay

ſomething, and not to ſleep in mid-day.
PHIEDR. It is neCeſſary, indeed.
Soc. Let us, therefore, conſider what we lately ſpoke of, .v.iz. after what

manner any one may both ſpeak and write properly, or imprqperly.
PHEDR.
all therefore,
means.
Soc. Is itBynot,
neceſſary, thatſihe who is about to ſpeak with
propriety ſhould poſſeſs a true * dianoiitic perception of that which is the
ſubject of his diſcourſe?
PruEnrt. I have heard, my dear Socrates, that it is not neceſſary that he
who engages in the profeſſion of an orator ſhould learn what is (truly jug t.
' Plato here teaches how to write, and what the mode is of writing and ſpeaking well or ill,
making the problem more univerſal and ſcientiﬁc, after having referred the whole beginning of
the diſcourſe to the Muſes and the Gods. But as that which is diﬅortcd is judged of by a rule,
and that which is not ﬅraight by the ﬅraight, ſo that whiCh is fulſexcan only be accurately known
by truth.

Hence, he ſays, in ſpeaking or writing well, it is neceſſary that truth, and a know

ledge of the ſubject, ſhould precede as the leaders. For he who does not know the truth of a thing
ſpeaks conjecturally about it.

ſpeak or write.

Three things, therefore, are ſaid to be preſent with thoſe who

Firﬅ, a knowledge of the truth-

In the ſecond place, an ability of making one

thing many, which is the buſineſs of the diviſive method : forby this we know the various ﬁgni

ﬁcations of the thing propoſed, if it ſhould happen to be many, whether it is homonymous or
ſynonymous, whether genus or ſpecies, and the like. There muﬅ neceſſarily, therefore, be the
diviſive method. In the third place, the many muﬅ be collected into one, which is the buſineſs of
the analytic and deﬁnitive methods : for to be able to collect many things into one ſentence, is to
give the deſinition of a thing. Afterwards, the compoſition and ornament of the diſcourſe muﬅ
ſucceed. Theſe, then, as the inﬅruments of ſpeaking and writing, ought to be known before
every thing, viz. the nature and the oﬀence, or, in other words, the truth of a thing. For thus

we ſhall know how we ought to proceed, whether throngh ſuch things as are true, or through
ſuch as are aſſimilated to the truth. For he who does not know the truth, but only has an opinion
concerning it, like thoſe who poſſeſs popular rhetoric, will often perſuade his beaters to the con
trary of what he wiſhes.
Afterwards, the philoſopher relates how many goods are derived from true rhetoric, and how
many evils happen from that which is falſely denominated.
* There are three parts of rhetoric, fly-1! 'which calm/er, (To aupCoqunxoy), t/Je ſhmzſic, (To

&n'am-w), and the pamgyrit, (10 wamwpmm) And with reſpect to the ends of theſe three, the
juﬅ is the end of the forenſic; good, of that which counſels; and beauty, of the panegyric.
According to oppoſition, likewiſe, the juﬅ and the unjuﬅ are the ends of the ſorenſic 3 good and
evil of that which conſults; and the beautiſul ſand the baſe, of the panegyric.

A certain dupli

city alſo appears about veach of theſe: about the forenſic, accuſation and defence; about that

which conſults, cxhortation and dchortation ; and, about the panegyric, praiſe and blame.

-v0L. m.
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but only that which appears ſo to the multitude, who undertake to judge :
nor, again, what is truly good or beautiful, but only what appears to be ſo:

for that perſuaſion is derived from theſe, and not from truth.
Soc. The ſayings of the wiſe, Phaedrus, are by no means to be deſpiſed,
but we ſhould rather conſider the meaning of their aſſertions; and, conſe

quently, we muﬅ not paſs by what you have now ſaid.

ſi

PHEDR. You ſpeak properly.
Soc. Let us then conſider this matter as follows.
PHEDR. How?

Soc. Suppoſe 1 ſhould perſuade you to ﬁght your enemies on horſeback,
but at the ſame time both of us ſhould be ignorant what a horſe is; and
that I only ſhould know reſpecting you, that Phaedrus thinks a horſe is an

animal which has the greateﬅ ears of all domeﬅic animals.
PHEDR. This would be ridiculous indeed, Socrates.

Soc. Not yet; but when I ſhould earneﬅly perſuade you to do this by a
diſcourſe compoſed in praiſe ofan aſs, calling him a horſe, and aſſerting that
he is a moﬅ excellent animal, uſeful for domeﬅic and military purpoſes, able

to carry hurthens, and adapted for a variety ofother employments.
PHEDR. This, indeed, would be perfectly ridiculous.

Soc. ls it not, therefore, better that a friend ſhould be ridiculous, than
that he ſhould be wicked, and an enemy 2

PHEDR. It appears ſo.
-SOC. When an orator, therefore, who is ignorant of good and evil', en
deavours to perſuade a City in a like condition, not indeed by praiſing the

ſhadow of an aſs, as if it was that ofa horſe, but by praiſing evil, as if it
was good, being anxiouſly ſolicitous about the opinion of the multitude, and

thus perſuades them to do evil inﬅead of good; what crop do you think the
orator can reap after ſuch a ſemination?
Pnzon. Not a very g00d one.

Soc. Have we not therefore, my friend, reviled the art oſſpeaking in a
more ruﬅic manner than is becoming? For the art itſelf will, perhaps,
thus addreſs us: *' What delirium, O- wonderful men, has invaded you?
For l compel no one who is ignorant of truth to learn how to ſpeak: but

if any one will take my advice, he will then only employ me, when he has
acquired the poſſeﬃon of truth. This, then, I aſſert as a thing of great
conſequence,
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conſequence, that without me even he who knows realities will not, for all
this, be able to procure perſuaſion." Will not the art, therefore, ſpeak
juﬅly, by making ſuch a declaration ?
_
PHJEDR. I confeſs it, if our ſubſequent reaſons evince that rhetoric is an
art. For I think I have heard ſome arguments, which aſſert that it deceives,
and that it is not an art, but an unartiﬁcial exerciſe. But the true art of
ſpeaking, ſays Laco, never was, nor ever will be unaccompanied by truth.

This then is what they ſay ', Socrates. But, bringing them hither, let us in
quire oſ them what they aſſert, and in what manner.
_
Soc. Be preſent then, ye generous animals, and perſuade the beautiful

youth, Phaedrus, that unleſs he philoſophizes ſuﬃciently, he will never ſuſ
ﬁciently ſpeak about any thing.

But let Phaedrus anſwer to the interroga

tions. ls not the whole rhetorical art that which leads the ſoul by diſcourſes,
not in judicial matters only, and other public concerns, but alſo in private
aﬀairs, and theſe whether triﬂing or important? And is there any thing

more honourable than to act according to the true rules oſ this art, both in
important and incontidcrable aﬀairs? Or have you not heard that this is the
caſe ?

PHEDR. Iam not, by Jupiter, perfectly acquainted with all this.

But

it is ſpoken oſ, and written about, as an art for the moﬅ part converſant
with judicial matters and ſpeeches; but I have not heard that it extends

any further.
Soc. What, have you heard of the rhetorical art which Neﬅor and

Ulyſſes exerciſed at Troy, but have never heard about that oſ Palamedes ?
PRIEDR. I have indeed, by Jupiter, heard about the orations of Neﬅor:

unleſs you will prove that Gorgias is a certain Neﬅor, or Thraſymachus and
Theodorus a certain Ulyſſes.
Soc. Perhaps they may be ſo; but let us drop any further diſcourſe about
theſe.

And do you inform me what litigators do in judicial matters: do

they not contradict? Or ſhall we ſay they do any thing elſe?
PHIEDR. Nothing elſe.
' Hermeas here aſks whether rhetoricians are philoſophie z and he ſays in reply, that good rhe
toricians cannot be formed without philoſophy. For the more celebrated among the antient the
toricians were philoſophic. Thus, Pericles was the aſſociate of Anaxagoras, and Demoſthenes
of Plato.
'
2 Y z
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Soc. But are not their contradictions about

and unjuﬅ .9

PHBDR. Certainly.

Soc. But does not he who accompliſhes this by art, cauſe thc ſame thing
to appear to the ſame perſons, whenever he pleaſes, at one time juﬅ, and at

another time unjuﬅ?
PHJEDR. But what then?

Soc. And in his oration does he not cauſe the ſame things to appear to
the city at one time good, and at another time juﬅ the contrary?
PHZEDR. Certainly.
Soc. And do we not know that the Eleatichalamedcs is reported to have

been able by his art to cauſe the ſame things to appear to his hearers, both
ſimilar and diſſimilar, one and many, abiding and borne along?

PHEDR. Certainly.
Soc. The contradictory art, therefore, takes place, not only in judicial
matters and orations, but, as it appears, about every thing which is the
ſubject of diſcourſe; ſince it is one art, enabling us to aſſimilate every thing

to every thing, both ſuch things as are capable of aﬃmilation, and thoſe to
which they are able to be aſſimilated; and, beſides this, to lead them into

light, nothwithﬅanding their being aﬃmilated and concealed by ſomething
elſe.
PHJEDR. How do you mean ?

Soc. My meaning will appear in the following inquiries: Docs decep.
tion ſubſiﬅ in things which diﬀer much, or but a little, from each other?
Pl-HEDR. ln things which diﬀer but a little.
Soc. But, by making a tranſition according to ſmall advances, you will

eﬀect a greater concealment, while paﬃng on to that which is contrary, than
you will by a tranſition according to great advances£
PI-UEDR. How ſhould it not be ſo?
v
Soc. It is neceſſary, therefore, that he who is about to deceive another
ſhould accurately know the ſimilitude and diſſlmiIitude of things.

PHIEDR. It is neceſſary.
Soc. Is it poſiiblc, therefore, that he who is ignorant of the truth of every

thing can judge concerning the ſimilitude, whether great or ſmall, which
ſubſiﬅs in other things?

Piusnn. It is impoſſible.
Soc.
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Soc. It is evident, therefore, that ſuch as conceive opinions contrary. to
the truth of things, and who are deceived, are thus aﬀected through certain
ﬁmilitudes.
'
PHEDR. The caſe is ſo.
Soc. Can, therefore, he who is ignorant about the nature of each parti
cular, artiﬁcially deliver any thing, by paſſing according to ſmall advances

into its contrary, through ſimilitudes? Or can ſuch a one avoid falling into
error?
PIUEDR. He cannot.

Soc. Hence then, my friend, he who is ignorant of truth, and is led by
opinion, will, as it appears, exhibit a ridiculous and inartiﬁcial rhetoric.
PHEDR. It appears ſo.
Soc. Are you willing, therefore, both in the oration of Lyﬁas, which
you now carry about you, and in that which we delivered, to ſee wha'. we

have aſſerted without art, and what is agreeable to art?
PHJEDR. I am above all things willing.

For we ſpeak at preſent ina

triﬂing manner, as we are without ſuﬃcient examples.

Soc. But, indeed, as it appears, ſome reaſons have been given, through
the aﬃﬅance of a certain fortune, which have alfl the force of examples,
evincing that he who knows the truth will, even while he j'eﬅs in his diſi
courſe, attract his auditors, And I conſider, O Phaedrus, the local Gods as
the cauſe of this. Perhaps, alſo, the interpreters of the Muſes, ſinging over

our heads, have inſpired us with this ability: for I myſeſſ participate of no
art ' belonging to diſcourſe,
PHIEDR. Let it be as you ſay; only render what you aſſert evident.
Soc. Come then, read over the beginning oſ Lyﬁas's oration.

PHIEDR. ** You are well acquainted with the ﬅate of my aﬀairs ;. and you
' It was uſual with Socrates to deny that he poſſeſſed any invention of his own, and to refer all
things to the Gods. But there is, ſays Hermeas, a communion between us and the Gods, our ſoul

being thence illuminated both without a medium, and through the middle genera of beings. Pro
vidence, therefore, ſays he, is twofold; for it is either that of the ſuperior Gods themſelves, or it

takes place through the more excellent genera, ſuch as angels, dzemons, and heroes, and th'e local
Gods. Socrates, therefore, aſcribes' ſuch an order and management of won-is to the local Gods.
But he ſigniﬁes by the ſinging over his head the more excellent genera, the attendants --ſ the Cods.
For itis always requiſitc to call that which tranſccnds, a daemon -, as, for inﬅance, the rational is
the daemon of the irrational part, and a God is thc deemen oſ intellect.

have
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have heard, Ithink, that it is moﬅ conducive to my advantage ſor them to

ſubſiﬅ in this manner.

But it appears to me, that l am not unworthy to he

deprived of what waſh to obtain, becauſe Iam not one of your lovers: ſor
lovers, when their deſires ceaſe, repent themſelves of the beneﬁts which

they have beﬅowed."

Soc. Stop there: are we not then to ſhow, in what he is ſaulty, and in
what reſpect he has acted without art ?
PHEDR. Certainly.

Soc. Is it not, therefore, manifeﬅ to every one, that when we ſpeak upon
certain ſubjects .we are unanimous in our conceptions; but when upon

others, that we are diſcordant in our opinions ?
PHZEDR. I ſeem to underﬅand what you ſay ; but, notwithﬅanding this,

ſpeak more plainly.
. Soc. When any one pronounbes the name of iron or ſilver, do we not all

underﬅand the ſame thing?
PHEDR. Entirely ſo.

Soc. But vwhen we pronounce that of the juﬅ, or the good, are we not of
diﬀerent opinions? and do we not doubt both with others and ourſelves?
PHEDR. Very much ſo.
'
Soc. ln ſome things, therefore, we agree in ſentiments, and in others
not.

'

* PHEDR. We do ſo.
Soc. Where, then, are we more eaſily deceived?

And in which oſ theſe

is rhetoric able to accompliſh the moﬅ?
PHIEDR. Evidently in thoſe about which we are dubious.
Soc. He, therefore, who is about to purſue the rhetorical art, ought ſirﬅ

ofall to diﬅinguiſh theſe in order; to conſider the character of each ſpecies;
and to perceive in what the multitude muﬅ neceſſarily be dubious, and in
what not.
PHEDR. He who is able to accompliſh this, Socrates, will underﬅand a
beautiful ſpecies.
Soc. Afterwards, I think, he ought not to be ignorant when he comes to
particulars, but to perceive acutely to what genus the ſubject of his future

diſcourſe belongs.
PHEDR. What then?
Soc.
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Soc. YVith reſpect to Love, ſhall we ſay that it belongs to things dubious,
or to ſuch as are not ſo?

PHJEDR. To things dubious, certainly.
Soc. Do you think he would permit you to aſſert that reſpecting him
which you have now aſſerted, that he is pernicious both to the beloved and
the lover; and again, that he is the greateﬅ of all goods?
PHIEDR. You ſpeak in the beﬅ manner poﬃble.
Soc. But inform me alſo of this (for, through the enthuſiaﬅic energy, I
do not perfectly remember), 'whether I deſined love in the beginning of my
diſcourſe.

PHBDR. By Jupiter you did, and that in a moﬅ wonderful manner.
Soc. O how much more ſagacious do you declare the Nymphs of Ache
loiis, and Pan the ſon of Mercury, to be, than Lyſias the ſon of Cephalus,
with reſpect to orations! Or do l ſay nothing to the purpoſe? But did not

Lyﬁas, in the beginning of his diſcourſe, compel us to conceive of love, as
a certain ſomething ſuch as he wiſhed it to be, and, referring what followed

to this, complete in this manner the whole of his oration ? Are you willing
that we ſhould again read over the beginning of his oration?
Pl-UEDR. lſ you are ſo diſpoſed; though you will not ﬁnd what you ſeek

for there.
Soc. Read, however, that I may again hear it.

Pl-UEDR. " You are well acquainted with the ﬅate of my aﬀairs, and you
have heard, I think, that it is moﬅ conducive to my advantage for them t0=
ſubſiﬅ in this manner. But it appears to me, that l am not unworthy to be
deprived of what I with to obtain, becauſe I am not one of your lovers: for
lovers, when their deﬂres ceaſe, repent themſelves of the beneſits which.
they have beﬅowed."
Soc. He ſeems here to have been very far from accompliſhing what we
are now ſeeking after; ſince he endeavours to paſs through his diſcourſe,

not commencing from the beginning, but from the end, after a certain con
trary and reſupine mode of proceeding; and begins from what the lover,
now ceaſing to be ſuch, ſays to his once beloved.. Or perhaps, my dear
Phaedrus, I ſay nothing to the purpoſe.

Pl-UEDR. But it is the end, Socrates, which is the ſubject of his diſcourſe.
Soc. But what, do not all the other parts ofthe diſcourſe appear to be
promiſcuouﬂy
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promiſcuOUfIy ſcattered ? Or does it appear to you, that what is aſſerted in
the ſecond place ought to rank as ſecond from a certain neceſſity; or any
thing elſe which he ſays ? For to me, as a perſon ignorant of every thing,
it appears, that nothing ought to be careleſsly aſſerted by a writer. But do

you not poſſeſs a certain neceſiary method of compoſing orations, according
to which he thus diſpoſed the parts of his oration in ſucceſſion to each other?

PHEDR. You are pleaſant, Socrates, in ſuppoſing that I am ſuﬃcient to
judge concerning compoſitions ſo accurate as his.

'Soc. But l think this is evident to you, that every diſcourſe ought in its
ﬅructure to reſemble an animal, and ſhould have ſomething which can be

called its body; ſo that it may be neither without a head, nor be deﬅitute of
feet, but may poſſeſs a middle and extremes, adapted to each other, and to
the whole.
PHEDR. How ſhould it not be ſo?
Soc. Conſider, therefore, the diſcourſe of your aſſociate, whether it ſub
'ſiſts with theſe conditions, or otherwiſe; and you will ﬁnd, that it is in no

Ireſpect diﬀerent from that epigram which certain perſons report was Com
poſed on the Phrygian Midas.

'

PHEDR. What was the epigram, and what are its peculiarities? "
Soc. It was as follows;
A brazen Virgin traveller am I,
Whom fate decrees in Midas' tomb to lie:
And while (treams ﬂow, and trees luxuriant bloom,

1 here ſhall ſlay within the mournful tomb;
And this to every paſſenger atteﬅ,

That here the aſhes of king Midas reﬅ.

But that it is of no conſequence as to the connection, which part of it is
ſi'read ﬁrﬅ or laﬅ, you yourſelf, l doubt not, perceive.
PHEDR. You deride our oration, Socrates.
Soc. Leﬅ you ſhould be angry, therefore, let us drop it;,though it ap
*pears that many examples might be found in it, from an inſpextion of which
we might derive the advantage of not attempting to imitate them. But let
us proceed to the diſcuﬃon of other orations: for they contain ſomething,
as it appears to me, which it is proper for thoſe to perceive who are willing

to ſpeculate about orations.
4
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PHEDR. But what is this ſomething?
Soc. That they are in a certain reſpect contrary to each other.

For

one kind aſſcrts that the lover, and the other that he who is void of love,
ought to be gratiﬁed.
PHA-LDR. And it aſſerts this, indeed, moﬅ ﬅrenuouſly.
Soc. lſhould have thought that you would have anſwered more truly,

" and indeed furiouſly ſo."

But what I inquire after is this-Do we ſay that

love is a certain mania, or not?

PmEDR. A mania, certainly.
Soc. But there are two ſpecies of mania; the one ariﬁng from human
diſeaſes; but the other from a divine mutation, taking place in a manner

diﬀerent from eﬅabliſhed cuﬅoms.
PIUEDR. Entirely ſo.

p

Soc. But there are four parts of the divine mania, diﬅributed according to

the four divinities which preﬁde over theſe parts.

For we aﬃgn prophetic

inſpiration to Apollo, teleﬅic or myﬅic to Bacchus, poetic to the Muſes ; and

the fourth or amatory mania, which we aſſert to be the beﬅ of all, to Venus
and Love. And I know not how, while we are repreſenting by images the
amatory paſſion, we perhaps touch upon a certain truth; and perhaps we are
at the ſame time hurried away elſewhere. Hence, mingling together an ora

tion not perfectly improbable, we have produced a certain fabulous hymn,
and have with moderate abilities celebrated your lord andpmine, Phaedrus,
viz. Love, who is the inſpective guardian of beautiful youths.

annn. And this, indeed, ſo as to have rendered it far from unpleaſant to
me your auditor.
Soc. Let us, therefore, from this endeavour to underﬅand how our diſ

courſe has paſſed from cenſure to praiſe.
PHIEDR. What do you mean by this?

,

Soc. To me we ſeem to have really been at play with reſpect to the
other parts of our diſcourſe: but I think that if any one is able to compre
hend, according to art, theſe two ſpecies which we have ſpoken of, through
a certain fortune, he will not be an ungraceful perſon.
PIUEDR. How do you mean ?

,

Soc. By looking to one idea, to bring together things every waydi
ſperſcd; that, by thus deſining each, he may always render manifeﬅ that

VoL.-.III.
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which he is deſirous to teach: juﬅ as we acted at preſent with reſpect to
our deſinition of Love, whether good or bad. For certainly our diſcourſe
by this means became more clear, and more conſiﬅent with itſelf.
PHEDR. But what do you ſay reſpecting the other ſpecies, Socrates?

v Soc. That this again ſhould be cut into ſpecies according to members,
naturally ; not- by breaking any member, like an unſkilful cook, but, as in the
above diſcourſe, receiving the foam of the dianoe'tic energy, as one common
ſpecies. But as, in one body', members which are double and ſynonymous
are called right or left, ſo our diſcourſe conſidered the ſpecies of delirium
within us as naturally one. And dividing the one part into that which is

on the left hand, and giving this another diﬅribution, it did not ceaſe till it
there found a Certain ﬁniﬅer Love, and, when found, reviled it, as it deſerves.

But the other part' conducted us to the right hand of mania, where we
found a certain divine Love ſynOnymous to the former; and, extending our

praiſe, We celebrated him as the cauſe of the greateﬅ good to us.
PHEDR. Yon ſpeak moﬅ true.

Soc. But I, O Phaedrus, am a lover of ſuch diviſions and compoſitions as
may enable me both to ſpeak and underſtand.

And if l think that any

other is able to behold the one and the many, according to the nature of
things, this man I follow, purſuing his footﬅeps as if he were a God.

But

Whether or not I properly denominate thoſe who are able to accompliſh
this, Divinity knows. But l have hitherto called them men 'converſant with
dialectic. Tell me, therefore, by what name it is proper to call them,

acc0rding to your opinion and that of Lyſias. Or is this that art oſ ſpeak
ing, which Thraſymachus and others employing, became themſelves wile in
oratory, and rendered others ſuch, who were willing to beﬅow gifts on them,
as if they had been kings?

PHEDR. Thoſe were indeed royal men, but yet not ſkilled in the par
ticulars about which you inquire. But you appear to me to have properly
denominated this ſpecies in calling it dialeCtic; but the rhetorical art appears
as yet to have eſcaped us.
Soc. How do you ſay? Can there be any thing beautiful which is. deﬅi
tute of theſe particulars, and yet be comprehended by art? If this be the
caſe, it is by no means to be deſpiſed by me and you; but we muﬅ relate
what remains of the rhetorical art.
PHEDR.
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PHEDR. And there are many things, Socrates, which are delivered in
books about the art of ſpeaking.
Soc. You have very opportunely reminded me.

For I think you would

ſay that the prooemium ought to be called the ﬁrﬅ part of the oration; and
that things of this kind are the ornaments of the art.
anon. Certainly.

Soc. And, in the ſecond place, a certain narration; and this accompanied
with teﬅimonies. In the third place, the reaſoning. In the fourth, pro
bable arguments: and beſides this, I think that a certain Byzantine, the beﬅ
artiſicer of orations, introduces conﬁrmation and approbation.
PHEDR. Do you not mean the illuﬅrious Theodorus?
Soc. I do. For he diſcovered how confutation, both in accuſation and
defence, might not Only take place, but alſo be increaſed. But why ſhould
we not introduce the moﬅ excellent Evenus, the Parian? For he ﬁrﬅ diſ
covered ſub-declarations, and the art of praiſing : and, according to the
reports of ſome perſons, he delivered his reprehenſions in verſe for the ſake
of aﬃﬅing the memory. For he is a wiſe man. But ſhall we ſuﬀer Tiſias t
and Gorgias to ſleep, who placed probabilities before realities; and, through
the ﬅrength of their diſcourſe, cauſed ﬁnall things to appear large, and the

large ſmall; likewiſe old things new, and the new old; and who beſides
this diſcovered a conciſe method of ſpeaking, and, again, an inﬁnite prolixity
of words? All which when Prodicus once heard me relate, he laughed, and

aſſerted that he alone had diſcovered what words this art required; and that
it required neither few nor many, but a moderate quantity.
PHIEDR. You was, therefore, moﬅ wiſe, O Prodicus.

Soc. But ſhall we not ſpeak of Hippias? for I think that he will be of
the ſame opinion with the Elean gueﬅ.

PHZEDR. Why ſhould we not?
Soc. But what ſhall we ſay of the muſical compoſition of Polus *, who
employed the doubling of words, a collection of ſentences, ſimilitudes, and
elegance of appellations, in order to give ſplendour to his orations, accord
ing to the inﬅruction which he had received from Lycimnion?
' This Tiſms is ſaid by Cicero to have been the inventor of rhetoric.
F Polus was a diſciple of Gorgias the Leontine. See the Gorgias.
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PHEDR. But were not the orations of Protagoras, Socrates, of this kind?
Soc. His diction was indeed proper, and contained beſides this many other
beautiful properties: but the Chalcedonian orator excelled in exciting com

miſeration from the diﬅreſſes of poverty, and the inﬁrmities of old age.
l-Ie was beſides moﬅ ſkilful in rouſing the multitude to anger, and when
enraged appeaſing them, as he ſaid, by inchantment; and highly exeelled
in framing and diſſolving calumnies, from whence the greateﬅ advantage

might be derived.

But all ſeem to agree in opinion with reſpect to the

concluſion of the oration, which ſome call the repetition, but others' give it
a diﬀerent denomination.

-

PHJEDR. Do you ſay that the concluſion ſummarily recalls into the
memory of the auditors all that had been ſaid before?

Soc. I do, and any thing elſe beſides, which you may have to ſay about
this art.

*

PINEDR. What I have to ſay is but triﬂing, and not worth mentioning.
Soc. Let us, therefore, diſmiſs triﬂing obſervations, and rather behold in
the clear light, in what particulars the power of this art prevails, and when
it does ſo.

PHAZDR. Its power, Socrates, is moﬅ prevalent in the aſſociation of the
multitude.
Soc. It is ſo.

But, O dazmoniacal man, do you alſo ſee, whether their

web appears to you, as it does to me, to have its parts ſeparated from each
'other P
PHzEDR. Show me how you mean.
Soc. Tell me then: If any one addreſſing your aſſociate Eryximachusſor
his father Acumenus, ſhould ſay, I know how to introduce certain things to

the body, by which I can heat and cool it when I pleaſe; and beſides this,
when I think proper] can produce vomiting, and downward ejection, and a
variety of other things of this kind, through the knowledge of which I profeſs
myſelf a phyſician, and able to make any one elſe ſo, to whom I deliver the
knowledge of theſe particulars ;-what do you think he who heard him

ought to reply?

'

PH/EDR. What elſe, than inquiring whether he knows to whom, when,

and how far, each of theſe ought to be applied?
'

Soc.
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Soc. If, therefore, he ſhould ſay that he by no means underﬅands all this,
but that lie who is inﬅructed by him ought to do ſo and ſo; what then would
be his anſwer ?
PHIBDR. He would anſwer, I think, that the man was mad; and that,
having heard from ſome book about things of this kind, or met with ſome
remedies, he thought he might become a phyſician without knowing any
thing about the art.
Soc. But what iſ any one, addreſſing Sophocles and Euripides, ſhould ſay

that he knew how to compoſe a prolix diſcourſe on a very trilling ſubject,

and a very ſhort one on a great occaſion; and that when he pleaſed he could
excite pity, and its contrary, horror and threats, and other things of this

kind; and that by teaching theſe he thought that he delivered the art oſ
tragic poetry Y
PHJEDR. And theſe alſo, I think, Socrates, would deride him, who ſhould
fancy that a tragedy was any thing elſe than the compoſition of all theſe, ſo

diſpoſed as to be adapted to each other, and to the whole.
Soc. And I think they would not ruﬅically accuſe him; but, juﬅ as iſa
muſician ſhould meet with a man who believes himſelf ſkilled in harmony,

becauſe he knows how to make a chord ſound ſharp and ﬂat, he would not
ﬁercely ſay to him, Omiſerable creature, you are mad; but, as being a
muſician, he would thus addreſs him more mildly: O excellent man! it is
neceſſary that he who is to be a muſician ſhould indeed know ſuch things
as theſe; but at the ſame time nothing hinders us from concluding, that a
man aﬀected as you are may not underﬅand the leaﬅ of harmony; for you
may know what is neceſſary to be learned prior to harmony, without un

derﬅanding harmony itſelſ.

'

PH/EDR. Moﬅ right.

Soc. In like manner, Sophocles would reply to the perſon who addreſſed
him, that he poſſeſſed things previous to tragedy, rather than tragedy itſelf:

and Acumenus, that the medical pretender underﬅood things previous to
medicine, and not medicine itſelf.

PHEDR. Entirely ſo.
Soc. But what iſ the melliﬂuous Adraﬅus, or Pericles, ſhould hear thoſe
all-beautiful artiﬁcial inventions, conciſe diſcourſes, ſimilitudes, and other

things which we ſaid ſhould be diſcuſſed in the light, do you think that they
would
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would be angry, as we Were through our ruﬅicity, with thoſe who wrote
about and taught ſuch things as if they were the ſame with rhetoric? Or
rather, as being wiſer than us, Would they not thus reprove us? lt is not pro
per, Phazdrus and Socrates', to be angry with ſuch characters; but you ought
rather to pardon thoſe who, being ignorant oſ oratory, are unable to deſine

what rhetoric is, and who in conſequence of this paſſion, from poſſeſſing a
knowledge of things previous to the art, think that they have diſcovered rhe

toric itſelf; and, by teaching theſe to others, imagine that they teach rhetoric
in perfection : but who at the ſame time leave to the proper induﬅry of their

diſciples the art of diſpoſmg each of theſe, ſo as to produce perſuaſion, and
of compoſing the whole oration, as if nothing of this kind was neceſſary for
them to accompliſh.
PHZEDR. Such indeed, Socrates, does that art appear to be which theſe

men teach and write about as rhetoric ; and you ſeem to me to have ſpoken
the truth: but how and from whence ſhall we be able to acquire the art of

true rhetoric and perſuaſion?
Soc. It is probable, Phaedrus, and perhaps alſo neceſſary, that the perfect
may be obtained in this as in other conteﬅs.

For, if you naturally poſſeſs

rhetorical abilities, you will become a celebrated orator, by the aſiiﬅance of

ſcience and exerciſe: but if you are deﬅitute of any one of theſe, you will
be imperfect through this deﬁciency. But the method employed by Lyſias
and Thraſymachus does not appear to me to evince the magnitude of this
art.

PHJEDR. But what method then does ?
Soe. Pericles, moﬅ excellent man, appears with great propriety to have
been the moﬅ perfect of all in the rhetorical art.
PHEDR. Why?
Soc. All the great arts require continual meditation, and a diſcourſe about

'the ſublime parts of nature. For an elevation of intellect, and a perfectly
eﬃcacious power, appear in a certain reſpect to proceed from hence; which
Pericles poſſeſſed in conjunction with his naturally good diſpoſition. For
meeting, I think, with Anaxagoras, who had theſe requiſites, he was ﬁlled
with elevated diſcourſe, and comprehended the nature of intellect and folly,

which Anaxagoras diﬀuſely diſcuſſed: and from hence he transferred to the
art of diſcourſe whatever could contribute to its advantage.
5
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annn. How is this?
Soc. In a certain reſpect the method of the rhetorical and medicinal art is
the ſame.
.
PHJEDR. But how?

Soc. In both it is requiſite that a diﬅribution ſhould be made, in one of
the nature of body, in the other of the ſoul, ifyou are deſirous in the ﬁrﬅ

inﬅance of giving health and ﬅrength by introducing medicine and nutri*
ment according to art, and not by exerciſe and experience alone; and in
the ſeconl inﬅance, if you wiſh to introduce perſuaſion and virtue into the
ſoul, by reaſon and legitimate inﬅitutions.
PHIEDR. It is probable it ſhould be ſo, Socrates.

Soc. But do you think that the nature of the ſoul can be ſuﬃciently known
without the nature oſ the univerſe?
PHBDR. lf it is proper to be perſuaded by Hippocrates, the ſucceſſor of
Eſculapius, even the nature of body cannot be known without this method.
Soc. He ſpeaks in a becoming manner, my friend. But it is neceſſary,
beſides the authority oſ Hippocrates, to examine our diſcourſe, and conſider
whether it is conſiﬅent.
Parson. I agree with you.
Soc. Conſider, then, what Hippocrates and true reaſon aſſert concerning
nature. ls it not, therefore, neceſſary to think reſpecting the nature ofevery
thing, in the firﬅ place, whether that is ſimple or multiforrn about which we
a; e ddirous, both that we ourſelves ſhould be artiﬅs, and that we ſhould be able

to render others ſo?

And, in the next place, if it is ſimple, ought we not

to inveﬅigate its power, with reſpect to producing any thing naturally, or
beingr naturally paſſive? And if it poſſeſſes many ſpecies, having number-ed
theſe, ought no not to ſpeculate in each, as in one, its natural power of be
comingv active and paſiive ?
PIUEDR. It appears we ſhould, Socrates.
Soc. The method, therefore, which proceeds without theſe, is ſimilar to
the progreſſion of one blind. But he who operates according to art, ought
not to be aſſimilatcd either to the blind or the deaf; but it is evident that

whoever accommodates his diſcourſes to any art, ought accurately to exhibit
the eſſence of that nature to which he introduces diſcourſes;l and this is
doubtleſs the ſoul.
t
Parson,
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PHEDR. Without doubt.
Soc. Will not, therefore, all the attention of ſuch a one be directed to

this end, that he may produce perſuaſion in the ſoul?
PHEDR. Certainly.

Soc. It is evident, therefore, that Thraſymachus, and any other perſim
who applies himſelf to the ſtudy oſ the rhetorical art, ought ﬁrﬅ, with all
poſſible accuracy, to deſcribe, and cauſe the ſoul to perceive whether ſhe is
naturally one and ſimilar, or multiform according to the form of body: for

this is what we call evincing its nature.

*

PHEDR. Entirely ſo.
Soc. But, in the ſecond place, he ought to ſhow what it is naturally ca
pable of either acting or ſuﬀering.
PREDR. Certainly.

Soc. In the third place, having orderly diﬅinguiſhed the genera of diſ
courſes and of the ſoul, and the paſſions of theſe, he ſhould paſs through all
the cauſes, harmonizing each to each, and teaching what kind ofſoul will
be neceſſarily perſuaded by ſuch particular diſcourſes, and through what
cauſe; and again, what kind oſ ſoul ſuch diſcourſes will be unable to per

ſuade.
PHLDR. Such a method of proceeding will, as it appears, be moﬅ beau
tiful.
Soc. He, therefore, who acts in a diﬀerent manner will neither artiﬁ

cially write nor diſcourſe upon this or any other ſubject. But writers on the
art oſ rhetoric of the preſent day (whom you yourſelf have heard) are
crafty, and conceal from us that their knowledge of the ſoul is moﬅ beautiful.

However, till they both ſpeak and write according to this method, we ſhall
never be perſuaded that they write according to art.
PHEDR. \Vhat method do you mean?
Soc. It will not be eaſy to mention the very words themſelves which
'i ought to be employed on this occaſion; but as far as l am able Iam willing
to tell you how it is proper to write, iſ we deſire to write according to art.
PHEDR. Tell me then.

Soc. Since the poWer of diſcourſe is attractive of the ſoul, it is neceſſary
that the future orator ſhould know how many ſpecies ſoul contains: but
theſe are various, and ſouls poſſeſs their variety from theſe. Souls, therefore,
9
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of ſuch a particular nature, in Conſequence of certain diſcourſes, and through
a certain cauſe, are eaſily perſuaded to ſuch and ſuch particulars. But ſuch
as are diſſchntly aﬀected are with diﬃculty perſuaded through theſe means.
It is neceſſary, therefore, that he who ſuﬃciently undcrſhmdg an mia When
he afterwards perceives theſe particulars taking place in actions, ſhouFd tue
able to follow them with great celerity through ſenſible inſpection; or riﬅ-cr
wiſe he will retain nothing more than the words which he once heard from
his preceptor. But when he is ſuﬃciently able to ſay, who will be perſuaded

by ſuch and ſuch diſcourſes, and ſagaciouſly perceives that the perſon pre;
ſent is ſuch by nature as was ſpoken of before, and that he may be incited
by certain diſcourſes to certain actions; then, at length, ſuch a one will be

act perfect maﬅer of this art, when to his former attainments he adds the know

ledge of opportuncly ſpeaking, or being ſilent, the uſe or abuſe of conciſe'
diſcourſe, of language plaintive and vehement, and of the other parts oſ rhe

toric delivered by his maﬅers; but never till this is accompliſhed.

But he.

who fails in any of theſe particulars, either in ſpeaking, teaching, or writing,'
and yet aſſerts that he ſpeaks according to art, is vanquiſhed by the perſon

he is unable to perſuade.

But what then (perhaps a writer of oratiOnsv will

ſay to us) ; does it appear to you, Phardrus and Socrates, that the art of ſpeak--E

ing is to be obtained by this method, or otherwiſe?

'ſi

ct'

PHIEDR. lt is impoſſible, Socrates, that it ſhould be obtained otherwiſe,

though the 'acquiſition ſeems to be attended with no ſmall labour.
Soc. You ſpeak the truth.

And, for the ſake of this, it is neceſiary, byi

toſſing upwards and downwards all diſcourſieS, to conſider whether any eaſier

and ſhorter way will preſent itſelf to our view for this purpoſe; leﬅ we

ſhould in vain wander through a long and rough road, when we might have '
walked through one ſhort and ſmooth. If, therefore, you can aﬀord any'
aſſiﬅance, in conſequence of what you have heard from Lyſias, or any other,

endeavour to tell it me, by recalling it into your mind.
PHIEDR. I might indeed do this for the ſake of experiment, but I cannot
at Preſent.

a

*

" Soc. Areyou willing, therefore, that I ſhould relate to you the 'diſcourſe '
which l once heard concerning things ofthis kind P

PXiEDR'. How ſhould I not?
Wlio illſ.

"
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Soc. lt is ſaid therefore, Phadrus, to be juﬅ, to tell what is reported of
the wolf. .
PIIEDR. Do you therefore act in the ſame manner.
Soc. They ſay, then, that there is no occaſion to extol and magnify theſe
particulars in ſuch a manner, nor to deduce our diſcourſe from on high, and

afar of. For, as we ſaid in the beginning of this diſcourſe, he who intends
to be ſuﬃciently ſkilful in rhetoric ought not to participate the truth relpect
ing 'lungs juﬅ and good, or men who are ſuch, either from nature or educa
tion.

For, in judicial matters, no attention whatever is paid to the truth of

theſe, but to perſuaſion alone; and that this is the probable, which ought to

be ſtudied by him who is to ſpeak according to art.

For he ought never to

ſpeak of tranſactions, unleſs they are probable; but both in accuſation and
defence probabilities ſhould always be introduced: and, in ſhort, he who
ſpeaks ſhould purſue the probable, and, if he ſpeaks much, ſhould bid fare
Well to truth. For, when this method is obſerved through the whole of a

diſcourſe, it cauſes all the perfection of the art.
PHBDR. You have related thoſe particulars, Socrates, which are aſſerted
by the ſkilful in rhetoric; for I remember that we brieﬂy touched upon this

in the former part of our diſcourſe. But to ſuch as are converſant with theſe
matters, this appears to be a thing of great conſequence: but you have in
deed ſeverely reviled Tiſias himſelf.
Soc. Let then Tiſias himſelf tell us, whether he calls the probable any
thing elſe than that which is apparent to the multitude.
PHEDR. What elſe can he call it?
Soc. He alſo appears to have diſcovered and written about the following
crafty and artiﬁcial method: that if ſome imbecil but bold man ſhould knock

down one who is robuﬅ but timid, taking from him at the fame time a gar
ment, or ſomething elſe, and ſhould be tried for the aſſault, then neither of

theſe ought to ſpeak the truth; but that the coward ſhould ſay, the bold man
was not alone when he gave the aſſault; and that the bold man ſhould deny

this, by aſſerting that he was alone when the pretended aſſault was given, and

ſhould at the ſame time artfully aſk, How is it poſſible that a man ſo weak as
I am could attack one ſo robuﬅ as he is?

That then the other ſhould not

acknowledge his cowardice, but ſhould endeavour, by deviſing ſome falſe
8
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kind muﬅ be ſaid according to art.
anoa. Entirely ſo.
'
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Aſſnd in other inﬅances, things of this
Is not this the caſe, Phaedrus?

Soc. O how craftily does Tiſias appear to have diſcovered an abﬅruſc art,
or whoever elſe was the inventor, and in whatever other name he delights l

But ſhall we, my friend, ſay this or not?
PHEDR. What?

Soc. This: O Tiſias, ſome time ſince, before your arrival, we aﬃrmed
that the probable, with which the multitude are converſant, ſubſiﬅed through'
its ſimilitude to truth: and we juﬅ now determined that ſimilitudes might

every where be found in the moﬅ beautiful manner, by him who was ac
quainted with truth. So that, if you aſſert any thing elſe about the art of
diſcourſe, We ſhall readily liﬅen to you; but if not, we ſhall be perſuaded by
our preſent determinations, that unleſs a perſon enumerates the different
diſpoſitions of his auditors, and diﬅributes things themſelves into their' ſpe
cies, and'again is able to comprehend the ſeveral particulars in one idea, he

will never be ſkilled in the art' of ſpeaking to that degree which it is poſſible
for man to attain. But this degree of excellence can never be obtained with
out much labour and ﬅudy ; and a prudent man will not toil for its acquiſi

tion, that he may ſpeak and act ſo as to be pleaſing to men; but rather that,
to the utmoﬅ of his ability, he may ſpeak and act in ſuch a manner as may

be acceptable to the Gods. For men wiſer than us, O Tiſias, ſay that he
who is endued with intellect ought not to make it the principal object of his
ﬅudy how he may gratify his fellow ſervants, but how he may pleaſe good
maﬅers, and this from gOOd means.

So that, if the circuit is long, you

ought not to wonder: for it is not to be undertaken in the manner which

ſeems proper to you, but- for the ſake of mighty concerns. And theſe; if any
one is ſo diſpoſed, will be moﬅ beautifully eﬀected by this mean, as reaſon

herſelf evinces.
PHIEDR. This appears to me, Socrates, to be moﬅ beautifully ſaid, if
there is but a poſſibility that any one can accomplifh the arduous under
taking.

Soc. But to endeavour after beautiful attainments is beautiful, as
likewiſe to endure whatever may happen to be the reſult of our endea
VDUl'S.
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A PHEDR, .Very much ſo. _
Soc. And thus much may ſuﬃce concerning a knowledge and ignorance

of the art of rhetoric.

PHJEDR. Certainly.
l Soc. Docs it not therefore remain, that we ſhould ſpeak concerning the
elegance and inelegance of writing?
PHJEDR. Certainly.
. SOC. Do you know how you may in the higheﬅ degree pleaſe the divi
nity of diſcourſe both in ſpeaking and acting?
PHEDR. Not at all. Do you?
800.- I have heard certain particulars delivered by the antients, who were
truly knowing. But if we ourſelves ſhould diſcover this, do you think we
ſhould afterwards be at all ſolicitous about human opinions?
PHEDR. Your queﬅion is ridiculous; but relate' what you ſay you have'
heard.
Soc. Ihave heard then, that about Naucratis, in Egypt, there was one of
their antient Gods, to whom a bird was ſacred, which they call lbis ; but the

name of the daemon himſelf was Theuth'. According to tradition, this
God ﬁrﬅ diſcovered number and the art of reckoning, geometry and aﬅro
nomy, the games of'cheſs and hazard, and likewiſe letters. But Thamus

was at that time king of all Egypt, and reſided in that great city of the Upper

Egypt
A ' The genus ofdiſciplines belonging to Mercury contains gymnaﬂics, muſic, arithmetic, geo-'
merry, aﬅronomy, and the art of ſpeaking and writing.

This God, as he is the ſource of mven

tion, is called the ſon of Maia; becauſe invgﬂigation, which is implied by ſvlahr, produces inwzrtian:
and as unfolding the will of Jupiter, who is an intellectual God, he is the cauſe of matheſi-a, or
diſcipline. He ﬁrﬅ ſubſiﬅs in Jupiter, the artiﬁcer of the world; next, among thc ſupermuntlane
Gods, in the third place, among the liberated Gods; fourthly, in the planet Mervury; ﬁfihly,
in the Mercurial order of dzmons; ſixthly, in human ſoule who are 'he attendants of this God;
and in the ſeventh degree his properties ſubſiﬅ in certain animals, ſuch as the rbi<, the ape, and ſaga

cinus dogs. The narration of Socrates in this place is both allegorical and anagcgic, or reduclOIy.
Naucraris is a region of Egypt eminently ſubject to the influence of Mercury, though the whole

of Egypt is allotted to this divinity. Likewiſe in this city a certain man once flouriſhed, full of
the Mercurial power, becauſe his ſoul formerly exiﬅed in the heavens of the Mercurial order. But

he was ﬁrﬅ called Theuth, that is, Mercury, and a God, becauſe his ſoul ſubſilled according to

'he perfect ſimilitude of this divinity. But afterwards a daemon, becauſe from the (.'oJ Mercury,
through a Mercurial deemen, gifts of this kind are tranſmitted to a Mercurial ſoul. '1 lllS
cun
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Egypt which the Greeks call Egyptian Thebes; but the God himſelf they
denominate Anmon. Thenth, therefore, departing to Thamus, ſhowed
him his arts, and told him that he ought to diﬅribute them amongﬅ the
other Egyptians. But Thamus aſked him concerning the utility of each;
and upon his informing him, he approved w hat appeared to him to be Vt'cll
ſaid, but blamed that which had a contrary aſpect. But Theuth is reported
to have fully unfolded to Thamus many particulars reſpecting each art,
which it would he too prolix to mention.

But when they came to diſcourſe

Upon letters, This diſcipline, O king, ſays Thenth, wiil render the Egyp

tians wiſer, and increaſe their powers of memory. For this invention is the

medicine of memory and wiſdom.

To this Thamus replied, O moﬅ artiﬁ

cial Thenth, one perſon is more adapted to artiﬁcial operations, but another
tojudging what detriment or advantage will ariſe from the uſe of theſe pro
ductions of art : and now you who'are the father of letters, through the bene
volence of your diſpoſition, have aﬃrmed juﬅ the contrary of what letters are
able to effect. -For theſe, through the negligence of recollection, will prox
duce oblivion in the ſoul of the learner; becauſe, through truﬅing to the

external and foreign marks oſ writing, they will not exerciſe the internal
powers oſrecollection. So that you have not diſcovered the medicine of

m' mory, but of admonition.

You will likewiſe deliver to your diſciples an

opinion of wiſdom, and not truth. For, in conſequence of having many
readers Without the inﬅruction of a maﬅer, the multitude will appear to be
knowing in many things of which they are at the ſame time ignorant ; and
curial ſoul, and at the ſame time dremon, relate their inventions to king Thamus. And though
a man named Thamus once reigned in Egypt, yet anagogically Thamus is a Mercurial divinity
either celeſtial or ſuperceleﬅial.

Mercurial gifts.

But Ammon is that ſuperior Jupiter who comprehends the

Laﬅly, invention belongs to natural inﬅinct and conception, but judgment andv

diſcriminatiun to reaſon and perfect intelligence, which are far more excellent.

But each at the.

ſame time belonge; to Jupiter Ammon z though, when taken ſeparatcly, invention, and as it were

the material form of art, muﬅ be referred to a ilzcmoniacal or human Mercury; but judgment
and uſe, and th.t which leads to the end, to Thamus, who is ſuperior both to a human and
deer-inniacal Mercury.

Though the narration ſeems to comprehend Thamus and Ammon under

the ſame perſon, yet accurate reaſoning is able to diﬅinguiſh them.

They relate that the Egyp

tian ibis was ſimilar to a ſlork, that it had the ﬁgure of a heart, that it walked in a very unequal
manner, and that it brought forth its eggs through its throat, juﬅ as Mercury delivers his ſſprogeny

into light. And theſe and the other Mercurial ſymbols ſignify wiſdom, geometry, eloquence, and
interpretation.
- will
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will become troubleſome aſſociates, in conſequence of poſſeſſing an opinion
of wiſdom, inſtead of wiſdom itſelf.

Pnznn. You with great facility, Socrates, compoſe Egyptian diſcourſes,
and thoſe of any other nation, when you are ſo diſpoſed.
Soc. But, my friend, thoſe who reſide in the temple of Dodonean

Jupiter aſſert that the ﬁrﬅ prophetic diſcourſes iſſued from the oak.

It

was ſuﬃcient, therefore, for thoſe antients, as they were not ſo wiſe as you
moderns, to liﬅen to oaks and rocks, through their ſimplicity, if theſe inani

mate things did but utter the truth. But you perhaps think it makes a
diﬀerence who ſpeaks, and to what country he belongs. For you do not
alone conſider, whether what is aſſerted is true or falſe.
PBBDR. You have very properly reproved me; and I think the caſe
with reſpect to letters is juﬅ as the Theban Thamus has ﬅated it.
Soc. Hence, he who thinks to commit an art to writing, or to receive

it, when delivered by this mean, ſo that ſomething clear and ﬁrm may
reſult from the letters, is endued with great ſimplicity, and is truly ignorant
of the prophecy of Ammon; ſince he is of opinion, that ſomething more is
contained in the writing than what the things themſelves contained in the
letters admoniſh the ſcientiﬁc reader.
Pl-UEDR. Moﬅ right.
Soc. For that which is committed to Writing contains ſomething very
weighty, and truly ſimilar to a picture. For the oﬀspring of a picture pro'
ject as if they were alive ; but, if you aſk them any queﬅion, they are ſilent
in a perfectly venerable manner. Juﬅ ſo with reſpect to written diſcourſes,
you would think that they ſpoke as if they poſſeſſed ſome portion of wiſdom.
But if, deſirous to be inﬅructed, you interrogate them about any thing which
they aſſert, they ſignify one thing only, and this always the ſame.

And

every diſcourſe, when it is once written, is every where ﬁmilarly rolled
among its auditors, and even among thoſe by whom it ought not to be
heard ; and is perfectly ignorant, to whom it is proper to addreſs itſelf, and
to whom not.

But when it is fanlty or unjuﬅly reviled, it always requires

the aſſiﬅanCe of its father.

For, as to itſelf, it can neither reſiﬅ its adverſary,

nor defend itſelf.
Pan-um. And this, alſo, you appear to have moﬅ rightly aſſerted.
Soc. But what, ſhall we not conſider another diſcourſe, which is the
genuine
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genuine brother of this, how legimate it is, and how much better and more
powerful it is born than this?
PHIBDR. What is this? and how do you ſay it is produced?
Soc. That which, in conjunction with ſcience, is. written in the ſoul of
the learner, which is able to defend itſelf, and which knows to whom it

ought to ſpeak, and before whom it ought to be ſilent.
PHAZDR. You ſpeak of the living and animated diſcourſe of one endued
with knowledge; of which written diſcourſe may be juﬅly called a certain

image.
Soc. Entirely ſo.

A
But anſwer me with reſpect to this alſo: Will the

huſbandman, who is endued with intellect, ſcatter ſuch ſeeds as are moﬅ dear
to him, and from which he wiſhes fruit ſhould ariſe? Will he ſcatter them in

ſummer in the gardens of Adonis, with the greateﬅ diligence and attention,
rejoicing to behold them in beautiful perfection within the ſpace of eight
days? Or rather, when he acts in this manner, will he not do ſo for the ſake
of ſome feﬅive day, or ſport? But, when ſeriouſly applying himſelf to the
buſineſs of agricultnre, will he not ſow where it is proper, and be ſuﬃciently

pleaſed, if his ſowing receives its conſummation within the ſpace of eight
mouths i
'
annn. He would doubtleſs act in this manner, Socrates, at one time

ſowing ſeriouſly, and at another time for diverſion.
Soc. But ſhall we ſay that the man who poſſeſſes the ſcience of things juﬅ,
beautiful and good, is endued with leſs intellect than a huſbandman, with
reſpect to the feeds which he ſows ?
PHEUR. By no means.
Soc. He will not, therefore, with anxious and haﬅy diligence write them in

black water, ſowing them by this mean with his pen in conjunction with
diſcourſes; ſince it is thus impoſſible to aﬃﬅ them through ſpeech, and im
poſſible ſuﬃciently to exhibit the truth.
PHEDR. This, therefore, is not proper.

Soc. Certainly not. He will, therefore, ſow and write in the garden:
which letters contain for the ſake of ſport, as it appears ; and when he has
written, having raiſed monuments as treaſures to himſelf, with a view to the

oblivion of old age, if he ſhould arrive to it, and for the like beneﬁt of others

who tread in the ſame ﬅeps, he is delighted on beholding his delicate progeny
of

aes
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of fruits; and while other men purſue other diverſions, irrigating themſelves
with banquets, and other entertainments which are the ſiﬅers of theſe, he.
on the contrary paſſes his time in the delights which converſation produces.
PHzEDa. You ſpeak, Socrates, of a moﬅ beautiſul diverſion, and not ofa

vile amuſement, as the portion of him who is able to ſport with diſcourſe,
and who can mythologize about juﬅice, and other particulars which you
ſpeak oſ.
Soc. For it is indeed ſo, my dear Phaedrus.

But, in my opinion, a much

more beautiful ﬅudy will reſult from diſcourſes, when ſome one employing the
dialectic art, and receiving a ſoul properly adapted for his purpoſe, plants and
ſows in it diſcourſes, in conjunction with ſcience; diſcourſes which are ſuﬃ

ciently able to aﬃﬅ both themſelves and their planter, and which are not
barren, but abound with ſeed ; from whence others ſpringing up in diﬀerent
manners, are always ſuﬃcient to extend this immortal beneﬁt, and to render

their poſſeſſor bleſſed in as high a degree as is poſiible to man. .
PHJEDR. This which you ſpeak oſ is ﬅill far more beautiful.

Soc. But now, Phaedrus, this being granted, are we able to diﬅinguiſh
and judge about what follows ?

PHJEDR. What is that?
Soc. Thoſe particulars for the ſake of knowing which we came hither;

that we might inquire into the diſgrace of Lyﬁas in the art oſ writing; and

that we might inveﬅigate thoſe diſcourſes which are either wiiitteu with or
without art. To me, therefore, it appears that we have moderately evinced
that which is artiﬁcial,'and that which is not ſo.
PHEDR. lt appears ſo.

1 Soc. But again we ought to remember that no one can acquire perfection
in the art oſ ſpeaking, either with reſpect to teaching or perſuading, till he

is well acquainted with the truth oſ the particulars about which he either
ſpeaks or writes: till he is able to deﬁnethe whole of a thing; and when
detined, again knows how to divide it according to ſpecies, as far as to an
indiviſible: and, according-to this method, contemplating the ſoul, and diſ

covering a ſpecies adapted lothe nature oſ each, he thus diſpoſes and adorns
his di*courſe; accommodatiug various and all-harmonious diſcourſes to a ſoul

cliaracterized by variety; but ſuch as are ſimple, to one of a ſimple diſ

poſitionſi
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Pmcnn. It appears to be ſo in every reſpect.
Soc. But what ſhall we ſay to the queﬅion, whether it is beautiſul or baſe
w ſpeak and write orations; and in what reſpect this employment may be
blameable or not? Unleſs what we have ſaid a little before is ſuﬃcient for

this purpoſe.
l'nJEoR. What was that?
Soc. That whether Lyſias, or any other, has at any time written, or
'now writes, ſo as to eﬅabliſh laws, either privately or publicly, compoſing a
political work, and thinking that it contains great ﬅabrlity and clearneſs;
this is baſe in a writer, whether any one ſays ſo or not. For to be ignorant
of the diﬀerence between true viſions and the deluſions oſlleep, between
juﬅ and unjuﬅ, evil and good, cannot ſail oſ being really baſe, though the

whole rout of the vulgar ſhould unite in its praiſe.
PHEDR. lt cannot be otherwiſe.
Soc. But he who in a written oration thinks that there is a great neceſſity'
for amuſement, and who conſiders no diſcourſe, whether in proſe or verſe,

deſerving oſ much ﬅudy in its compoſition or recital, like thoſe rhapſodiﬅs
who without judgment and learning recite verſes for the ſake of perſuaſion,

while in reality the beﬅ of thoſe diſcourſe$ were written for the ſake of admo
niſhing the ſkilſul ; but who thinks, that the clear, the perfect, and the ſerious,\.

ought only to take place in diſcourſes which teach and are delivered for the
ſake oſ learning, and which are truly written in the ſonl, about the juﬅ, the
beautiful and the good; and who judges that diſcourſes of this kind ought

to be called his legitimate oﬀspring ; that, in the ﬁrﬅ place, which is inherent
i'n himſelf, iſ he ſhould ﬁnd it there, and afterwards whatever oﬀspring, or
brethren, ſpring in a becoming manner from this progeny oſ his own ſoul-i
in the ſouls oſ others, bidding at the ſame time farewell to all others ;--a
man of this kind, Phaedrus, appears to be ſuch a one as you and I ſhould pray.
that we may be.

annn. l perfectly deſire and pray for the poſſeﬃon of what you ſpeak
of.
Soc. We have, therefore, moderately ſpoken thus much about diſcourſes,

as it were in play : it only remains that you tell Lyſias, that, deſcending with
intellect to the ﬅream oſ the Nymphs and Muſes, we heard certain diſ

comſes, which they ordered us to acquaint Lyſias with, and every other'
v0L. m.
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writer of orations, likewiſe Homer, and any other who may Compoſe either
naked poetry, or that which is adorned with the ſong; and in the third place
Solon, and all who may commit political inﬅitutions to writingz-that if
their compoſitions reſult from knowing the truth, and if they are able to
defend their writings againﬅ the objections of adverſaries who declare that
they can evince the improbity of their diſcourſes,-then, they ought not to
be denominated from works of this kind, but from what they have ſeriouſly
written.

PHIEDR. XVhat appellations, then, will you aſſign them ?
Soc. To call them wiſe, Phaedrus, appears to me to be a mighty appella
tion, and adapted to a God alone; but to denominate them philoſophers, or
ſomething of this kind, ſeems to be more convenient and proper.

PHZEDR. There is nothing indeed unbecoming in ſuch an epithet.
Soc. He, therefore, who cannot exhibit any thing more honourable than
what he has written, and who turns upwards and downwards his compo
ſition, for a conſiderable ſpace of time, adding and taking away,-may not

ſuch a one be juﬅly called a poet, or a writer of orations or laws?
PHIEDR. Certainly,
Soc. Relate theſe particulars, therefore, to your aſſociate.

PHEDR. But what will you do? For it is not proper that your companion

ſhould be neglected.
Soc. Who is he?
v
PHEDR. The worthy Iſocrates. What will you tell him, Socrates? and
what character ſhall we aſſign him?
Soc. Iſocrates as yet, Phaedrus, is but a young man ; but I am willing to

tell you what I propheſy concerning him.
PHJEDR. YVhat?

Soc. He appears to me to poſſeſs ſuch excellent natural endowments, that
his productions ought not to be compared with the orations of Lyſias.

Be

ſides this, his manners are more generous; ſo that it will be by no means

wonderful, if, when he is more advanced in age, he ſhould far ſurpaſs, in
thoſe orations which are now the objects of his ﬅudy, all the other boys who
ever meddled with orations; or, if he ſhould not be content with a purſuit of
this kind, l think that a more divine impulſe will lead him to greater attain

ments: for there is naturally, my friend, a certain philoſophy in the diano
8
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Tell, therefore, my beloved Iſocrates this, as a piece

of information which l have received from the Gods of this place; and do

you likewiſe acquaint Lyſias with the particulars which reſpect his character
and purſuits, as a perſon who is the object of your warmeﬅ uttachment.
Pnnznn. Be it ſo; but let us depart, ſince the heat has now abated its
fervour.
.
Soc. But it is proper we ſhould pray before we depart.
PHIEDR. Undoubtedly.
Soc. O beloved Pan, and all ye other Gods, who are reſidents of this
place F, grant that I may become beautiful within, and that whatever I poſſeſs
externally may be friendly to my inward attainments! Grant, alſo, that I
may conſider the wiſe man as one who abounds in wealth; and that l may

enjoy that portion ofgold, which no other than a prudent man is able either
to bear, or properly manage! Do we require any thing elſe, Phardrus? for
to me it appears that I have prayed tolerably well.

PHIEDR. Pray alſo in the ſame manner for me: for the poſſeﬃoris of
friends are common.

Soc. Let us then depart.
' By Pan, and the other Cods, underﬅand local deities under the moon. But Pan is denomi
nated as it were all, becauſe he poſſeſſes the moﬅ ample ſway in the order of lecal Gods. For, as
the ſupermundane Gods are referred to Jupiter, and the celeﬅial to Bacchus, ſo all the ſublunary
local Gods and dazmons are referred to Pan.

THE END OF THE PHEDRUS.
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